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EARLY RECOLLECTIONS.

The Reader has several times heard of Pantiso-

cracy ; a scheme perfectly harmless in itself,

though obnoxious to insuperable objections. The

ingenious devisers of this state of society, gra-

dually withdrew from it their confidence ; not

in the first instance without a struggle ; but cool

reflection presented so many obstacles, that the

plan, of itself, as the understanding expanded,

gradually dissolved into " thin air." A friend

had suggested the expediency of first trying the

plan in Wales, but even this less exceptionable

theatre of experiment was soon abandoned, and

sound sense obtained its rightful empire.

It was mentioned (Vol. 1. p. 194.) that Mr.

Southey was the first to abandon the scheme of

American colonization ; and that, in confirmation,

VOL. II. B
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towards the conclusion of 1795, he accompanied

his uncle, the Rev. Herbert Hill, (Chaplain to the

English factory at Lisbon) through some parts of

Spain and Portugal ; of which occurrence, Mr.

S.'s entertaining "Letters" from those countries

are the result ; bearing testimony to his rapid

accumulation of facts, and the accuracy of his

observations on persons and things.* Mr. S. hav-

ing sent me a letter from Corunna, and two

others from Lisbon, I shall here (with Mr.

S.'s permission) gratify the reader by presenting

them for his perusal.

* At the instant Mr. Southey was about to set off on his travels,

I observed he had no stick, and lent him a stout holly of my oAvn.

In the next year, on his return to Bristol, " Here " said Mr. S.

(exciting great surprise) " Here is the holly you were kind enough

to lend me !"—1 have since then looked with additional respect on

my old igneous traveller, and remitted a portion of his aceustomed

labour. It was a source of some amusement, when, in November

of the past year, ( 1836) Mr. Southey, in his journey to the AVest,

to my great gratification, spent a few days with me, and in talking

of Spain and Portugal, I showed him his companion, the Old

Holly ! Though somewhat bent with age, the servant (after an

interval of forty years) was immediately recognized by his master,

and with an additional interest, as this stick, he thought, on one

occasion had been the means of saving his purse, if not his life, from

the sight of so efficient an instrument of defence, having intimidated

a Spanish robber.
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"Corunna, Dec. 15th, 1795.

Indeed my dear friend, it is strange that you

are reading a letter from me at this time, and not

an account of our Shipwreck. We left Falmouth

on Tuesday mid-day ; the wind was fair till the

next night, so fair that we were within twelve

hours
1

sail of Corunna ; it then turned round,

blew a tempest, and continued so till the middle

of Saturday. Our dead lights were up fifty hours,

and I was in momentary expectation of death.

You know what a situation this is. I forgot my
sickness, and though I thought much of the next

world, thought more of those at Bristol, who

would daily expect letters ; daily be disappointed,

and at last learn from the newspapers, that the

Lauzarotte had never been heard of.

Of all things it is most difficult to understand

the optimism of this difference of language ; the

very beasts of the country do not understand

English. Say " poor fellow " to a dog, and he

will probably bite you ; the cat will come if you

call her " Meeth-tha," but " puss" is an outlandish

phrase she has not been accustomed to „ last

night I went to supper to the fleas, and an excel-

lent supper they made ; and the cats serenaded

me with their execrable Spanish : to lie all night

b 2
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in Bowling-Green Lane* would be to enjoy the

luxury of soil and smooth lying.

At sight of land a general shaving took place

;

no subject could be better for Bunbury, than a

Packet cabin taken at such a moment. For me,

I am as yet whiskered, for I would Dot venture

to shave on board, and have had no razor on shore

till this evening. Custom-house officers are

more troublesome here than in England, I have

however got every thing at last ; you may form

some idea of the weather we endured ; thirty

fowls over our head were drowned ; the ducks got

loose, and ran with a party of half naked

Dutchmen into our cabin : 'twas a precious place,

eight men lying on a shelf much like a coffin.

Mr. Wahrendoff, a Swede, was the whole time

with the bason close under his nose.

The bookseller's shop was a great comfort ; the

Consul here has paid me particular attentions,

and I am to pass to-morrow morning with him,

when he will give me some directions concerning

Spanish literature. He knows the chief literary

men in England, and did know Brissot and

Petion. Of the dramatic poet whom Coates's

* page 46, Vol. 1.
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friend Zimbernatt mentioned as rivalling Shak-

speare, I hear nothing ; that young Spaniard

seems to exaggerate or rather to represent things

like a warm hearted young man, who believes

what he wishes. The father-in-law of Tailien is

a banker, what you call a clever fellow ; another

word (says the most sensible man here) for a

cheat ; the court and the clergy mutually support

each other, and their combined despotism is

indeed dreadful, yet much is doing ; Jardine is

very active ; he has forwarded the establishment

of schools in the Asturias with his Spanish friends.

Good night, they are going to supper. Oh, their

foul oils and wines !

Tuesday morning. I have heard of hearts

as hard as rocks, and stones, and adamants, but

if ever I write upon a hard heart, my simile shall

be as inflexible, as a bed in a Spanish Posada

;

we had beef steaks for supper last night, and a

sad libel upon beef steaks they were. I wish

you could see our room ; a bed in an open

recess, one just moved from the other corner.

Raynsford packing his trunk ; Maber shaving

himself ; tables and chairs ; looking glass hung

even too high for a Patagonian, the four evange-

lists, &c. &c. the floor beyond all filth, most filthy.

b3
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I have been detained two hours since I began

to write, at the custom house. Mr. Cottle, if

there be a custom house to pass through, to the

infernal regions, all beyond must be, compara-

tively, tolerable.
*******

Adieu,

Robert Southey."

"Lisbon, February 1st, 1796.

' Certainly, I shall hear from Mr. Cottle, by the

first Packet ' said I.—Now I say, 'probably I may

hear by the next,' so does experience abate the

sanguine expectations of man. What, could

you not write one letter ? and here am I writing

not only to all my friends in Bristol, but to all in

England. Indeed I should have been vexed, but

that the packet brought a letter from Edith, and

the pleasure that gave me, allowed no feeling of

vexation. What of 'Joanf Mr. Coates tells me

it gains upon the public, but authors seldom hear

the plain truth. I am anxious that it should

reach a second edition, that I may write a new

preface, and enlarge the last book. I shall omit

all in the second book which Coleridge wrote.

Bristol deserves panegyric instead of satire. I

know of no mercantile place so literary. Here
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I am among the Philistines, spending my morn-

ings so pleasantly, as books, only books, can make

them, and sitting at evening the silent spectator

of card playing and dancing. The English here

unite the spirit of commerce, with the frivolous

amusements of high life. One of them who plays

every night (Sundays are not excepted here)

will tell you how closely he attends to profit. ' I

never pay a porter for bringing a burthen till the

next day (says he) for while the fellow feels his

back ache with the weight, he charges high ; but

when he comes the next day the feeling is gone,

and he asks only half the money.'' And the

author of this philosophical scheme is worth

200,000 pounds ! !

This is a comfortless place, and the only plea-

sure I find in it, is in looking on to my departure.

Three years ago I might have found a friend,

Count Leopold Berchtold. This man (foster

brother of the Emperor Joseph) is one of those

rare characters, who spend their lives in doing

good. It is his custom in every country he visits,

to publish books in its language, on some subject

of practical utility ; these he gave away. I have

now lying before me the two which he printed in

Lisbon ; the one is an Essay on the means of
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preserving life, in the various dangers to which

men are daily exposed. The other an Essay on

extending the limits of benevolence, not only

towards men, but towards animals. His age was

about twenty five ; his person and his manners the

most polished. My uncle saw more of him than

any one, for he used his library ; and this was the

only house he called at ; he was only seen at

dinner, the rest of the day was constantly given

to study. They who lived in the same house

with him, believed him to be the wandering Jew.

He spoke all the European languages, had written

in all, and was master of the Arabic. From

thence he went to Cadiz, and thence to Bar-

bary ; no more is known of him.

We felt a smart earthquake the morning after

our arrival here. These shocks alarm the Por-

tuguese dreadfully ; and indeed it is the most

terrifying sensation you can conceive. One man

jumped out of bed and ran down to the stable,

to ride off almost naked as he was. Another,

more considerately put out his candle, ' because I

know, (said he) the fire does more harm than the

earthquake.' The ruins of the great earthquake

are not yet removed entirely.

The city is a curious place : a straggling plan

;
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built on the most uneven ground, with heaps of

ruins in the middle, and large open places. The

streets filthy beyond all English ideas of filth, for

they throw every thing into the streets, and

nothing is removed. Dead animals annoy you at

every corner ; and such is the indolence and

nastiness of the Portuguese, that I verily believe

they would let each other rot, in the same manner,

if the priests did not get something by burying

them. Some of the friars are vowed to wear their

clothes without changing for a year ; and this is a

comfort to them : you will not wonder, therefore,

that I always keep to the windward of these

reverend perfumers.

The streets are very agreeable- in wet weather.

If you walk under the houses, you are drenched

by the water-spouts. If you attempt the middle,

there is a river. If you would go between both,

there is the dunghill. The rains here are very

violent, and the streams in the streets, on a

declivity, so rapid as to throw down men; and

sometimes to overset carriages. A woman was

drowned, some years ago, in one of the most fre-

quented streets of Lisbon. But to walk home at

night is the most dangerous adventure, for then

the chambermaids shower out the filth into the
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streets with such profusion, that a Scotchman

might fancy himself at Edinburgh. You cannot

conceive what a cold perspiration it puts me in, to

hear one dashed down just before me; as Thomson

says, with a little alteration :

" Hear nightly dashed, amid the perilous street,

The fragrant stink-pot."

This furnishes food for innumerable dogs, that

belong to nobody, and annoy every body. If

they did not devour it, the quantities would breed

a pestilence. In a moon-light night, we see dogs

and rats feeding at the same dunghill.

Lisbon is plagued with a very small species of

red ant, that swarm over every thing in the house.

Their remedy for this is, to send for the priest,

and exorcise them. The drain from the new

convent opens into the middle of the street. An
English pigsty is cleaner than the metropolis of

Portugal.

To-night 1 shall see the procession of ' Our

Lord of the Passion.
1 This image is a very

celebrated one, and with great reason, for one

night he knocked at the door of St. Roque's

church, and there they would not admit him.
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After this he walked to the other end of the town,

to the church of St. Grace, and there they took

him in : but a dispute now arose between the two

churches, to which the image belonged ; whether

to the church which he first chose, or the church

that first chose him. The matter was compro-

mised. One church has him, and the other

fetches him for their processions, and he sleeps

with the latter the night preceding. The better

mode for deciding it, had been, to place the gen-

tleman etween both, and let him walk to which

he liked best. What think you of this story

being believed in 1796 ! !

!

The power of the Inquisition still exists, though

they never exercise it, and thus the Jews save

their bacon. Fifty years ago it was the greatest

delight of the Portuguese to see a Jew burnt.

Geddes, the then chaplain, was present at one of

these detestable Auto da Fe's. He says, ' the

transports expressed by all ages, and all sexes,

whilst the miserable sufferers were shrieking and

begging mercy for God's sake, formed a scene

more horrible than any out of hell !' He adds,

that ' this barbarity is not their national character,

for no people sympathize so much at the execution

of a criminal ; but it is the damnable nature of
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their religion, and the most diabolical spirit of

their priests ; their celibacy deprives them of the

affections of men, and their creed gives them the

ferocity of devils.
-1

Geddes saw one man gagged,

because, immediately he came out of the Inqui-

sition gates, he looked up at the sun, whose light

for many years had never visited him, and

exclaimed, ' How is it possible for men who

behold that glorious orb, to worship any being but

him who created it V My blood runs cold when I

pass that accursed building ; and though they do

not exercise their power, it is a reproach to human

nature that the building should exist.

It is as warm here as in May with you ; of

course we broil in that month at Lisbon ; but I

shall escape the hot weather here, as I did the

cold weather of England, and quit this place the

latter end of April. You will of course see me

the third day after my landing at Falmouth, or, if

I can get companions in a post-chaise, sooner.

This my resolution is like the law of the Medes

and Persians, that altereth not. Be so good as to

procure for me a set of Coleridge's ' Watchman,'*

with his Lectures and Poems. I want to write a

Tragedy here, but can find no leisure to begin it.

Portugal is much plagued with robbers, and
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tliey generally strip a man, and leave him to walk

home in his birth-day suit. An Englishman was

served thus at Almeyda, and the Lisbon magis-

trates, on his complaint, took up the whole vil-

lage, and imprisoned them all. Contemplate this

people in what light you will, you can never see

them in a good one. They suffered their best epic

Poet to perish for want ; and they burned to death

their best dramatic writer, because he was a Jew.

Pombal, whose heart was bad, though he made

a good minister, reduced the church during his

administration. He suffered no persons to enter

the convents, and, as the old monks and nuns

died, threw two convents into one, and sold the

other estates. By this means, he would have

annihilated the whole generation of vermin ; but

the king died, and the queen, whose religion has

driven her mad, undid, through the influence of

the priests, all that Pombal had done. He

escaped with his life, but lived to see his bust

destroyed, and all his plans for the improvement

of Portugal reversed. He had the interest of his

country at heart, and the punishment, added to

the regret of having committed so many crimes to

secure his power, must almost have been enough

for this execrable marquis.

VOL. II c
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The climate here is delightful, and the air so

clear, that when the moon is young, I can often

distinguish the whole circle, thus ; O. You and

Robert may look for this some fine night, but I

do not remember ever to have observed it in

England. The stars appear more brilliant here,

but I often look up at the Pleiades, and remember

how much happier 1 was when I saw them in

Bristol. Fare you well. Let me know that my
friends remember me.

Robert Southey."

Mr. Southey paid a second visit to Lisbon, in

1800, accompanied by Mrs. S. when I received

from him the following poetical letter, which, for

ease, vivacity, and vigorous description, stands at

the head of that class of compositions. A friendly

vessel, mistaken for a French privateer, adds to

the interest. In one part, the poet conspicuously

bursts forth,

"Lisbon, May 9th, 1800,

Dear Cottle, d'ye see,

In writing to thee,

I do it in rhyme,

That I may save time,
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Determine! to say,

Without any delay,

Whatever conies first,

Whether hest or worst.

Alack for me

!

When I was at sea,

For I lay like a log,

As sick as a dog,

And whoever this readeth,

Will pity poor Edith

:

Indeed it was shocking,

The vessel fast rocking,

The timbers all creaking,

And when we were speaking,

It was to deplore

That we were not on shore,

And to vow we would never go voyaging more.

The fear of our fighting,

Did put her a fright in,

And I had alarms

For my legs and my arms.

When the matches were smoking,

I thought 'twas no joking,

And though honour and glory

And fame were before me,

'Twas a great satisfaction,

c 2
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That we had not an action,

And I felt somewhat holder,

When I knew that my head might remain on my shoulder.

But, 0, 'twas a pleasure,

Exceeding all measure,

On the deck to stand,

And look at the land ;

And when I got there,

I vow and declare,

The pleasure was even

Like getting to heaven I

I could eat and drink,

As you may think

;

I could sleep at ease,

Except for the fleas,

But still the sea-feeling,

—

The drunken reeling,

Did not go away

For more than a day

:

Like a cradle, the heel

Seemed to rock my head,

And the room and the town r

Went up and down.

My Edith here,

Thinks all things queer^
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And some things she likes well

;

But then the street

She thinks not neat,

And does not like the smell.

Nor do the fleas

Her fancy please,

Although the fleas like her

;

They at first view

Fell merrily to,

For they made no demur.

But, O, the sight

!

The great delight

!

From this my window, west

!

This view so fine,

This scene divine !

The joy that I love hest

!

The Tagus here,

So broad and clear,

Blue, in the clear blue noon

—

And it lies light,

All silver white,

Under the silver moon

!

Adieu, adieu,

Farewell to you,

Farewell, my friend so dear,

Write when you may,

c3
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I need not say,

How gladly we shall hear.

I leave off rhyme,

And so next time,

Prose writing you shall see

;

But in rhyme or prose,

Dear Joseph knows

The same old friend in me.

R. Southey."

Although referring to a somewhat later period,.

I shall here introduce a letter from Mr. Coleridge

to Mr. Wade, relating to Germany, which at one

time it was the purpose of Mr. W. to visit.

"March 6th, 1801.

My very dear friend,

I have even now received your letter. My habit&

of thinking and feeling have not hitherto inclined me

to personify commerce in any such shape as could

tempt me to turn Pagan, and oifer vows to the

Goddess of our Isle. But when I read that sen-

tence in your letter, 'The time will come I trust,

when I shall be able to pitch my tent in your

neighbourhood,'' I was most potently tempted to

a breach of the second commandment, and on my
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knees, to entreat the said Goddess, to touch your

bank notes and guineas with her magical, multi-

plying wand. I could offer such a prayer for you,

with a better conscience than for most men,

because I know that you have never lost that

healthy common sense, which regards money only

as the means of independence, and that you

would sooner than most men cry out, enough !

enough ! To see one's children secured against

want, is doubtless a delightful thing ; but to wish

to see them begin the world as rich men, is unwise

to ourselves, (for it permits no close of our labors)

and is pernicious to them; for it leaves no motive to

their exertions, none of those sympathies with the

industrious and the poor, which form at once the

true relish and proper antidote of wealth.

* * * Is not March rather a perilous month

for the voyage from Yarmouth to Hamburg ? dan-

ger there is very little, in the packets, but I know

what inconvenience rough weather brings with it

;

not from my own feelings, for I am never sea sick,

but always in exceeding high spirits on board ship.,

but from what I see in others. But you are now an

old sailor. At Hamburg I have not a shadow of

acquaintance. My letters of introduction produced

for me (with one exception, viz. Klopstock the
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brother of the poet) no real service, but merely

distant and ostentatious civility. And Klopstock

will by this^time have forgotten my name, (which

indeed he never properly knew) for I could speak

only English, and Latin, and he only French and

German. At Ratzeburgh (35 English miles

N. E. from Hamburgh on the road to Lubec) I

resided four months, and I should hope, was not

unbeloved by more than one family, but this is

out of your route. At Gottingen I stayed near

five months, but here I knew only students, who

will have left the place by this time, and the high

learned professors, only one of whom could speak

English , and they are so wholly engaged in their

academical occupations, that they would be of no

service to you. Other acquaintance in Germany

I have none, and connection I never had any.

For though I was much intreated by some of the

Literati to correspond with them, yet my natural

laziness, with the little value I attach to literary

men, as literary men, and with my aversion

from those letters, which are to be made up of stu-

died sense, and unfelt compliments, combined to

prevent me from availing myself of the offer.

Herein and in similar instances, with English

authors of repute, I have ill consulted the
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growth of my reputation and fame. But I have

cheerful and confident hopes of myself. If I can

hereafter do good to my fellow creatures, as a

poet, and as a metaphysician, they will know it

;

and any other fame than this, I consider as a

serious evil, that would only take me from out

the number and sympathy of ordinary men, to

make a coxcomb of me.

As to the Inns or Hotels at Hamburgh, I

should recommend you to some German Inn.

Wordsworth and I were at the ' Der Wilde Man,'

and dirty as it was, I could not find any Inn in

Germany very much cleaner, except at Lubec.

But if you go to an English Inn, for heaven's

sake, avoid the Shakspeare, at Altona, and the

King of England, at Hamburgh. They are houses

of plunder, rather than entertainment. The

Duke of York's Hotel, kept by Seaman, has a

better reputation, and thither I would advise

you to repair ; and I advise you to pay your bill

every morning at breakfast time ; it is the only

way to escape imposition. What the Hamburgh

merchants may be I know not, but the trades-

men are knaves. Scoundrels, with yellow-white

phizzes, that bring disgrace on the complexion of

a bad tallow candle. Now as to carriage, I know
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scarcely what to advise ; only make up your mind

to the very worst vehicles, with the very worst

horses, drawn by the very worst postillions, over

the very worst roads, (and halting two hours at

each time they change horses) at the very worst

inns ; and you have a fair, unexaggerated picture

of travelling in North Germany. The cheapest

way is the best ; go by the common post

waggons, or stage coaches. What are called

extraordinaries, or post chaises, are little wicker

carts, uncovered, with moveable benches or forms

in them, execrable in every respect. And if you

buy a vehicle at Hamburgh, you can get none

decent under thirty or forty guineas, and very

probably it will break to pieces on the infernal

roads. The canal boats are delightful, but the

porters everywhere in the United Provinces, are

an impudent, abominable, and dishonest race.

You must carry as little luggage as you well can

with you, in the canal boats, and when you land,

get recommended to an inn beforehand, and bar-

gain with the porters first of all, and never lose

sight of them, or you may never see your port-

manteau or baggage again.

My Sarah desires her love to you and yours.

God bless your dear little ones ! Make haste and
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get rich, dear friend ! and bring up the little

creatures to be playfellows and schoolfellows with

my little ones !

Again and again, sea serve you, wind speed

you, all things turn out good to you !

God bless you,

S. T. Coleridge."

As a curious literary fact, I might mention,

that the sale of the first edition of the " Lyrical

Ballads,
1 '' was so slow, and the severity of most of

the Reviews so great, that its progress to oblivion

seemed ordained to be as rapid as it was certain.

I had given thirty guineas for the copy -right, as

detailed in the preceding letters ; but the heavy

sale induced me to part with the largest propor-

tion of the impression of Five hundred, at a loss,

to Mr. Arch, a London bookseller. After this

transaction had occurred, I received a letter from

Mr. Wordsworth, written the day before he set

sail for the Continent, requesting me to make over

my interest in the " Lyrical Ballads " to Mr.

Johnson, of St. Paul's Church-yard. This I

could not have done, had I been so disposed, as

the engagement had been made with Mr. Arch.

On Mr. W.'s return to England, I addressed a
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letter to him, explaining the reasons why I could

not comply with his request, to which he thus

replied :

" My dear Cottle,

I perceive that it would have been impossible

for you to comply with my request, respecting the

' Lyrical Ballads,
1

as you had entered into a

treaty with Arch. How is the copy-right to be

disposed of when you quit the bookselling business ?

We were much amused with the ' Anthology. 1

Your poem of the ' Killcrop
1 we liked better than

any ; only we regretted that you did not save the

poor little innocenfs life, by some benevolent art

or other. You might have managed a little

pathetic incident, in which nature, appearing

forcibly in the child, might have worked in some

way or other, upon its superstitious destroyer.*

* The child's life will now he found saved, in conformity with the

humane suggestion of Mr. W.

As my poem of the " Killcrop," which was originally printed in

the " Anthology," (anonymously) has not been included in my last,

fourth edition ; and as Mr. Wordsworth has expressed himself

favourably concerning it, I have re-printed it in the Appendix.

Mr. Southey has informed me, that this " Killcrop " is printed as

his, in the French edition of his Poems. This is a compliment

which exceeds its desert.
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We have spent our time pleasantly enough in

Germany, but we are right glad to find ourselves

in England, for we have learnt to know its value.

We left Coleridge well at Gottingen, a month

ago. * * * *

God bless you, my dear Cottle,

Your affectionate friend,

W. Wordsworth; 1

Soon after the receipt of the above, I received

another letter from Mr. W. kindly urging me to

pay him a visit in the north, in which, as an

inducement, he says,***** * * a "VVrite to

me beforehand, and I will accompany you on a

tour. You will come by Greta-bridge, which is

about twenty miles from this place, (Stockburn)
;

and after we have seen all the curiosities of that

neighbourhood, I will accompany you into Cum-

berland and Westmoreland. * * *

God bless you, dear Cottle,

W. W."
_,

A short time after the receipt of this invitation,

Mr. Coleridge arrived in Bristol from Germany,

and as he was about to pay Mr. Wordsworth a

VOL. II D
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visit, he pressed me to accompany him. I had

intended a journey to London, and now deter-

mined on proceeding with so agreeable a compan-

1on, and on so pleasant a journey, arid tour;

taking the metropolis on my return. To notice

the complicated incidents which occurred on this

tour, would occupy a large space. I therefore

pass it all over, with the remark, that in this

interview with Mr. Wordsworth, the subject of

the " Lyrical Ballads" was mentioned but once,

and that casually, and only to account for its

failure ! which Mr. W. ascribed to two causes

;

first, the "Ancient Mariner," which, he said, no

one seemed to understand ; and 2ndly, the unfa-

vourable notice of most of the Reviews.

On my reaching London, having an account to

settle with Messrs. Longman and Rees, the book-

sellers, of Paternoster Row, I sold them all my
copy-rights, which were valued as one lot, by a

third party. On my next seeing Mr. Longman,

he told me, that in estimating the value of the

copy-rights, Fox's "Achmed," and Wordsworth's

"Lyrical Ballads," were "reckoned as nothing."

" That being the case," I replied, " as both these

authors are my personal friends, 1 should be

obliged, if you would return me again these two
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copy-rights, that I may have the pleasure of pre-

senting them to the respective writers.
1
' Mr.

Longman answered, with his accustomed liberal-

ity, " You are welcome to them." On my reach-

ing Bristol, I gave Mr. Fox his receipt for twenty

guineas ; and on Mr. Coleridge's return from the

north, I gave him Mr. Wordsworth's receipt for

his thirty guineas; so that whatever advantage

has arisen, subsequently, from the sale of this

volume of the "Lyrical Ballads," has pertained

exclusively to Mr. W.
I have been the more particular in these state-

ments, as it furnishes, perhaps, the most remark-

able instance on record, of a volume of Poems

remaining for so long a time, almost totally neg-

lected, and afterwards acquiring, and that almost

rapidly, so much deserved popularity.

A month or two after Mr. Coleridge had left

Bristol for Germany, Dr. Beddoes told me of a

letter he had just received from his friend, Davies

Giddy, (afterward, with the altered name of

Gilbert, President of the Royal Society) recom-

mending a very ingenious young chemist, of

Penzance, in Cornwall, to assist him in his

Pneumatic Institution, at the Hotwells. " The

character is so favourable," said the Dr. " I think

d2
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I shall engage him;" handing me the letter. I

read it, and replied, " You cannot err in receiv-

ing a young man thus recommended." Two or

three weeks after, Dr. B. introduced to me no

other than Mr. afterwards Sir, Humphrey Davy.

(Mr. Giddy little thought that this M young che-

mist, of Penzance," was destined to precede him-

self, in occupying the chair of Newton.)

This Pneumatic Institution, for ascertaining

how far the different gases, received into the

lungs, were favourable, or not, to certain dis-

eases, has often been referred to ; but its origin,

that I am aware of, has never been stated. It

has erroneously been supposed, to have depended

for its establishment and support, exclusively on

Dr. Beddoes. But being acquainted with the

circumstances of the case, it is right to mention,

that this Gaseous Institution resulted from the

liberality of the late Mr. Lambton. When Mr. L.

heard from Dr. Beddoes an opinion expressed,

that Medical Science might be greatly assisted by

a fair and full examination of the effects of fac-

titious airs on the human constitution, particu-

larly in reference to consumption ; to obtain this

' i fair and full examination," Mr. Lambton imme-

diately presented Dr. B. with the munificent sum
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of fifteen hundred pounds. One other individual

also, contributed handsomely toward the same

object,—the late Mr. Thomas Wedgewood, who

presented Dr. B. with one thousand pounds, for

the furtherance of this design.*

It might here be mentioned, that a few months

after this, two intelligent-looking boys were often

seen with Dr. B. with whom they were domestica-

ted. The Dr. was liberally remunerated for super-

intending their education, (with suitable masters ;)

and this he did at the dying request of their father,

who had recently deceased in Italy. Dr. Beddoes

took great pains with these boys, so that when

they entered at Eton, they were found quite

equal to other boys of their own age, in classical

attainments, and greatly their superiors in general

knowledge. The father was the above Mr.

Lambton, and one of the two boys, is the present

Earl of Durham. One of the precepts strongly

inculcated on these youths, was, " Never be idle,

boys. Let energy be apparent in all you do. If

you play, play heartily, and at your book, be deter-

mined to excel. Languor is the bane of intellect."

* The house of the Pneumatic Institution was situated in Dowry-

Square, Hotwells ; the house in the comer, forming the north angle

of the Square.
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I remember to have seen Mr. Lambton at Dr.

B^s. He had a fine countenance, but it betrayed

the hue of consumption. After having been for

some time under the care of Dr. Beddoes, the Dr.

recommended his patient to try a warmer climate,

when Mr. L. departed for Italy. Mr. Lambton's

health still declining, and considering that his

only chance for life depended on the skill of his

own experienced physician, he wrote to Dr. Bed-

does, urging him, without delay, to set off, I

think, for Naples. This I received from Dr. B.

himself, who said, at the same time, " On Mon-

day morning I shall set off for Italy." But before

Monday, the tidings arrived that Mr. Lambton

was dead !

The two young Lambtons had the additional

privilege of living under the same roof with Mr.

Davy, and on various occasions, through life, the

Earl of Durham and his brother, have testified a

deep sense of respect and friendship for the illus-

trious chemist, who so enlivened and edified their

younger days.

When Dr. Beddoes introduced to me young

Mr. Davy, (being under twenty) I was much

struck with the intellectual character of his face.

His eye was piercing, and, when not engaged in
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converse, was remarkably introverted, amounting

to absence, as though his mind had been pursuing

some severe trains of thought, scarcely to be

interrupted by external objects ; and from the first

interview also, his ingenuousness impressed me

as much as his mental superiority. Mr. D. hav-

ing no acquaintance in Bristol, I encouraged and

often received his visits, and he conferred an obli-

gation on me, by often passing his afternoons in

my company. During these agreeable interviews,

he occasionally amused me by relating anecdotes

of himself; or detailing his numerous chemical

experiments: or otherwise by repeating his poems,

several of which he gave me (still retained ;) and

it was impossible to doubt, that if he had not

shone as a philosopher, he would have become

conspicuous as a poet.*

I must now refer again to the Pneumatic Institu-

* Mr. Davy often asked me to attend his experiments, at the

Wells, and as an evidence of the zeal with which he wished to

induce as many as he could to pursue his favourite chemistry, in

consequence ofmy taking great interest in his proceedings, he urged

me to pursue chemistry, as a science. To prove that he was in

earnest, he bought for me a box of chemical tests, acids, alkalies,

glass tubes, retorts, blow-pipe, trough, &c. &c. and assisted me in

some of my first experiments. The trough I occasionally use at

the present time.
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tion, to which the medical world looked with some

anxiety, and which excited much conversation in

the circle where I happened to be placed. Dr.

Beddoes early in the year 1798, had given an ad-

mirable course of Lectures in Bristol, (at the Red

Lodge) on the principles and practice of Che-

mistry, and which were rendered popular by a

great diversity of experiments ; so that, with

other branches of the science, the gases, had

become generally familiar. The establishment of

the Pneumatic Institution immediately following,

the public mind was prepared, in some measure,

to judge of its results ; and a very considerable

increase of confidence was entertained, from the

acknowledged talents of the young superintend-

ant ; so that all which could be accomplished was

fully calculated upon. The funds also which

supported the Institution being ample, the appara-

tus corresponded, and a more persevering and

enthusiastic experimentalist than Mr. Davy, the

whole kingdom could not have produced ; an ad-

mission which was made by all who knew him,

before the profounder parts of his character had

been developed. No personal danger restrained

him from determining facts, as the data of his

reasoning ; and if Fluxions, or some other means,
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had not conveyed the information, such was his

enthusiasm, he would almost have sprung from the

perpendicular brow of St. Vincent, to determine

his precise time, in descending from the top to

the bottom.

I soon learnt from Mr. D. himself the course of

his experiments ; many of which were in the

highest degree hazardous, when, with friendly

earnestness, T warned him against his imminent

perils. He seemed to act, as if in case of sacri-

ficing one life, he had two or three others, in

reserve, on which he could fall back, in case of

necessity. He sometimes so excited my fears,

that I half despaired of seeing him alive the next

morning. He has been known sometimes to

breathe a deadly gas, with his finger on his pulse,

to determine how much could be borne, before a

serious declension occurred in the vital action.

The great hazards to which he exposed himself

may be estimated by the following slight detail.

Dr. Mitchell, as well as Dr. Priestley, had

stated the fatal effects on animal life, of the

gazeous oxide of azote ; Mr. Davy, on the con-

trary, for reasons which satisfied himself, in its

pure state, thought it respirable ; at least, "that

a single inspiration of this gas might neither
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destroy, nor materially injure the powers of life."

He tried one inspiration. No particularly injuri-

ous effects followed. He now breathed, out of his

green bag, three quarts of this nitrous oxide

(gazeous oxide of azote,) when it was attended

with a degree of giddiness, great fulness in the

head, and with loss of distinct sensation, and

voluntary power, analogous to intoxication. Not

being able fully to determine whether the gas

was " stimulant "or " depressing/'' he now

breathed four quarts of it from his green bag,

when an irresistible propensity to action followed,

with motions, " various and violent." Still, not

being satisfied, he proceeded in his experiments,

and at length found that he could breathe nine

quarts for three minutes, and twelve quarts for

rather more than four, but never for five minutes,

without the danger of fatal consequences, as

before five minutes had expired, the mouth-piece

" generally dropped from his unclosed lips." By

breathing from six to seven quarts only, muscular

motions were produced, and he manifested the

pleasure it excited, by stamping, laughing, dan-

cing, shouting, &c.

At another time, having ascertained that his

pure nitrous oxide, was eminently stimulant, he
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wanted to determine whether the system, in a

high state of stimulation, would then be suscep-

tible of a proportionate accession of stimulus

from his new gas ; like that which would be

experienced by the man, who after taking one

bottle of wine, drank a second ; and to acquire

demonstration on this nice subject, (although he

was a confirmed water-drinker) to form the basis

of his experiment, he drank off with all dispatch

a whole bottle of wine, the consequence of which

was, that he first reeled, and then fell down insen-

sibly drunk. After lying in this state for two or

three hours, he awoke with a sense of nausea,

head-ache, and the usual effects of intoxication.

At the first return of recollection, however, un-

daunted by the past, the young enthusiastic

philosopher called out for the green bag, when he

breathed twelve quarts of nitrous oxide, for three

or four minutes. The consequence of this was,

he became a second time intoxicated, though in

a less degree, when he strode across the room,

and by stamping, laughing, dancing, and vocifera-

tion, found that the same effects followed, which

attended his former experiment, without any

increase of stimulus from the wine.

All the gases that had hitherto been the subject
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of investigation, sunk in importance before this

nitrous oxide, which the perseverance of Mr.

Davy had now obtained in any quantity, and in

its pure state, consequently divested of that fo-

reign admixture which rendered it usually so

destructive. He had also ascertained the quantity

which might safely be admitted into the lungs.

Dr. Beddoes was sanguine as to its medical

qualities, and conceived that, if not a specific, it

might prove highly advantageous in paralysis, and

pulmonary affections ; and, in conjunction with

these benefits, he well knew it would confer

importance on his own Pneumatic Institution.

As the Dr. meditated a publication expressly

on this subject, he was desirous of collecting

the testimony of others, for which purpose, he

persuaded several of his friends to breathe this

innocent, but exhilarating nitrous oxide, while

they described, and he recorded their sensations.

Mr. Southey, Mr. Clayfield, Mr. Tobin, and

others, inhaled the new air. One, it made

dance, another laugh, while a third, in his state

of excitement, being pugnaciously inclined, very

uncourteously, struck Mr. Davy rather violently

with his fist. It became now an object with Dr.

B. to witness the effect this potent gas might
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produce on one of the softer sex, and lie prevailed

on a courageous young lady, (Miss —) to breathe

out of his pretty green bag, this delightful nitrous

oxide. After a few inspirations, to the astonish-

ment of every body, the young lady dashed out of

the house, when, racing down the square, she leaped

over a great dog in her way, but being hotly pur-

sued by the fleetest of her friends, the fair fugitive,

or rather the temporary maniac, was at length

overtaken and secured, without further damage.

Dr. Beddoes now expressed a wish to record

my testimony also, and presented me his green

bag; but being satisfied with the effects produced

on others, I begged to decline the honour. The

Pneumatic institution, at this time, from the

laughable and diversified effects produced by this

new gas on different individuals, quite exorcised

philosophical gravity, and converted the labora-

tory into the region of hilarity and relaxation.

The young lady's feats, in particular, produced

great merriment, and so intimidated the ladies,

that not one, after this time, could be prevailed

upon to look at the green bag, or hear of nitrous

oxide, without horror !

But more perilous experiments must now be

noticed. Mr. Davy having succeeded so well

VOL. II E
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with the Nitrous Oxide, determined even to ha-

zard a trial with the deadly Nitrous Gas. For

this purpose he placed in a bag, " one hundred

and fourteen cubic inches of nitrous gas," and

knowing that unless he exhausted his lungs of the

atmospheric air, its oxygen would unite with the

nitrous gas, and produce in his lungs aqua-fortis,

he wisely resolved to expel if possible, the whole

of the atmospheric air from his lungs, by some

contrivance of his own. For this purpose, in a

second bag, he placed seven quarts of nitrous

oxide, and made from it three inspirations, and

three expirations, and then instantly transferred

his mouth to the nitrous gas bag, and turning the

stop-cock, took one inspiration. This gas, in

passing through his mouth and fauces, burnt his

throat, and produced such a spasm in the epiglot-

tis, as to cause him instantly to desist, when, in

breathing the common air, aqua-fortis was really

formed in his mouth, which burnt his tongue,

palate, and injured his teeth. Mr. D. says, " I

never design again to repeat so rash an expe-

riment.
1'

But though this experiment might not be

repeated, there was one other nearly as danger-

ous, to which Mr. Davy's love of science prompted
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him to resort ; not by trying it on another but,

generously, on himself.

Mr. D. wanted to determine whether the car-

buretted hydrogen gas, was so destructive to

animal life as had been represented. In its pure

state, one inspiration of this gas was understood

to destroy life, but Mr. Davy mixed three quarts

of the gas, with two quarts of atmospheric air,

and then breathed the whole for nearly a minute.

This produced only slight effects, (nothing to an

experimental chemist ;) merely " giddiness, pain

in the head, loss of voluntary power,
11

&c.

The spirit of inquiry not being to be repressed

by these trifling inconveniences, Mr. Davy was

now emboldened to introduce into his green bag,

four quarts of carburetted hydrogen gas, nearly

pure. After exhausting his lungs in the usual

way, he made two inspirations of this gas. The

first inspiration produced numbness and loss of

feeling in the chest. After the second, he lost all

power of perceiving external things, except a

terrible oppression on his chest, and he seemed

sinking fast to death ! He just had consciousness

enough to remove the mouth-piece from his

unclosed lips, when he became wholly insensible.

After breathing the common air for some time,

e2
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consciousness was restored, and Mr. Davy faintly

uttered, as a consolation to his then attendant,

(Mr. John Tobin) "I do not think I shall

die."

Such are some of the appalling hazards encoun-

tered by Mr. Davy, in his intrepid investigation

of the gases. These destructive experiments, du-

ring his residence at Bristol, probably, produced

those affections of the chest, to which he was sub-

ject through life, and which, beyond all question,

shortened his days. Nothing at this moment so

excites my surprise, as, that Mr, D.'s life should

have been protracted, with all his unparalleled

indifference concerning it, to the vast age, for

him, of fifty years.

I cannot here withhold an ungracious piece of

information. In the prospect of this establish-

ment, great expectations had been raised, and the

afflicted of all descriptions, were taught to

expect a speedy cure ; so that when the doors

were opened, no less than seventy or eighty pa-

tients, progressively applied for the gratuitous

alleviation of their maladies. But it is too great

a tax on human patience, when cures are always

promised, but never come. No one recovery, in

an obstinate case, had occurred ; in consequence
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of which, many patients became dissatisfied, and

remitted their attendance. Independently of

which, an idea had become prevalent amongst

the crowd of afflicted, that they were merely

made the subjects of experiment, which thinned

the ranks of the old applicants, and intimidated

new. It might be said, that patients after a cer-

tain period had so ominously declined, that the

very fire was likely to become extinguished for

want of fuel. In order that the trials might

be deliberately proceeded in, a fortunate thought

occurred, to Dr. Beddoes ; namely, not to bribe,

but to reward all persevering patients ; for Mr.

Davy informed me, that, before the Pneumatic

institution was broken up, they allowed every

patient sixpence per diem ; so that when all hopes

of cure had subsided, it became a mere pecuniary

calculation with the sufferers, whether, for a

parish allowance of three shillings a week, they

should submit or not, to be drenched with these

nauseous gases.

This Pneumatic Institution, though long in a

declining state, protracted its existence for more

than two years, till the departure from Bristol, of

Mr. D. and then, by its failure, it established the

useful negative fact, (however mortifying) that

e3
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medical science was not to be improved through

the medium of factitious airs.*

I happened to be present, when Mr. W. Coates

casually named to Mr. Davy, (then just turned of

twenty) that his boy, the preceding evening, had

accidentally struck one piece of cane against

another, in the dark, and which produced light.

It was quite impressive to notice the intense

earnestness with which Mr. D. heard this fact,

which, by others, might have been immediately

forgotten. Mr. D. on the contrary, without

speaking, appeared lost in meditation. He sub-

sequently commenced his experiments on these

canes, and communicated the results, thus, to his

friend Mr. Giddy, (now Gilbert.)

" My dear friend,

* * * * I have now just room to give

you an account of the experiments I have lately

been engaged in.

First. One of Mr. Coates's children acciden-

tally discovered, that two bonnet-canes rubbed

together produced a faint light. The novelty of

* See also, in a more extended form, Mr. Davy's " Researches

Chemical and Philosophical, chiefly concerning Nitrous Oxide, and

its Respiration." 8vo. 1800.
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this experiment induced me to examine it, and I

found that the canes, on collision, produced sparks

of light, as brilliant as those from flint and steel.

Secondly. On examining the epidermis, I

found, when it was taken oif, that the canes no

longer gave light on collision.

Thirdly. The epidermis, subjected to chemi-

cal analysis, had all the properties of silex.

Fourthly. The similar appearance of the epi-

dermis of reeds, corn, and grasses, induced me to

suppose that they also contained silex. By burn-

ing them carefully, and analyzing their ashes, I

found that they contained it in rather larger pro-

portions than the canes.

Fifthly. The corn and grasses contain suffi-

cient potash to form glass with their flint. A very

pretty experiment may be made on these plants

with the blow-pipe. If you take a straw of

wheat, barley, or hay, and burn it, beginning at

the top, and heating the ashes with a blue flame,

you will obtain a perfect globule of hard glass, fit

for microscopic discovery."

The circumstance, that all canes, as well as

straws, and hollow grasses, have an epidermis of

silex, is one of the most singular facts in nature.
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Mr. Davy, in another place, has stated the

advantages arising to this class of vegetables, from

their stony external concretion ; namely, " the

defence it offers from humidity ; the shield which

it presents to the assaults of insects; and the

strength and stability that it administers to

plants, which, from being hollow, without this

support, would be less perfectly enabled to resist

the effect of storms.

Those canes which are not hollow, are long and

slender, and from wanting the power to sustain

themselves, come usually in contact with the

ground, when they would speedily decay, from

moisture, but for the impenetrable coat of mail

with which nature has furnished them. But ques-

tions still arise for future investigators. How
came the matter of flint to invest those plants

which most need it, and not others ? Whence

does this silex come ? Is it derived from the

air ? or from water ? or from the earth ? That it

emanates from the atmosphere is wholly inadmis-

sible. If the silex proceed from water, where is

the proof? and how is the superficial deposit

effected ? Also, as silex is not a constituent part

of water, if incorporated at all, it can be held

only in solution. By what law is this solution
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produced, so that the law of gravity should be

suspended ? If the silex be derived from the

earth, by what vessels is it conveyed to the surface

of the plants ? and, in addition, if earth be its

source, how is it that earth-seeking, and hollow

plants, with their epidermis of silex, should arise

in soils that are not silicious ? being equally pre-

dominant, whether the soil be calcareous, argilla-

ceous, or loamy. The decomposition of decayed

animal and vegetable substances, doubtless com-

poses the richest superficial mould ; but this soil,

so favourable for vegetation, gives the reed as

much silex, but no more, in proportion to the size

of the stalk, than the same plants growing in

mountainous districts, and primitive soils. It is to

be regretted, that the solution of these questions,

with others that^ might be enumerated, had not

occupied the profoundly investigating spirit of

Mr. Davy ; but which subjects now offer an

ample scope for other philosophical speculators.

It is a demonstrative confirmation of the accu-

racy of Mr. Davy's reasoning, that a few years

ago, after the burning of a large mow, in the

neighbourhood of Bristol, a stratum of pure, com-

pact, vitrified silex appeared at the bottom, form-

ing one continuous sheet, nearly an inch m
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thickness. I secured a portion, which, with a

steel, produced an abundance of bright sparks.

Upon Mr. Coleridge
1

s return from the north, to

Bristol, where he meant to make some little stay,

I felt peculiar pleasure in introducing him to

young Mr. Davy. The interview was mutually

agreeable, and, that which does not often occur,

notwithstanding their raised expectations, each,

afterward, in referring to the other, expressed to

me the opinion, that his anticipations had been

surpassed. They frequently met each other under

my roof, and their conversations were often bril-

liant ; intermixed, occasionally, with references

to the scenes of their past lives.

On one occasion, Mr. Coleridge entered into

some of his college scenes, to one of which I may

here refer. He said that, perhaps, it was culpa-

ble in him not to have paid more attention to his

dress, than he did when at the University, but

the great, excluded the little. He said that he

was once walking through a street in Cambridge,

leaning on the arms of two silk gowns, when his

own habiliments formed rather a ludicrous con-

trast. His cap had the merit of having once been

new; and some untoward rents in his gown, which

he had a month before intended to get mended,
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left a strong tendency, in some of its posterior

parts, to trail along the ground in the form,

commonly called " tatters." The three friends

were settling the exact site of Troy, or some other

equally momentous subject, when they were

passed by two spruce gownsmen, one of whom

said to the other, (which just caught the ear of

Mr. C.) " That sloven thinks he can hide his rib-

bons by the gowns of his companions."'
1 Mr. C.

darted an appalling glance at him, and passed on.

He now learned the name, and acquired some

particulars respecting the young man who had

offended him, and hastened home to exercise his

Juvenallian talent.

The next day he gave his satire to a friend, to

show it to the young man, who became quite

alarmed at the mistake he had made, and also at

the ominous words, "He who wrote this can

write more." The cauldron might boil over with

fresh " bubble, bubble, toil and trouhle." There

was no time to lose. He therefore immediately

proceeded to Mr. C/s chambers; apologized for

his inconsiderate expressions : thought him to

have been some " rough colt" from the country,

again begged his pardon, and received the hand of

reconciliation. This young, mis-calculating Can-
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tabrigian, now became one of Mr. CVs warmest

friends, and afterwards arose to eminence.

The satire was singularly cutting. I can recal

but two unconnected lines :

" With eye that looks around with asking gaze,

" And tongue that traffics in the trade of praise."

Mr. Coleridge now told us of the most remark-

able of his Cambridge eccentricities, that of his

having enlisted as a soldier. He had previously

stated to me many of the following particulars,

yet not the whole ; but in addition to that which

I heard from Mr. C. (who never told all the inci-

dents of his military life to any one person, but,

on the contrary, detailed some few to one, and

some few to another.) Having taken a deep inter-

est in this singular adventure, I made a point of

collecting from different friends, every scattered

fact I could obtain, and shall now throw the

whole into one narrative.

But before I proceed, I must take some notice

of a statement on this subject, communicated to

the public, by Mr. Bowles, wherein his account

appears to clash with mine. Of this gentleman

(with who.?/» name and writings 1 have connected
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so many pleasant remembrances, from early life,)

I wish to speak with the utmost respect ; but the

truth Mr. B. himself will be glad to learn.

Mr, Coleridge
,

s acquaintance, personally, with

Mr. B. was, I believe, exceedingly limited. It

should be known, that Mr. C. had written a Son-

net on Mr. Bowles, and also one on Mr. Sheridan.

Having learnt that Mr. B. was acquainted with

Mr. S. he sent the two Sonnets to Mr. Bowles,

(as I understood) with a request that he would

give the other to Mr. Sheridan. Mr. B. did give

the Sonnet to Mr. S. who expressed satisfaction at

it, and recommended Mr. Coleridge to write a

Tragedy, or some dramatic piece, which, if

approved, he would bring out at Drury Lane.

Mr. B. communicated this message from Sheridan

to Mr. Coleridge, and this was the origin of

Mr. C.'s Tragedy of " Osorio," afterward deno-

minated " Remorse."" Mr. C. to this time, had

not seen Mr. B. (Vol. 1. p. 232.)

Mr. Coleridge wrote to me from Stowey, (Vol. 1

.

p. 234) naming that he was going to spend a few

days with Mr. Bowles, and to read him his

Tragedy, which Mr. B. after it was quite finished

and corrected, was to transmit to Mr. Sheridan.

Knowing that Mr. Coleridge generally concealed

vol. n F
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the fact of his enlistment, from all but his most

intimate friends, and to those only of his own age,

I entertain the firm conviction, that Mr. C. never

spoke one word to Mr. Bowles on this subject,

which persuasion I shall relinquish only, when a

contrary assertion is advanced by Mr. B. (which

has not yet taken place.) It is most unlikely that

Mr. C. during a first, and short visit, should un-

reservedly expatiate on a fact, that could not

favourably impress any stranger, and particularly

a clergyman. In the latter years of his life, he,

very naturally, never, in the most distant way,

referred to the subject.

Mr. Bowles is correct in stating, that Mr.

Coleridge enlisted in the regiment of the 15th,

Elliofs Light Dragoons, but it is at utter variance

with all that Mr. C. stated to his intimate friends,

that Mr. Nathaniel Ogle, should have been the

only individual concerned in the liberation of Mr.

C. Two other officers, at least, were principal

agents in this affair ; besides which, all the inci-

dents, relating to Mr. C. during his connexion

with the regiment, are passed over in silence,

except the one of Captain Ogle, having seen some

latin under Cumberbatch
,

s saddle. This may,

and must have been one of the incidents connected
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with Mr. C. because Captain O. affirms it, but it

must be deemed only one of many.

Mr. Bowles also states one circumstance relating

to what he calls, " The most correct, sublime,

chaste, and beautiful of Mr. Coleridge's poems

;

the Religious Musings ;" namely, that, " it was

written, non inter sylvas academi, but in the

tap-room at Reading." This information could

not have been received from Mr. C. but perhaps

was derived from the imperfect recollection, or

apprehension, of Captain O. ; but whoever the in-

formant may have been, the assertion, has not the

merit of being founded on a shadow of accuracy.

The poem of the " Religious Musings," was not

written "in the tap-room at Reading," nor any

where, till long after Mr. C. had for ever quitted

that sacred bower, and even the University itself.

It was written partly at Stowey ;
partly on Red-

clifF Hill, and partly in my parlour, where both

Mr. Coleridge and Mr. Southey, occasionally

wrote their verses.

But to settle this part more absolutely. On

beholding so unexpected an assertion, I referred to

the original MS. in which, at the commencement,

Mr. C. thus writes. " Religious Musings, a

desultory poem, written on Christmas eve, in the

f2
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year of our Lord, 1794." This also is the title

prefixed to his printed " Poems.'" Had there been

an error in the date, as Mr. C. corrected the press,

it undoubtedly would have been noticed by him.

As a correlative argument, it might be named,

that Mr. C. in his ever readiness to gratify me,

by the recital of his various poems, never spoke

of, nor repeated to me, one line of the " Religi-

ous Musings,
1 ''

till 1806, a subject which he well

knew would interest me so much, and which, from

its extent, would not have been likely to be

forgotten by him. This is presumptive evidence,

but the more conclusive is, that I perfectly

remember the time when the poem was written,

at least, as to the far larger part. Every new

forty or fifty lines that he produced fresh from his

opulent mint, he read to me with peculiar zest,

when in Bristol ; and he will be found often to

have referred to this poem in his letters. He also

sometimes condescended to ask my observations.

A part of the poem was even written after all

before in the volume was printed ; the press being

suspended till he had progressively completed it.

Mr. C. was in the habit of bringing me a dozen

or twenty lines at a time, for the printer, which

precious strips are still retained, and were bound
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up by me with MSS. of his Lectures and Poems.

(I have even six commencements of one part of

the poem, with successive alterations, before he

was finally satisfied.) The discrepancy between

the facts here stated, and the date " 1794," can

only be reconciled by the supposition that a frag-

ment, that is, the former part of the poem was

written at Christmas 1794, as, upon examining-

the MS. of this poem, I find that the beginning

is written on different paper from the rest, both

as to size and colour. All this evidence, it is

presumed, will satisfy every reasonable mind,

that the information is quite erroneous, which

states, that the " Religious Musings," " was

written in the tap-room, at Reading," and, con-

sequently, that " WilkieV fine pencil must be

transferred to some more veritable subject.

I shall now proceed with the narrative of Mr.

Coleridge's military life, chiefly collected from

Mr. C.'s own mouth, but not inconsiderably,

from the information of other of his more intimate

friends ; particularly R. Lovell ; although I

must apprise the reader that after a lapse of forty

years, I cannot pledge myself for every individual

word : a severity of construction which neither

my memoranda, nor memory, would authorize.

f3
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In order not to interrupt the reader, by stating

that this was derived from one source, and that

from another, (at this time hardly to be separated

in my own mind, and of little consequence to the

reader,) I shall proceed, as though the whole had

been related, by Mr. C. to Mr. Davy and

myself.

Mr. Coleridge now told us of one of his Cam-

bridge eccentricities, which highly amused us.

He said that he had paid his addresses to some

young woman, (I think, a Mary E—) who,

rejecting his offer, he took it so much in dudgeon,

that he ran away from the University to London,

when, in a reckless state of mind, he enlisted

himself as a common man in a regiment of

horse. No objection having been taken to his

height, or age, and being thus accepted, he was

asked his name. He had previously determined

to give one that was thoroughly Kamtschatkian,

but haying noticed that morning over a door in

Lincoln's Inn Fields, (or the Temple) the name

" Cumberbatch," (not Comberback) he thought

this word sufficiently outlandish, and replied,

45 Silas Tomken Cumberbatch," and such was the

entry in the regimental book.

Here, in his new capacity, laborious duties
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devolved on Mr. C. He endeavoured to think on

Csesar, and Epaminondas, and Leonidas, with

other ancient heroes, and composed himself to

his fate ; rememhering, in every series, there

must be a commencement : but still he found,

confronting him, no imaginary inconveniences.

Perhaps he who had most cause for dissatisfaction,

was the Drill Sergeant, who thought his pro-

fessional character endangered ; for after using his

utmost efforts to bring his raw recruit into some-

thing like training, he expressed the most serious

fears, from his unconquerable awkwardness, that

he never should be able to make " a proper'

soldier of him /"

Mr. C. it seemed, could not even rub down his

own horse, which, however, it should be known,

was rather a restive one, who (like Cowper's

Hare) " would bite if he could," and, in addi-

tion, kick, not a little. We could not suppose

that these predispositions in the martial steed were

at all aggravated by the unskillful jockeyship to

which he was subjected, but the sensitive quadru-

ped did rebel a little in the stable, and wince a

little in the field ! Perhaps this poor ruminating

animal was something in the state of the horse

that carried Mr. Wordsworth's " Ideot Boy,1 "
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who, in his sage contemplations, " wondered"

—" What he had got upon his back H This

rubbing down his horse was a constant source of

annoyance to Mr. C. who thought that the most

rational way was,—to let the horse rub himself

down, shaking himself clean, and so to shine in all

his native beauty ; but on this subject there were

two opinions, and, unfortunately, his that was to

decide carried most weight. If it had not been

for the foolish and fastidious taste of the ultra

precise Sergeant, this whole mass of trouble

might have been avoided, but, seeing the thing

must be done, or, punishment ! he set about the

herculean task, with the firmness of a Wallenstein,

bat, lo ! the paroxysm was brief, in the necessity

that called it forth. Mr. C. overcame this im-

mense difficulty, by bribing a young man of the

regiment to perform the achievement for him

;

and that, on very easy terms ; namely, by

writing for him some " Love Stanzas," to send

to his sweetheart !

Mr. Coleridge, in the midst of all his deficiences,

it appeared, was liked by the men, although he

was the butt of the whole company ; being

esteemed by them as next kin to a natural, though

of a peculiar kind—a talking natural. This fancy
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of theirs was stonily resisted by the love-sick

swain, but the regimental logic prevailed ; for,

whatever they could do, with masterly dexterity,

he could not do at all, ergo, must he not be a

natural ? There was no man in the regiment who

met with so many falls from his horse, as Silas

Tomken Cumberbatch! He often calculated with

so little - precision his due equilibrium, that, in

mounting on one side, (perhaps the wrong stirrup)

the probability was, especially, if his horse moved

a little, that he lost his balance, and, if he did

not roll back on this side, came down ponderously

on the other ! when the laugh spread amongst the

men, "Silas is off again!" Mr. C. had often

heard of campaigns, but he never before had so

correct an idea of hard service.

Some mitigation was now in store for Mr. C.

arising out of a whimsical circumstance. He had

been placed, as a sentinel, at the door of a ball-

room, or some public place of resort, when two of

his officers, passing in, stopped for a moment,

near Mr. C. talking about Euripides, two lines

from whom, one of them repeated. At the sound

of Greek, the sentinel instinctively turned his ear,

when he said, with all deference, touching his

lofty cap, " I hope your honour will excuse me,
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but the lines you have repeated are not quite

accurately cited. These are the lines ," when

he gave them, in their more correct form.

" Besides," said Mr. C. " instead of being in

Euripides, the lines will be found in the second

antistrophe of the ' iEdipus of Sophocles.
1 "

"Why, who the d— are you?" said the officer,

" old Faustus ground young again ?" "I am

only your honour's humble sentinel," said Mr. C.

again touching his cap.

The officers hastened into the room, and

inquired of one and another, about that " odd

fish," at the door ; when one of the mess, (it is

believed, the surgeon) told them, that he had

had his eye upon him, but he would neither tell

where he came from, nor any thing about his

family of the Cumberbatches ; but," continued he,

" instead of being an < odd fish,' I suspect he must

be a 'stray-bird
1 from the Oxford, or Cambridge

aviary." They learned, also, the laughable fact,

that he was bruised all over, by frequent falls from

his horse. " Ah," said one of the officers, " we

have had, at different times, two or three of these

' University birds
1
in our regiment." They, how-

ever, kindly took pity on the ' poor scholar,
1

and

had Mr. C. removed to the medical department,
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where he was appointed ' assistant' in the regimen-

tal hospital. This change was a vast improvement

in Mr. C.'s condition ; and happy was the day,

also, on which it took place, for the sake of the

sick patients ; for, Silas Tomken Cumberbatch's

amusing stories, they said, did them more good

than all the " doctor's physic !" Many ludicrous

dialogues sometimes occurred between Mr. C. and

his new disciples ; particularly with the " geogra-

pher.'* The following are some of these dialogues.

If he began talking to one or two of his com-

rades, (for they were all on a perfect equality,

except, that those who went through their ex-

ercise the best, stretched their necks a little

above the "awkward squad;" in which ignoble

class Mr. C. was placed, as the pre-eminent mem-

ber, almost by acclamation.) If he began to

speak, notwithstanding, to one or two, others

drew near, increasing momently, till by and by

the sick beds were deserted, and Mr. C. formed

the centre of a large circle.

On one occasion, he told them of the Pelopon-

nesian war, which lasted twenty-seven years.

" There must have been famous promotion there,"

said one poor fellow, haggard as a death's head.

Another, tottering with disease, ejaculated, " can
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yon tell, Silas, how many rose from the

rauks ?"

He now still more excited their wonderment,

by recapitulating the feats of Archimedes. As the

narrative proceeded, one restrained his scepticism,

till he was almost ready to burst, and then vocif-

erated, " Silas, that's a lie !" " D ye think so ?"

said Mr. C. smiling, and went on with his story.

The idea, however, got amongst them, that

Silas's fancy was on the stretch, when Mr. C.

finding that this tact would not do, changed his

subject, and told them of a famous general, called

Alexander the Great. As by a magic spell, the

flagging attention was revived, and several, at

the same moment, to testify their eagerness, called

out, "The general! The general!" I'll tell

you all about him," said Mr. C. when impatience

marked every countenance. He then told them

whose son this Alexander the Great was ; no less

than Philip of Macedon. " I never heard of

him," said one. " I think I have," said another,

(ashamed of being thought ignorant) " Silas,

wasn't he a Cornish man ? I knew one of the

Alexanders at Truro !"

Mr. C. now went on describing to them, in glow-

ing colours, the valour, and the wars, and the
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conquests of this famous general. "Ah," said

one man, whose open mouth had complimented

the speaker, for the preceding half hour ;
" Ah,"

said he, "Silas, this Alexander must have been

as great a man as our Colonel !"

Mr. C. now told them of the " Retreat of the

Ten Thousand." " I don't like to hear of retreat,"

said one. "Nor I," said a second: "I'm for

marching on." Mr. C. now told of the incessant

conflicts of these brave warriors, and of the vir-

tues of the " square." " They were a parcel of

•crack men," said one. " Yes," said another,

"their bayonets fixed, and sleeping on their arms

day and night." " I should like to know," said a

fourth, " what rations were given with all that

hard fighting ;" on which an Irishman replied,

""to be sure, every time the sun rose, two pounds

of good ox beef, and plenty of whiskey."

At another time he told them of the invasion of

Xerxes, and his crossing the wide Hellespont.

" Ah," said a young recruit, (a native of an

obscure village in Kent, who had acquired a

decent smattering of geography,—knowing well

that the world was round, and, that the earth

was divided into land and water, and, further-

more, that there were more countries on the globe

VOL. II «
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than England, and who now wished to show off

a little before his comrades ;) said this young man

of Kent; "Silas, I know where that "Hellspont"

is. I think it must be the mouth of the Thames,

for "'tis very wide."

Mr. C. now told them of the heroes of Thermo-

pylae, when the geographer interrupted him, by

saying, " Silas, I think I know, too, where that

'Thermopple' is; isn't it somewhere up in the

north ?" " You are quite right, Jack," said Mr.

C. "it is to the north of the Line." A conscious

elevation marked his countenance, and he rose at

once, five degrees in the estimation of his friends.

In one of these interesting conversaziones, when

Mr. C. was sitting at the foot of a bed, sur-

rounded by his gaping comrades, (who were

always solicitous of, and never wearied with, his

stories,) the door suddenly burst open, and in

came two or three gentlemen, (his friends) amid

the uniform dresses, in vain, for some time,

looking for their man. At length, they pitched

on Mr. C. and taking him by the arm, led him, in

silence, out of the room, (a picture, indeed, for a

Wilkie !) As the supposed deserter passed the

threshold, one of the astonished auditors uttered,

with a sigh, " poor Silas ! I wish they may let
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him off with a cool five hundred !" Mr. C.'s ran-

som being soon adjusted, his friends had the

pleasure of placing him, once more, safe in the

University.*

* This account of Mr. Coleridge's military life, I read to Mr.

Wade, who remarked that the greater part of what he had heard,

Mr. Coleridge had, at different times, repeated to him. Mr. W.

having now asked of me permission to peruse the whole of this

manuscript ; and, recollecting that he had been an old and steady

friend of Mr. C. I readily acceded to his wish, and at the same time

expressed an earnest desire that, in that case, he would read the

Memoir thoughtfully, in my presence, on successive mornings, and,

without hesitation, dissent, if he thought it needful, from any of

my remarks, or statements.

Mr. Wade finished the reading of the MS. so late as the 10th of

August last (1836); when his remarks were, " I have read delibe-

rately the whole manuscript with intense interest, as all who knew

Coleridge will, and, I think, those who knew him not. It is Cole-

ridge himself, undisguised. All the statements I believe to be cor-

rect. Most of them I know to be such. There is nothing in this

Memoir of our friend to which I object ; nothing which I could

wish to see omitted." He continued, " With respect to those let-

ters relating to opium, I think you would be unfaithful, if you were

to suppress them : but that letter addressed to me, must be pub-

lished, (according to Mr. Coleridge's solemn injunction,) either by

you, or myself. The instruction to be derived from this, and his

penitential letters addressed to you, is incalculable. All my friends

unite with me in this opinion."

Mr. W. related, at this time, one circumstance, received by him

from Mr. Coleridge, which was new to me, and which is as follows.

One of the men in Mr. C.'s company, had, it appeared, a bad case

of the small pox, when Mr. C. was appointed to be his nurse, night

g2
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A very old friend of Mr. Coleridge has recently

furnished me with the two following anecdotes of

Mr. C. which were also new to me.

The inspecting officer of his regiment, on one

occasion, was examining the guns of the men, and

coming to one piece which was rusty, he called

out in an authoritative tone, " Whose rusty gun

is this ?" when Mr. C. said, " is it very rusty,

Sir ?" " Yes, Cumberbatch, it is" said the offi-

cer, sternly. "Then, Sir," replied Mr. C. "it

must be mine P* The oddity of the reply dis-

armed the officer, and the "poor scholar" escaped

without punishment.*

Mr. Coleridge was a remarkably awkward

horseman, so much so, as generally to attract

notice. Some years after this, he was riding

along the turnpike road,, in the county of Durham,

when a wag, approaching him, noticed his peculi-

arity, and (quite mistaking his man) thought the

and day. The fatigue, and anxiety, and various inconveniences,

involved in the superintendence on this his sorely diseased comrade,,

almost sickened him of hospital service ; so that one or two more

such cases would have reconciled him to the ranks, and have made

him covet, once more, the holiday play of rubbing down his horse.

* At the time Mr. Coleridge belonged to the 15th Light Dra-

goons, the men earned carbines, in addition to swords and pistols^

More recently, a shorter gun has been substituted, called a fusee

_
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rider a fine subject for a little sport ; when, as he

drew near, he thus accosted Mr. C. " I say, young-

man, did you meet a tailor on the road?" "Yes,"

replied Mr. C. (who was never at a loss for a re-

joinder) "I did; and he told me, if I went a little

further I should meet a goose!" The assailant

was struck dumb, while the traveller jogged on.

Mr. Coleridge, at his next visit, gave me

several Epigrams, translated by him from the

German, which here follow :

ON A BAD READER OF HIS OWN VERSES.

Hoarse Msevius reads his hobbling verse

To all, and at all times,

And deems them both divinely smooth,

His voice, as well as rhymes.

But folks say Msevius is no ass !

But Mamus makes it clear,

That he's a monster of an ass,

An ass without an ear.

If the guilt of all lying consists in deceit,

Lie on
—

'tis your duty, sweet youth !

For believe me, then only we find you a cheat,

When you cunningly tell us the truth."

g3
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*• As Dick and I at Charing Cross were walking,

Whom should we see on t'other side pass by,

But Informator with a stranger talking,

So I exclaimed—" O, what a lie !"

Quoth Dick, "What can you hear him ?" Stuff t

I saw him open his mouth—ant that enough?"

ON OBSERVING A LADY LICKING HER LAP-DOG,

Thy Lap-dog, Rufa, is a dainty beast ;

It don't surprise me in the least,

To see thee lick so dainty clean a beast,

But that so dainty clean a beast licks thee

—

Yes—that surprises me.

Jack writes his verses with more speed

Than the printer's boy can set 'em

;

Quite as fast as we can read,

But only—not so fast as we forget 'em."

Mr. Coleridge accompanied these Epigrams

with the translation of one of Lessing's pieces,

where the felicity of the expression, in its English

form, will excite in most readers a suspicion, that
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no High Dutch original, could equal the Poem in

its new dress.

MY LOVE.

I ask'd ray love, one happy day,

What I should call her in my lay !

By what sweet name from Rome or Greece

;

Iphigenia, Clelia, Chloris,

Laura, Lesbia, or Doris,

Dorimene, or Lucrece ?

Ah ! replied my gentle fair,

Beloyed ! what are names hut air !

Take whatever suits the line :

Call me Clelia, call me Chloris,

Laura, Lesbia, or Doris,

Only, only, call me thine.

Mr. C. told me that he intended to translate the

whole of Lessing. I smiled, Mr. C. understood

the symbol, and smiled in return.

The above poem is thus printed in the last

edition of 1835, by which the two may be

compared, and the reader determine whether he

deems the alterations to be improvements.

NAMES.

I asked my fair one happy day,

What I should call her in my lay

;
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By what sweet name from Rome or Greece

Lalage, Neaera, Chloris,

Sappho, Leshia or Doris,

Arethusa, or Lucrece.

Ah, replied my gentle fair,

Beloved, what are names hut air ?

Choose thou whatever suits the line;

Call me Sappho, call me Chloris,

Call me Lalage, or Doris,

Only, only, call me thine.

Some time after this, Mr. Coleridge, finding his

health in a declining state, was advised to try a

warmer climate, when recollecting that a friend

of his, Sir John Stoddart, was the Judge of

Malta, he repaired to that island. Here he was

introduced to Sir Alexander Ball, the Governor,

who happened at that time to be in want of a

Secretary, and being greatly pleased with Mr
Coleridge, he immediately engaged him in that

capacity.*

* Mr. Coleridge sustained one serious loss, on quitting Malta,

which he greatly deplored, He had packed in a large case, all his

books and MSS. with all the letters received by him during his

residence on the island. His directions were, to be forwarded to

England, by the first ship •, with Bristol, as its ultimate destination.
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I shall here for the present leave the narrative

of Mr. C. in other and better hands, and pro-

ceed to remark, that Mr. Davy, and Mr.

Coleridge continued their friendly feeling toward

each other, through life. Mr. Davy, in a letter

to Mr. Poole, thus expresses himself. (1804.)

" I have received a letter from Coleridge

within the last three weeks. He writes from

Malta, in good spirits, and, as usual, from the

depth of his being. God bless him ! He was

intended for a great man. I hope and trust he

will, at some period, appear such."

Mr. Davy, after a continuance in Bristol of

more than two years, sent me the following letter,

with a copy of Burns's Life and Works, by

Dr. Currie.

" Dear Cottle,

I have been for the last six weeks, so much

hurried by business, and the prospect of a change

It was never received, nor ecaild he ever learn what became of it.

It may be lying, at this moment in some eustorn-house-warerocm.,

waiting for the payment of the duty ! Of which liability Mr. C
probably, was not aware.
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of situation, that I have not had time to call on

you. I am now on the point of leaving the

Hotwells, and had designed to see you this

morning, but engagements have unluckily pre-

vented me. I am going to the Royal Institution,

where, if you come to London, it will give me
much pleasure to see you.

Will you be pleased to accept the copy of

Burn's Life and Poems, sent with this, and when

you are reading with delight, the effusions of your

brother bard, occasionally think of one who is,

with sincere regard and affection,

Your friend,

H. Davy.

March 9th, 1801."

In the following letter, received by me from Sir

H. Davy, so late as June, 1823, he refers to

Mr. Coleridge.

"My dear Sir,

* * * I have often thought on the subject

of the early history of our planet, and have some

peculiar views, but I have some reserve in talking

here about it, as all our knowledge on such

matters is little more than ignorance.
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What J stated to the Royal Society, in award-

ing the medal to Professor Buckland, has not

been correctly given in the Journals. I merely

said that the facts lately brought forward, proved

the occurrence of that great catastrophe, which

had been recorded in sacred and profane history,

and of which traditions were current, even

amongst the most barbarous nations. I did not

say they proved the truth of the Mosaic account

of the deluge, that is to say, of the history

of the Ark of Noah, and the preservation of

animal life. This is Revelation ; and no facts,

that I know of, have been discovered in science

that bear upon this question, and the sacred

history of the race of Shem. My idea was to

give to Csesar what belonged to Caesar, &c. &c.

and not to blend divine truths, with the fancies

of men.

I met Coleridge this morning, looking very

well. I had not seen him for years. He has

promised to dine with me on Monday. * * *

Very sincerely yours,

H. Davy.

June 11th, 1823."

In a letter of Sir H. Davy, addressed to his
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friend Mr. Poole, 1803, he thus writes of S. T. C.

*' Coleridge has left London for Keswick. During

his stay in town, I saw him seldomer than usual :

when I did see him, it was generally in the midst

of large companies, where he is the image of

power and activity. His eloquence is unimpaired

;

perhaps it is softer and stronger. His will is less

than ever commensurate with his ability. Brilli-

ant images of greatness float upon his mind, like

images of the morning clouds on the waters.

Their forms are changed by the motion of the

waves, they are agitated by every breeze,- and

modified by every sun-beam. He talked in the

course of an hour, of beginning three works ; and

he recited the poem of Christabel unfinished, and

as I had before heard it. What talent does he

not waste in forming visions, sublime, but uncon-

nected with the real world ! I have looked to his

efforts, as to the efforts of a creating being ; but

as yet he has not laid the foundation for the new

world of intellectual forms."

Sir H. Davy was the chief agent, in prevailing

on Mr. Coleridge to give a course of lectures on

Shakspeare, at the Royal Institution, which he
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did, eighteen in number, in the year 1808. Sir

H. D. in writing to Mr. Poole, this year, thus

refers to Mr. C.

" Coleridge after disappointing his audience

twice from illness, is announced to lecture again

this week, He has suffered greatly from excessive

sensibility, the disease of genius. His mind is a

wilderness, in which the cedar and the oak, which

might aspire to the skies, are stunted in their

growth by underwood, thorns, briars, and parasi-

tical plants. With the most exalted genius,

enlarged views, sensitive heart, and enlightened

mind, he will be the victim of want of order,

precision, and regularity. I cannot think of him

without experiencing the mingled feelings of

admiration, regard, and pity,'"

To this testimony in confirmation of Mr. Cole-

ridge's intellectual eminence, high and numerous

additional authorities might be cited, but I shall

restrict myself to the estimate of Mr. C. expressed

by Professor Wilson.

" Tf there be any man of great and original

genius alive at this moment, in Europe, it is

VOL. II H
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Coleridge. Nothing can surpass the melodious

richness of words, which he heaps around his ima-

ges ; images that are not glaring in themselves, but

which are always affecting to the very verge

of tears, because they have all been formed and

nourished in the recesses of one of the most

deeply musing spirits, that ever breathed forth its

inspirations, in the majestic language of England."*

I must here recommence my narrative of Mr.

Coleridge. In the year 1807, I accidentally

learnt that Mr. C. had returned to England,

from the Mediterranean, very ill, and that he was

then on a visit to his friend Mr. Poole, at

Stowey. On receiving this information, I addres-

sed to him a letter of condolence, and expressed

* Mr. Coleridge, when at the University of Gottingen, found

pleasant English Society. With four gentlemen (students) whom

he there met (Dr. Parry, the present eminent physician of Bath
;

Dr. Carlyon, the no less eminent physician of Truro ; Captain Parry,

the North Pole Navigator ; and Mr. Chester) he made an excursion

to the Hartz mountains. Many striking incidents respecting this

pedestrian excursion arc before the public, in Mr. C.'s own letters ;

and it may here be added, Dr. Carlyon has recently published a

Work, entitled " Early Years and Late Reflections," which gives

among other valuable matter, many additional particulars con-

nected with this visit to the Brocken, as well as interesting notices

concerning Mr. Coleridge, during his residence in Germany.
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a liope that his health would soon allow him to

pay me a visit, in Bristol. To this letter he thus

replied.

" Dear Cottle,

On my return to Bristol (whenever that may

be) I will certainly give you the right hand of old

fellowship ; hut, alas ! you will find me the

wretched wreck of what you knew me, rolling

rudderless. My health is extremely bad. Pain

I have enough of, but that is indeed to me, a

mere trifle, but the almost increasing, overpower-

ing sensations of wretchedness : achings in my
limbs, with an indescribable restlessness, that

makes action to any available purpose, almost

impossible : and, worst of all, the sense of

blighted utility, regrets, not remorseless. But

enough
;
yea, more than enough ; if these things

produce, or deepen the conviction of the utter pow-

erlessness of ourselves, and that we either perish, or

find aid from something that passes understanding.

Affectionately,

S. T. C.
5 '

Some weeks after, Mr. Coleridge called on me ;

when, in the course of conversation, he entered

h2
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into some observations on his own character, thai

made him appear unusually amiable. He said

that, naturally, he was very arrogant ; that it was

his easily besetting sin ; a state of mind which he

said, he ascribed to the severe subjection to which

he had been exposed, till he was fourteen years of

age, and from which, his own consciousness of

superiority made him revolt. He then stated that

he had renounced all his Socinian sentiments ; that

he considered Socinianism as a heresy of the worst

description ; attempting, in vain, to reconcile sin

and holiness ; the world and heaven ; opposing

the whole spirit of the Bible : and he further said,

that Socinianism was subversive of all that truly

constituted Christianity. At this interview he

professed his deepest conviction of the truth of

Revelation ; of the Fall of Man ; of the Divinity

of Christ, and redemption alone through his blood.

To hear these sentiments so explicitly avowed,

gave me unspeakable pleasure, and formed a new,

and unexpected, and stronger bond of union.

A long and highly interesting theological con-

versation followed, in which Mr. C. proved, that,

however weak his body, the intellectual vigour of

his mind was unimpaired. He exhibited, also,

more sobriety of manner than T had before noticed
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in him, with an improved and impressive maturity

in his reflections; expressed in his happiest lan-

guage, and which, could it have been accurately

recorded, would have adorned the most splendid

of his pages;—so rare and pre-eminent was the

powerful and spontaneous utterance with which

this gifted son of genius was endowed.

Mr. Coleridge, at his next visit, related to me

some of his Italian adventures ; the narration of

one or two of which, will here be introduced.

He said, that after quitting Malta, he had

landed on Sicily, and visited Etna ; his ascent up

whose side, to the crater, he graphically described,

with some striking features ; but as this is a sub-

ject, proverbially enlarged upon by all travellers,

I waive further notice, and proceed to state, that

Mr. C. after leaving Sicily, passed over to the

south of Italy, and journeyed on to Rome.

Shortly after Mr. Coleridge had arrived in this

city, he attracted some notice amongst the literati,

as an English "Man of Letters.''' Cardinal

Fesch, in particular, was civil, and sought his

company ; but that which was more remarkable,

Jerome Buonaparte (the best of the Buonaparte

family) was then a resident at Rome, and Mr,

C's reputation becoming known to him, he sent

h3
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for Mr. Coleridge, and after showing him his

palace, pictures, &c. thus generously addressed

him. " Sir, I have sent for you to give you a lit-

tle candid advice. I do not know that you have

said, or written any thing against my brother

Napoleon, but, as an Englishman, the supposition

is not unreasonable. If you have, my advice is,

that you leave Italy as soon as you possibly can •"

This hint was gratefully received, and Mr.

Coleridge soon after quitted Rome, in the suite of

Cardinal Fesch. From his anxiety to reach

England, he proceeded to Leghorn, where an

occurrence attended Mr. C. which will excite

every reader's sympathy. Mr. Coleridge had

journeyed to this port, where he hoped, rather

than expected, to find some conveyance, through

the medium of a neutral, that should waft him to

the land, "more prized than ever." The hope

proved delusive. The war was now raging

between England and France, and Buonaparte

being lord of the ascendant in Italy, Mr. Cole-

ridge's situation became insecure, and even peril-

ous. To obtain a passport was impossible ; and

as Mr. C. had formerly rendered himself obnox-

ious to the great Captain, by some political

papers, he was in daily and hourly expectation of
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being incarcei'ated in an Italian prison, which

would have been the infallible road to death !

In half despair of ever again seeing his family

and friends, and under the constant dread of

apprehension by the emissaries of the Tuscan

government, or French spies ; Mr. Coleridge said,

he went out one morning, to look at some ruins in

the neighbourhood of Leghorn, in a state of

despondency, where certainty, however terrible,

would have been almost preferable to suspense.

While musing on the ravages of time, he turned

his eye, and observed, at a little distance, a sea-

faring looking man, musing, like himself, in

silence, on the waste around. Mr. Coleridge

advanced toward him, supposing, or, at least,

deeming it possible, that he also might be mourn-

ing his captivity, and commenced a discourse with

him ; when he found that the stranger was an

American captain, whose ship was then in the

harbour, and on the point of sailing for England.

This information sent joy into Mr. C.'s heart

;

but he testified no emotion, determined, he said,

to obtain the captain's good will, by showing

him all the civilities in his power, as a preliminary

to any future service the captain might be dis-

posed to render him, whether the power were
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united with the disposition or not. This showed

adroitness, with great knowledge ofhuman nature;

(and more winning and captivating manners than

those of Mr. C. when called forth, were never

possessed by mortal !) In conformity with this

almost forlorn hope, Mr. Coleridge explained to

the American captain the history of the ruin

;

read to him some of the half defaced Latin and

Italian inscriptions, and concluded with extolling

General Washington, and predicting the stability

of the Union. The right keys, treble and tenor,

were touched at the same moment, "Pray, young

man, ,1
said the captain, " who are you ?" Mr.

C. replied, "I am a poor unfortunate Englishman,

with a wife and family at home ; but I am afraid

I shall never see them more ! I have no passport,

nor means of escape ; and, to increase my sorrow,

1 am in daily dread of being thrown into jail,

when those I love will not have the last pleasure

of knowing that I am dead !*" The captain's

heart was touched. He had a wife and family at

a distance. " My young man," said he, " what

is your name?" The reply was, "Samuel Taylor

Coleridge." " Poor young man," answered the

captain. " You meet me at this place to-morrow

morning, exactly at ten o'clock." So saying, the
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captain withdrew. Mr. C. stood musing on the

singular occurrence, in which there was something

inexplicable. His discernment of the stranger's

character, however, convinced him that there

existed no under plot, but still there was a wide

space between probability and certainty. On a

balance of circumstances, he still thought all fair,

and, at the appointed hour, repaired to the inte-

rior of the ruins.

No captain was there ; but, in a few minutes

he appeared, and, hastening up to Mr. Coleridge,

exclaimed, exultingly, " I have got your pass-

port !" " How ! What !" said Mr. C. almost

overpowered by his feelings. " Ask me no ques-

tions,
1
' replied the captain; "you are my stew-

ard, and you shall sail away with me to-morrow

morning !" He continued, (giving him his

address) " You come to my house, to-morrow,

early, when I will provide you with a jacket and

trowsers, and you shall follow me to the ship with

a, basket of vegetables ." In short, thus accou-

tred, he did follow the captain to the ship, the

next morning ; and in three hours, he fairly sailed

out of Leghorn harbour, triumphantly, on his

course to England !

As soon as the ship had cleared the port, Mr.
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Coleridge hastened down to the cabin, and cried,

" my dear captain, tell me how you obtained my
passport?" Said the captain, very gravely, "Why,

I went to the authorities, and swore that you

were an American, and my steward ! I swore,

also, that I knew your father and mother ; that

they lived in a red-brick house, about half a mile

out of New York, on the road to Boston !"

It is gratifying to add, that this benevo-

lent little-scrupulous captain refused to accept

any thing from Mr. C. for his passage to

England ; and behaved, in many other respects,

with the same uniform kindness. During the

voyage, Mr. Coleridge told me, he was attacked

with a dangerous illness, when, he said, he

thought he should have died,, but for the "good

captain" who attended him with the solicitude of

a father. Mr. C. also said, had he known what

the captain was going to swear, whatever the

consequences might have been, he would have

prevented him.*

* It was a remarkable quality in Mr. Coleridge's mind, tbat edi-

fices excited little interest in him. On his return from Italy, and

after having resided for some time in Rome, I remember his describ-

ing to me the state of society; the characters of the Pope snd

Cardinals ; the gorgeous ceremonies, -with the superstitions of the
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The following long letter will be read with

interest.

"Bristol, 1807.

Dear Cottle,

To pursue our last conversation. Christians

expect no outward or sensible miracles from

prayer. Its effects, and its fruitions are spiritual,

and accompanied says that true Divine, Arch-

people, but not one word did he utter concerning St. Peter's, the

Vatican, or the numerous antiquities of the place. As a further con-

firmation, I remember to have been with Mr. Coleridge, at York

on our journey into Durham, to see Mr. Wordsworth, when, after

breakfast at the inn, perceiving Mr. C. engaged, I went out alone,

to see the famous York Minster, (being, in the way, detained in a

bookseller's shop.) In the mean time, Mr. C. having missed me,

he set off in search of his companion. Supposing it probable that I

was gone to the Minster, he went up to the door of that magnificent

structure, and inquired of the porter, whether such an individual

as myself had gone in there. Being answered in the negative, he

had nofurther curiosity, not even looking into the interior, but turned

away to pursue his search ! so that Mr. C. left York, without

beholding, or wishing to behold, the chief attraction of the city, or

being at all conscious that he had committed, by his neglect, high

treason against all architectural beauty ! This deficiency in his regard

for edifices, while he was feverishly alive to all the operations of

mind, and all intellectual inquiries, formed a striking and singular

feature in Mr. Coleridge's mental constitution, worthy of being

noticed.
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bishop Leighton, ' not by reasons and arguments

but by an inexpressible kind of evidence, which

they only know who have it."'

To this I would add, that even those who, like

me I fear, have not attained it, may yet presume

it. First, because reason itself, or rather mere

human nature, in any dispassionate moment, feels

the necessity of religion, but if this be not true

there is no religion, no religation, or binding over

again ; nothing added to reason, and therefore

Socinianism, (misnamed UnitarianismJ is not

only not Christianity, it is not even religion, it

does not religate ; does not bind anew. The

first outward and sensible result of prayer, is, a

penitent resolution, joined with a consciousness of

weakness in effecting it, yea even a dread, too

well grounded, lest by breaking and falsifying it,

the soul should add guilt to guilt ; by the very

means it has taken to escape from guilt ; so

pitiable is the state of unregenerate man.

Are you familiar with Leighton
,

s Works I He

resigned his archbishoprick, and retired to volun-

tary poverty on account of the persecutions of

the Presbyterians, saying, ' I should not dare to

introduce Christianity itself with such cruelties, how

much less for a surplice, and the name of a bishop.
1
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if there could be an intermediate space between

inspired, and uninspired writings, that space would

be occupied by Leighton. No show of learning,

no appearance, or ostentatious display of eloquence;

and yet both may be shown in him, conspicuously

and holily. There is in him something that must

be felt, even as the scriptures must be felt.

You ask me my views of the Trinity. I accept

the doctrine, not as deduced from human reason,

in its grovelling capacity for comprehending spiritu-

al things, but as the clear revelation of Scripture,

Rut perhaps it may be said, the Socinians do not

admit this doctrine as being taught in the bible.

I know enough of their shifts and quibbles, with

their dexterity at explaining away all they dislike,

(and that is not a little) but though beguiled once

by them, I happily, for my own peace of mind,

escaped from their sophistries, and now, hesitate

not to affirm, that Socinians would lose all cha-

racter for honesty, if they were to explain their

neighbour's will with the same latitude of inter-

pretation, which they do the Scriptures.

I have in my head some floating ideas on the

Logos, which I hope, hereafter, to mould into

a consistent form ; but it is a gross perversion of

the truth, in Socinians, to declare that we believe

VOL, II I
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in Three Gods, and they know it to be false.

They might, with equal justice affirm that we

believe in three suns. The meanest peasant, who

has acquired the first rudiments of Christianity,

would shrink back from a thought so monstrous.

Still the Trinity has its difficulties. It would be

strange if otherwise. A Revelation that revealed

nothing, not within the grasp of human reason !

—no religation, no binding over again, as before

said : but these difficulties are shadows, contrasted

with the substantive, and insurmountable obstacles

with which they contend who admit the Divine

authority of Scripture, with the superlative

excellence of .Christ, and yet undertake to prove

that these Scriptures teach, and that Christ

taught, his own pure humanity!

If Jesus Christ was merely a Man,—if he was

not God as well as Man, be it considered, he could

not have been even a good man. There is no

medium. The Saviour in that case was abso-

lutely a deceiver ! one, transcendently unrighte-

ous ! in advancing pretensions to miracles, by the

" Finger of God, 1 "' which he never performed

;

and by asserting claims, (as a man) in the most

aggravated sense, blasphemous ! These conse-

quences, Socinians, to be consistent, must allow,
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and which impious arrogation of Divinity in

Christ, (according to their faith,) as well as his

false assumption of a community of " glory

"

with the Father, " before the world was,
11

even

they will be necessitated to admit, completely

exonerated the Jews, according to their law, in

crucifying one, who " being a man, 11 "made

himself God I

11
But, in the Christian, rather

than in the Socinian, or Pharisaic view, all

these objections vanish, and harmony succeeds to

inexplicable confusion. If Socinians hesitate in

ascribing unrighteousness to Christ, the inevita-

ble result of their principles, they tremble, as

well they might, at their avowed creed, and

virtually renounce what they profess to uphold.

The Trinity, as Bishop Leighton has well

remarked, is, " a doctrine of faith, not of demon-

stration,
11

except in a moral sense. If the New
Testament declare it, not in an insulated passage,

but through the whole breadth of its pages,

rendering, with any other admission, the Book,

which is the christian's anchor-hold of hope,

dark and contradictory, then it is not to be

rejected, but on a penalty that reduces to an

atom, all the sufferings this earth can inflict.

Let the grand question be determined; Is, or is not

i 2
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the Bible inspired % No one Book has ever been

subjected to so rigid an investigation as the Bible,

by minds the most capacious, and, in the result.,

which has so triumphantly repelled all the assaults

of Infidels. In the extensive intercourse which

I have had with this class of men, I have seen

their prejudices surpassed only by their ignorance.

This I found conspicuously the case in Dr. D.

(Vol. I, p. 167) the prince of their fraternity.

Without, therefore stopping to contend on what

all dispassionate men must deem, undebatable

ground, I may assume inspiration as admitted

;

and, equally so, that it would be an insult to

man's understanding, to suppose any other Re-

velation from God than the christian Scriptures.

If these Scriptures, impregnable in their strength ;

sustained in their pretensions by undeniable pro-

phecies and miracles ; and by the experience of

the inner man, in all ages, as well as by a

concatenation of arguments, all bearing upon

one point, and extending, with miraculous consis-

tency, through a series of fifteen hundred years ;

if all this combined proof does not establish their

validity, nothing can be proved under the sun; but

the world and man must be abandoned, with all

its consequences to one universal scepticism !
.
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Under such sanctions, therefore, if these Scrip-

tures, as a fundamental truth, do inculcate the

doctrine of the Trinity ; however surpassing

human comprehension ; then I say, we are bound

to admit it on the strength of moral demon-

stration.

The supreme Governor of the world, and the

Father of our spirits, has seen fit to disclose to

us, much of his will, and the whole of his

natural and moral perfections. In some instances

he has given his word only, and demanded our

faith,' while, on other momentous subjects,

instead of bestowing a full revelation ; like the

Via Lactea, he has furnished a glimpse only,

through either the medium of inspiration, or by

the exercise of those rational faculties with which

he has endowed us. I consider the Trinity as

substantially resting on the first proposition, yet

deriving support from the last.

I recollect when I stood on the summit of Etna,

and darted my gaze down the crater ; the imme-

diate vicinity was discernible, till, lower down,

obscurity gradually terminated in total darkness.

Such figures exemplify many truths revealed in

the Bible. We pursue them, until, from the

imperfection of our faculties, we are lost in impen^

i3
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etrable night. All truths, however, that are

essential to faith, honestly interpreted ; all that

are important to human conduct, under every

diversity of circumstance, are manifest as a blaz-

ing star. The promises also of felicity to the

righteous, in the future world, though the precise

nature of that felicity may not be defined, are

illustrated by every image that can swell the ima-

gination : while the misery of the lost, in its

unutterable intensity, though the language that

describes it is all necessarily figurative, is there

exhibited as resulting chiefly, if not wholly, from

the withdravvment of the light of God's counte-

nance, and a banishment from his presence !—
best comprehended in this world, by reflecting on

the desolations which would instantly follow the

loss of the sun's vivifying and universally diffused

warmth.

You, or, rather, all should remember, that

some truths, from their nature, surpass the scope

of man's limited powers, and stand as the criteria

of faith, determining, by their rejection, or

admission, who among the sons of men can con-

fide in the veracity of heaven. Those more ethe-

real truths, of which the Trinity is conspic-

uously the chief, without being circumstantially
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explained, may be faintly illustrated by material

objects.—The eye of man cannot discern the

satellites of Jupiter, nor become sensible of the

multitudinous stars, whose rays have never

reached our planet, and, consequently, garnish

not the canopy of night
; yet, are they the less

real, because their existence lies beyond man's

unassisted gaze ? The tube of the philosopher,

and the celestial telescope,—the unclouded visions

of heaven, will confirm the one class of truths,

and irradiate the other.

The Trinity is a subject on which analogical

reasoning may advantageously be admitted, as

furnishing, at least, a glimpse of light, and with

this, for the present, we must be satisfied. Infi-

nite Wisdom deemed clearer manifestations inex-

pedient ; and is man to dictate to his Maker ? I

mav further remark, that where we cannot behold

a desirable object distinctly, we must take the

best view we can ; and I think you, and every

candid and enquiring mind, may derive assistance

from such reflections as the following.

Notwithstanding the arguments of Spinosa, and

Descartes, and other advocates of the Material

system, (or, in more appropriate language, the

Atheistical system !J it is admitted by all men,
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not prejudiced; not biased by sceptical preposses-

sions, that mind is distinct from matter. The

mind of man, however, is involved in inscrutable

darkness, (as the profoundest metaphysicians well

know) and is to be estimated, (if at all) alone,

by an inductive process; that is, by its effects.

Without entering on the question, whether an

extremely circumscribed portion of the mental

process, surpassing instinct, may, or may not, be

extended to quadrupeds, it is universally acknow-

ledged, that the mind of man, alone, regulates all

the voluntary actions of his corporeal frame.

Mind, therefore, may be regarded as a distinct

genus, in the scale ascending above brutes, and

including the whole of intellectual existences

;

advancing from thought , (that mysterious thing !)

in its lowest form, through all the gradations of

sentient and rational beings, till it arrives at a

Bacon, a Newton, and then, when unincumbered

by matter, extending its illimitable sway through

Seraph and Archangel, till we are lost in the

Great Infinite !

Is it not deserving of notice, as an especial sub-

ject of meditation, that our limbs, in all they do,

or can accomplish, implicitly obey the dictation of

the mind ? that this operating power, whatever
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its name, under certain limitations, exercises a

sovereign dominion, not only over our limbs, bat

over all our intellectual pursuits ? The mind of

every man is evidently the fulcrum, the moving

force, which alike regulates all his limbs and

actions ; and in which example, we find a strong

illustration of the subordinate nature of mere

matter. That alone which gives direction to the

organic parts of our nature, is wholly mind; and

one mind, if placed over a thousand limbs, could,

with undiminished ease, controul and regulate the

whole.

This idea is advanced on the supposition, that

one mind could command an unlimited direction

over any given number of limbs, provided they

were all connected by joint and sinew. But sup-

pose, through some occult and inconceivable

means, these limbs were dis -associated, as to all

material connexion ; suppose, for instance, one

mind, with unlimited authority, governed the

operations of two separate persons, would not this,

substantially, be only one person, seeing the

directing principle was one ? If the truth, here

contended for, be admitted, that two persons,

governed by one mind, is, incontestably one per-

son ; the same conclusion would be arrived at s
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and the proposition equally be justified, which

affirmed that , three, or, otherwise, four persons,

owning also necessary and essential subjection to

one mind, would only be so many diversities, or

modifications of that one mind, and therefore the

component parts, virtually collapsing into one

whole, the person would be one. Let any man

ask himself, whose understanding can both reason,

and become the depository of truth, whether, if

one mind thus regulated, with absolute authority,

three, or, otherwise, four persons, with all their

cong(.ries of material parts, would not these parts,

inert in themselves, when subjected to one pre

dominant mind, be, in the most logical sense, one

person ? Are ligament and exterior combination

indispensable pre-reguisites to the sovereign influ-

ence of mind over mind ? or mind over matter ?

But perhaps it may be said, we have no instance

of one mind governing more than one body.

This may be, but the argument remains the same.

With a proud spirit, that forgets its own con-

tracted range of thought, and circumscribed know-

ledge, who is to limit the sway of Omnipotence ?

or, presumptuously to deny the possibility of that

Being, who called light out of darkness, so to

exalt the dominion of one mind, as to give it
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absolute sway over other dependent minds, or

(indifferently) over detached, or combined por-

tions of organized matter? But if this superin-

duced quality be conferable on any order of

created beings, it is blasphemy to limit the power

of God, and to deny his capacity to transfuse his

own Spirit, when, and to whom he will.

This reasoning may now be applied in illustra-

tion of the Trinity. We are too much in the

habit of viewing our Saviour Jesus Christ, through

the medium of his body. " A body was prepared

for him,
1
' but this body was mere matter; as

insensible in itself, as every human frame when

deserted by the soul. If therefore the Spirit that

was in Christ, was the Spirit of the Father : if

no thought, no vibration, no spiritual communi-

cation, or miraculous display, existed in, or

proceeded from Christ, not immediately and

consubstantially identified with Jehovah, the

Great First cause ; if all these operating principles

were thus derived, in consistency alone with the

conjoint divine attributes ; if this Spirit of the

Father ruled and reigned in Christ as his own

manifestation, then, in the strictest sense, Christ

exhibited "^ the God-head bodily,"" and was

undeniably "one with the Father ;"" confirmatory
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of the Saviour's words ;
' Of myself,'' (my body)

' I can do nothing, the Father that dwelleth in

me, he doeth the works.
1

But though I speak of the body, as inert- in

itself, and necessarily allied to matter, yet this

declaration must not be understood as militating

against the christian doctrine of the resurrection

of the body. In its grosser form, the thought is

not to be admitted, for, " flesh and blood cannot

inherit the kingdom of God,1
'' but, that the body,

without losing its consciousness, and individu-

ality, may be subjected, by the illimitable power

of Omnipotence, to a sublimating process, so as

to be rendered compatible with spiritual associa-

tion, is not opposed to reason, in its severe

abstract exercises, while in attestation of this

exhilarating belief, there are many remote ana-

logies in nature exemplifying the same truth,

while it is in the strictest accordance with that

final dispensation, which must, as christians,

regulate all our speculations. I proceed now to

say, that

If the postulate be thus admitted, that one

mind influencing two bodies, would only involve

a diversity of operations, but in reality be one

in essence ; or otherwise, (as an hypothetical
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argument, illustrative of truth) if one preeminent

mind, or spiritual subsistence, unconnected with

matter, possessed an undivided and sovereign

dominion over two or more disembodied minds,

so as to become the exclusive source of all their

subtlest volitions and exercises, the unity, however

complex the modus of its manifestation, would be

fully established ; and this principle extends to

Deity itself, and shows the true sense, as I

conceive, in which Christ and the Father are one.

In continuation of this reasoning, if God who is

light, the Sun of the Moral World, should in his

union of Infinite Wisdom, Power, and Goodness,

and from all Eternity, have ordained that an

emanation from himself (for aught we know, an

essential emanation, as light is inseparable from

the luminary of day) should not only have existed

in his Son, in the fulness of time to be united to a

mortal body, but that a like emanation from

himself (also perhaps essential) should have

constituted the Holy Spirit, who, without losing

his ubiquity, was more especially sent to this

lower earth, by the Son, at the impulse of

the Father, then, in the most comprehensive

sense, God, and his Son, Jesus Christ, and the

Holy Ghost, are one. " Three Persons in one

VOL. II. K
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God," and thus form the true Trinity in Unity.

To suppose that more than one Independent

Power, or Governing mind exists in the whole

universe, is absolute Polytheism, against which

the denunciations of all the Jewish, and Christian

Canonical books were directed. And if there be

but one directing Mind, that Mind is God !

—

operating, however, in Three Persons, according

to the direct and uniform declarations of that

inspiration which " brought life and immortality

to light." Yet this divine doctrine of the Trinity

is to be received, not because it is, or can be

clear to finite apprehension, but, (in reiteration

of the argument) because the Scriptures, in their

unsophisticated interpretation expressly state it.

The Trinity, therefore, from its important as-

pects, and Biblical prominence, is the grand

article of faith, and the foundation of the whole

christian system.

Who can say, as Christ and the Holy Ghost

proceeded from, and are still one with the Father,

and as all the disciples of Christ derive their

fulness from him, and, in spirit, are inviolately

united to him as a branch is to the vine, who

can say, but that, in one view, what was once

mysteriously separated, may, as mysteriously, be
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tecouibined, and, (without interfering with the

everlasting Trinity, and the individuality of the

spiritual and seraphic orders) the Son, at the

consummation of all things, deliver up his media-

torial kingdom to the Father, and God, in some

peculiar, and infinitely sublime sense, become

All in All

!

God love you,

& T. Coleridge."*

In a former page, Mr. Coleridge has been

represented as entertaining sentiments in early life,

approaching to, though not identified with, those

of Socinians : on his return to Bristol, in the year

1807, a complete reverse had taken place in his

theological tenets, (as stated, Vol. 2. p. 76.)

" Reflection and reading, particularly the Bible,

had taught him," as he said, " the unstable foun-

dation on which Socinians grounded their faith
;"

and in proportion as orthodox sentiments acquired

an ascendency in his mind, a love of truth com-

pelled him to oppose his former errors, and sti-

mulated him, by an explicit declaration of his

religious views, to counteract those former im-

pressions, which his cruder opinions had led

* It was a favourite citation with Mr. Coleridge, " I in them, and

thou in me, that they all may be one in us,"

k2
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him once so strenuously to enforce on all around.

The editor of Mr. Coleridge's " Table Talk,"

has conferred an important benefit on the public,

by preserving- so many of Mr. C.'s familiar conver-

sations, particularly those on this important sub-

ject of Socinianism. Few men ever poured forth

torrents of more happily-expressed language, the

result of more matured reflection, in his social

intercourse, than Mr. Coleridge ; and at this time,

the recollection is accompanied with serious regret,

that I allowed to pass unnoticed, so many of Mr.

C.'s splendid colloquies, which, could they be

recalled, would exhibit his talents in a light

equally favourable with his most deliberately-writ-

ten productions.

I did indeed take notes of one of Mr. Cole-

ridge's conversations, on his departure from a

supper party, and which I shall subjoin, because

the confirmed general views, and individual opin-

ions of so enlarged a mind as that of Mr. C. must

command attention ; especially when exercised

on subjects, intrinsically important. I however

observe, that my sketch of the conversation, must

be understood as being exceedingly far from doing

justice to the original. Some preliminary remarks

will favourably introduce the sequel.
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In this year I was invited to meet Mr. Cole-

ridge, in company with a zealous Socinian min-

ister. It was natural to conclude, that such

uncongenial, and, at the same time, such inflam-

mable materials, would soon ignite. The subject

of Socinianism having been introduced soon after

dinner, the minister avowed his sentiments, in

language that was construed into a challenge,

when Mr. Coleridge advanced at once to the

charge, by saying, " Sir, you give up so much,

that the little you retain of Christianity is not

worth keeping.
1
' We looked in vain for a reply.

After a manifest internal conflict, the Socinian

minister very prudently allowed the gauntlet to

remain undisturbed.

Shortly after this occurrence, Mr. Coleridge

supped with the writer, when his well-known con-

versational talents were eminently displayed ; so

that what Pope affirmed of Bolingbroke, that

"his usual conversation, taken down verbatim,

from its coherence and accuracy, would have

borne printing, without correction," was fully,

and perhaps, more justly applicable to Mr. C.

Some of the theological observations of Mr. C.

are here detailed.

Mr. C. said, he had recently had a long con-

k3
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versation with Mr. —
,

(a Socinian minister) who

declared, that, " He could discover nothing in the

New Testament which in the least favoured the

Divinity of Christ." Mr. C. replied, that " It

appeared to him impossible for any man to read the

New Testament, with the common exercise of an

unbiased understanding, without being convinced

of the Divinity of Christ, from the testimony

almost of every page."

He said, " it was evident that different persons

might look at the same object with very opposite

feelings. For instance," he remarked, " if Sir

Isaac Newton looked at the planet Jupiter, he

would view him, with his revolving moons, and

would be led to the contemplation of his being

inhabited, which thought would open a boundless

field to his imagination : whilst another person,

standing perhaps at the side of the great philoso-

pher, would look at Jupiter, with the same set of

feelings that he would at a silver sixpence. "So,"

he said, " some persons were wilfully blind, and

did not seek for that change, that preparation of

the heart and understanding, which would enable

them to see clearly the gospel truth."

He said that " Socinians believed no more than

St. Paul did before his conversion : for the Phari-
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sees believed in a Supreme Being, and a future state

of rewards and punishments." " St. Paul," he

said, " thought he ought to do many things contra-

ry to the name of Jesus of Nazareth. The saints

he shut up in prison, having received authority

from the High Priest, and when they were put to

death, he gave his voice against them. But after

his conversion, writing to the Romans, he says,

' I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ, for it

is the power of God to salvation unto every man

that believeth : to the Jew first, and also to the

Gentiles.'"
'

Mr. C. also said, that "he had always found

Socinians to be an intolerant, bigoted people

;

more so than any other sect ; and at the same

time they were ludicrously supercilious." He
said, " they did not fairly weigh and investigate

the opinions of others, but they sneered, and

thought that argument sufficient ; modestly con-

sidering all reason and intellect confined to them."

He mentioned also the unfair books they put into

the hands of their children, as the evidences of

Christianity, which taught no more religion than

the Koran.

He then referred to the dreadful state of the

literati in London, as it respects religion, and of
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their having laughed at him, and believed him to

be in jest, when he professed his belief in the

Bible.

Having introduced to Mr. C. some years before,

Mr. Davy, (afterwards Sir Humphry) I inquired,

with some anxiety, for Mr. D. and expressed a

hope, that he, since his removal from Bristol to

London, was not tinctured with the prevailing

scepticism. Mr. C, assured me that he was not

:

that his heart and understanding were not the

soil for infidelity.* I then remarked, " During

* In corroboration of this remark, an occurrence might be cited,

from the Life of Sir Humphry, by his brother Dr. Davy.—Sir

Humphry, in his excursion to Ireland, at the house of Dr. Richard-

son, met a large party at dinner, amongst whom, were the Bishop

of Raphoe, and another Clergyman. A Gentleman, one of the

company (no very gentlemanly conduct) in his zeal for Infidelity,

began an attack on Christianity, not doubting but that Sir H. Davy,

as a Philosopher, participated in his principles, and he probably

anticipated, with so powerful an auxiliary, an easy triumph over

the cloth. With great confidence he began his flippant sarcasms at

religion, and was heard out by his audience, and by none with more

attention than by Sir Humphry. At the conclusion of his ha-

rangue, Sir H. Davy, instead of lending his aid, entered on a

comprehensive defence of Christianity, ' in so fine a tone of eloquence'

that the Bishop stood up, from an impulse similar to that which

sometimes forced a whole congregation to rise at one of the

impassioned bursts of Bourdaloue, or Massillon.

The Infidel was struck dumb, with mortification and astonish-
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your stay in London, you doubtless saw a great

many of what are called, ' the cleverest men,''

how do you estimate Davy, in comparison with

these ?" Mr. C.'s reply was strong, but expressive.

" Why," said he, " Davy could eat them all

!

There is an energy, an elasticity in his mind,

which enables him to seize on, and analyze, all

questions, pushing them to their legitimate con-

sequences. Every subject in Davy's mind has the

principle of vitality. Living thoughts spring up,

like the turf under his feet." With equal justice,

Mr. Davy entertained the same exalted opinion of

Mr. Coleridge.

Mr. C. noAv changed the subject, and spoke of

Holcroft. He stated that H. was a man of

small powers, with superficial, rather than solid

talents, and possessing principles of the most hor-

rible description ; a man who at the very moment

he denied the existence of a Deity, in his heart

believed and trembled. He said that Holcroft,

and other Atheists, reasoned with so much

fierceness and vehemence against a God, that it

ment, and though a guest for the night, at the assembling of the

company, the next morning, at breakfast, it was found that the

Infidel had taken French leave, and at the earliest dawn had set off

for his own heme.
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plainly showed they were inwardly conscious

there was a God to reason against ; for, he

remarked, a nonentity would never excite passion.

An easy transition having been made to the

Bible, Mr. C. spoke of our Saviour, with an

utterance so sublime and reverential, that none

could have heard him without experiencing an

accession of love, gratitiide, and adoration to the

Great Author or our Salvation. He referred to

the Divinity of Christ, as a Truth, incontestible

to all who admitted the Inspiration, and conse-

quent authority of Scripture. He particularly

alluded to the 6th of John, v. 15. " When
Jesus perceived that they would come and take

him by force to make him a king, he departed

again into a mountain e alone.'' " He said it

characterized the low views, and worldly-minded-

ness of the Jews, that, after they had seen the

miracles of Jesus Christ, and heard his heavenly

doctrine, and had been told that his kingdom

was not of this world, they should think of con-

ferring additional honour on him, by making him

their King ! He departed from these little views

and scenes, by night, to a neighbouring mountain,

and there, in the spirit of prescience, meditated

on his approaching crucifixion ; on that attendant
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guilt, which would bring on the Jews, wrath to

the uttermost, and terminate their impieties, by

one million of their race being swept from the

face of the earth.

Mr. C. noticed Doddridge's works with great

respect ; thought favourably of Lord Rochester's

conversion, as narrated by Burnet ; spoke of

Jeremy Taylor in exalted terms, and thought the

compass of his mind discovered itself in none of

his works more than in his " Life of Christ,"

extremely miscellaneous as it was. He also

expressed the strongest commendation of Arch-

bishop Leighton, whose talents were of the loftiest

description, and which were, at the same time,

eminently combined with humility. He thought

Bishop Burnet's high character of Leighton,

justly deserved, and that his whole conduct, and

spirit, were more conformed to his Divine Master,

than almost any man on record.

Mr. C. now spoke of the demoralizing nature

of Infidelity, and, after some striking remarks,

related the following occurrence.

He said that in his visit to London, he acci-

dentally met, in a public office, the atheist, Hol-

croft, without knowing his name, when H. began,

stranger as he was, the enforcement of some of his
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diabolical sentiments! (which, it appears, he was

in the habit of doing, at all seasons, and in all

companies ; and thereby he often corrupted the

principles of those simple persons whom he could

prevail on to listen to his shallow, and worn-out

impieties.) Mr. C. declared himself to have felt

indignant at a conduct so infamous, and at once

closed with the " prating atheist," when they had

a sharp encounter. Holcroft then abruptly

addressed Mr. C. " I perceive you have mind,

and know what you are talking about. It will be

worth while to make a convert of you. I am

engaged at present, but if you will call on me

to-morrow morning, (giving him his card) I will

engage, in half an hour, to convince you, there

is no God !" (He little knew the strength of the

fortress he was inconsiderately attacking.)

Mr. Coleridge called on Holcroft the next

morning, when the discussion was renewed, but

none being present except the disputants, no

account is preserved of this important conversa-

tion ; but Mr. C. affirmed that he beat all his

arguments to atoms ; a result that none who knew

him could doubt. He also stated, that instead of

his being converted to atheism, the atheist him-

self, (after his manner) was converted ; for the
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same day he sent Mr. C. a letter, saying, his rea-

soning was so clear and satisfactory, that he had

changed his views, and was now " a theist"

The next sun beheld him an atheist again : but

whether he called himself this or that, his charac-

ter was the same.

Soon after the foregoing incident, Mr. Coleridge

said, he found himself in a large party, at the

house of a man of letters, amongst whom, to his

surprise, he saw Mr. and Mrs. Holcroft, when,

to incite to a renewal of their late dispute, and

before witnesses (in the full consciousness of

strength) Mr. C. enforced the propriety of teach-

ing children, as soon as they could articulate, to

lisp the praises of their Maker ; " for," said he>

" though they can form ho correct idea of God,

yet they entertain a high opinion of their father,

and it is an easy introduction to the truth, to tell

them that their Heavenly Father is stronger, and

wiser, and better, than their earthly father."

The whole company looked at Mr. Holcroft,

implying that now was the time for him to meet a

competent opponent, and justify sentiments which

he had so often triumphantly advanced. They

looked in vain. Mr. Holcroft maintained, to their

surprise, a total silence, well remembering the

VOL. II l
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severe castigation he had so recently received.

But a very different effect was produced on Mrs.

Holcroft. She indignantly heard, when, giving

vent to her passion and her tears, she said, " She

was quite surprised at Mr. Coleridge talking in that

way before her, when he knew that both herself

and Mr. Holcroft were atheists !""

Mr. C. spoke of the unutterable horror he felt,

when Holcroft's son, a boy eight years of age,

came up to him and said, "There is no God!"

so that these wretched parents, alike father and

mother ! were as earnest in inculcating atheism

on their children, as christian parents are in in-

spiring their offspring with respect for religious

truth.

Actions are often the best illustration of princi-

ples. Mr. Coleridge also stated the following

circumstance, (notorious at the time) as an evi-

dence of the disastrous effects of atheism. Hol-

croffs tyrannical conduct toward his children was

proverbial. An elder son, (with a mind embued

with his father's sentiments) from extreme seve-

rity of treatment,, had run away from his paternal

roof, and entered on board a ship. Holcroft

pursued his son, and when the fugitive youth saw

his father in a boat, rowing toward the vessel, rather
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than endure his frown and his chastisement, he

seized a pistol, and blew his brains out !

I now proceed to say, it was with extreme

reluctance that the Socinians in Bristol resigned

their champion, especially as other defections had

recently occurred in their community, and that

among the more intellectual portion of their

friends. Although the expectation might be

extravagant, they all still cherished the hope,

however languid, that Mr. C. after some oscilla-

tions, would once more bestow on them his suf-

frage ; but an occurrence took place, which dissi-

pated the last vestige of this hope, and formed

between them a permanent wall of separation.

Mr. Coleridge was lecturing in Bristol, sur-

rounded by a numerous audience, when, in refer-

ring to the " Paradise Regained," he said, that

Milton had clearly represented Satan, as a

" sceptical Socinian." This was regarded as a

direct and undisguised declaration of war.* It so

* When I speak of a declaration of war, it must be understood as

a war of sentiment. In all the intercourses of man with man, Mr.

C. very properly allowed no bigoted feelings to interfere, arising out

of any diversity of Theological sentiment, but, indiscriminately,

manifested toward all, that suavity of manner which became the

gentleman and the christian ; and this, on all proper occasions, witli*

l2
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happened that indisposition prevented me from

attending that lecture, but I received from Mr. C.

directly after, a letter, in which he thus writes:

" * * * * Mr. — I find is raising the city

against me, (as far as he and his friends can) for

having stated a mere matter of fact ; viz. that

Milton had represented Satan as a sceptical

Socinian ; which is the case ; and I could not

have explained the excellence of the sublimest

single passage in all his writings, had I not previ-

ously informed the audience, that Milton had

represented Satan, as knowing the Prophetic and

Messianic character of Christ, but was sceptical

as to any higher claims. And what other defi-

nition could Mr. — himself give of a sceptical

Socinian ? (with this difference indeed, that

Satan's faith somewhat exceeded that of Socin-

ians.) Now that Satan has done so, will you

consult ' Paradise Regained,
7 Book IV. from line

196, and the same Book, from line 500."

It is of consequence that Mr. Coleridge's later

out relaxing an atom of his principles. His zeal was moderated by

the recollection, that, " To our own Master we stand or fall."
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sentiments on the subject of Socinianism should be

given ; but as I had no opportunity of ascertaining

what those sentiments were, it was satisfactory to

learn, from the testimony of Mr. C.'s " Table

Talk," that his last and maturest opinions were,

to the fullest, confirmatory of those expressed by

him in these pages. The introduction of the fol-

lowing extracts from the "Table Talk," arises

from the belief, that the giving of Mr. C.'s senti-

ments in different periods of his life, on this vital

subject, and in a consecutive form, will be accep-

table to most readers.

Mr. Coleridge says, 'Table Talk,' "On Socinians;

I think Priestley must be considered the author of

modern Unitarianism. I owe, under God, my return

to the faith, to my having gone much further than the

Unitarians, and so having come round to the other side*

I can truly say, I never falsified the Scriptures. I

always told them (the Socinians) that their interpreta-

tions of Scripture were intolerable, on any principles of

sound criticism ; and that, if they were to offer to con-

strue the will of their neighbour, as they did that of

their Maker, they would be scouted out of society. I

said, plainly and openly, that it was clear enough, John

and Paul were not Unitarians.

L 3
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"I make the greatest difference between 'ans' and

' isms.' I should deal insincerely, if I said, that I

thought Unitarianism was Christianity. No, as I

believe, and have faith in the doctrine, it is not the

truth in Jesus Christ. By the by, what do you (Uni-

tarians) mean, by exclusively assuming the title of

Unitarians ? As if Trio-Unitarians were not necessa-

rily Unitarians, as much (pardon the illustration) as an

apple-pie, must of course be a pie ! The schoolmen

would perhaps have called you Unicists, but your pro-

per name is Psilanthrapists, believers in the mere

human nature of Christ. * * * Unitarianism, is in

effect, the worst of one kind of Atheism, joined to one

of the worst kinds of Calvinism. It has no covenant

with God, and it looks upon prayer as a sort of self-

magnetizing ;—a getting of the body and temper into a

certain status, desirable, per se, but having no cove-

nanted reference to the Being to whom the prayer is

addressed.

"The pel texts of Socinians are quite enough for

their confutation with acute thinkers. If Christ had

, been a mere man, it would have been ridiculous in him,

to call himself the c Son of Man ; but being God and

man, it then became, in his own assumption, a peculiar

and mysterious title. So, if Christ had been a mere

man, his saying, 'My Father is greater than I,' (John,

xv. 28.) would have been as unmeaning. It would be

laughable, for example, to hear me say, 'my Remorse
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succeeded indeed, but Shakspeare is a greater drama-

tist than I.' But how immeasurably more foolish, more

monstrous, would it not be, for a man, however honest,

good, or wise, to say, 'But Jehovah is greater

than I.'

" Either we have an immortal soul, or we have not.

If Ave have not, we are beasts : the first and wisest of

beasts, it may be, but still true beasts. "We shall only

differ in degree, and not in kind; just as the elephant

differs from the slug. But by the concession of all the

materialists, of all the schools, or almost all, we are

not of the same kind as beasts; and this also we say,

from our own consciousness. Therefore, methinks, it

must be the possession of a soul within us, that makes

the difference.

" Read the first chapter of the Book of Genesis with-

out prejudice, and you will be convinced at once.

After the narrative of the creation of the earth and

brute animals, Moses seems to pause, and says, ' And

God said, Let us make man in our image, after our

likeness.' And in the next chapter, he repeats the

narrative.
—'And the Lord God formed man of the dust

of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath

of life ;' and then he adds these words, ' and man

became a living soul/ Materialism will never explain

these last words."

The following letter was written by Mr. Cole-
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ridge, to Mr. George Fricker. It is believed in

1807, Mr. F. died 1828 ; pious and respected.

" Saturday afternoon.

My dear young friend,

I am sorry that you should have felt any delicacy

in disclosing to me your religious feelings, as ren-

dering it inconsistent with your tranquillity of

mind to spend the Sunday evening with me.

Though I do not find in that book, which we both

equally revere, any command, either express, or

which I can infer, which leads me to attach any

criminality to cheerful and innocent social inter-

course on the Lord's day; though I do not find that

it was in the least degree forbidden to the Jews on

their Sabbath ; and though I have been taught by

Luther, and the great founders of the church of

England, that the Sabbath was a part of the cere-

monial and transitory parts of the law given by

Heaven to Moses ; and that our Sunday is bind-

ing on our consciences, chiefly from its manifest

and most awful usefulness, and indeed moral

necessity; yet, I highly commend your firmness

in what you think right, and assure you solemnly,

that I esteem you greatly for it. I would much

rather that you should have too much, than
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an atom too little. I am far from surprised that,

having seen what you have seen, and suffered

what you have suffered, you should have opened

your soul to a sense of our fallen nature ; and the

incapability of man to heal himself. My opinions

may not be in all points the same as yours : but I

have experienced a similar alteration. 1 was for

many years a Socinian ; (and at times almost a

Naturalist) but sorrow, and ill health, and disap-

pointment in the only deep wish I had ever cher-

ished, forced me to look into myself; I read the

New Testament again, and I became fully con-

vinced, that Socinianism was not only not the

doctrine of the New Testament, but that it

scarcely deserved the name of a religion in any

sense. An extract from a letter which 1 wrote a

few months ago to a sceptical friend, who had

been a Socinian, and of course rested all the evi-

dences of Christianity on miracles, to the exclu-

sion of grace and inward faith, will perhaps,

surprise you, as showing you how much nearer

our opinions are than what you must have sup-

posed. ' I fear that the mode of defending Chris-

tianity, adopted by Grotius first ; and latterly,

among many others, by Dr. Paley, has increased

the number of infidels;—never could it have been
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so great, if thinking men had been habitually led

to look into their own souls, instead of always

looking out, both of themselves, and of their

nature. If to curb attack, (such as yours on mi-

racles) it had been answered :
—

' Well, brother !

but granting these miracles to have been in part

the growth of delusion at the time, and of exag-

geration afterward, yet still all the doctrines will

remain untouched by this circumstance, and bind-

ing on thee. Still must thou repent and be regen-

erated, and be crucified to the flesh ; and this not

by thy own mere power ; but by a mysterious

action of the moral Governor on thee; of the

Ordo-ordinians, the Logos, or Word. Still will

the eternal filiation, or Sonship of the Word from

the Father ; still will the Trinity of the Deity,

the redemption, and the thereto necessary assump-

tion of humanity by the Word, ' who is with God,

and is God,' remain truths ; and still will the

vital head-and-heart faith in these truths, be the

living and only fountain of all true virtue. Believe

all these, (and with the grace of the Spirit to con-

sult your own heart, in quietness and humility,

they will furnish you with proofs, that surpass all

understanding, because they are felt and known ;)

believe all these, I say, so as that thy faith shall
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be not merely real in the acquiescence of the intel-

lect ; but actual, in the thereto assimilated affec-

tions ; then shalt thou know from God, whether

or not Christ be of God. But, take notice, I

only say, the miracles are extra-essential : I by no

means deny their importance, much less hold them

useless, or superfluous. Even as Christ did, so

would I teach : that is, build the miracle on the

faith, not the faith on the miracle.

May Heaven bless you, my dear George, and

Your affectionate friend,

S. T. C."

The following comments on Socinianism, are

extracted from the " Literary Remains "" of Mr.

Coleridge, (Vol. 1. p. 375) and which show the

coincidence of his later and last sentiments, with

those he so explicitly avowed in 1807.

'• Socinianism is not a religion, but a theory, and

that, too, a very pernicious, or a very unsatisfactory

theory. Pernicious because it excludes all our deep and

awful ideas of the perfect holiness of God, his justice

and his mercy, and thereby makes the voice of con-

science a delusion, as having no correspondent in the

character of the legislator ; regarding God as merely a
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good natured pleasure-giver; so happiness be produced,

indifferent as to the means :— Unsatisfactory, for it

promises forgiveness, without any solution of the

difficulty of the compatibility of this with the justice

of God ; in no way explains the fallen condition of

man, nor offers any means for his regeneration. ' If

you will be good, you will be happy/ it says

:

that may be, but my will is weak : I sink in the

struggle.

" Socinianism never did, and never can subsist as a

general religion. For, first, it neither states the

disease, on account of which the human being hungers

for revelation, nor prepares any remedy in general, nor

ministers any hope to the individual. Secondly.—In

order to make itself endurable on scriptural grounds,

it must so weaken the texts and authority of Scrip-

ture, as to leave in Scripture no binding proof of any

thing. Take a pious Jew, one of the Maccabees, and

compare his faith, and its grounds, with Priestley's, and

then, for what did Christ come ?

" Socinianism involves the shocking thought that man

will not, and ought not to be expected to do his duty

as man, unless he first makes a bargain with his Maker,

and his Maker with him. Give me, (the individual

me) a positive proof that I shall be in a state of

pleasure after my death, if I do so and so, and then I

will do it, and not else ! And the proof asked is not

one dependent on, or flowing from, his moral nature.
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and moral feelings, but wholly eatfra-moral, namely

by bis outward senses, tbe subjugation of which to

faith, is the great object of all religion!

" Socinianism involves the dreadful reflection, that

it can establish its probability (its certainty being

wholly out of the question, and impossible, Priestley

himself declaring that his own continuance as a

Christian depended on a contingency) only on the

destruction of all the arguments furnished for our

permanent and essential distinction from brutes ; it

must prove that we have no grounds to obey, but, on

the contrary, that in wisdom we ought to reject and

declare utterly null, all the commands of conscience,

and all that is implied in those commands, reckless of

the confusion introduced into our notions of means and

ends, by the denial of truth, goodness, justice, mercy,

and the other fundamental ideas in the idea of God

;

and all this to conduct us to a Mahomet's bridge of

a knife's edge, or the breadth of a spear to salvation.

And should we discover any new documents, or should

an acuter logician make plain the sophistry of the

deductions drawn from the present documents (and

surely a man who has passed from Orthodoxy to the

loosest Arminianism, and thence to Arianism, and

thence to direct Humanism, has no right from his own

experience to deny the probability of this)—then to fall

off into the hopeless abyss of Atheism ! For the pre-

VOL- II M
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sent life, we know, is governed by fixed laws, which the

Atheist acknowledges as well as the Theist, and if there

be no spiritual world, and no spiritual life in a spiritual

world, what possible bearing can the admission or rejec-

tion of this hypothesis, have on our practice or feelings?

Lastly.—The Mosaic dispensation was a scheme of

national education. The Christian is a World Reli-

gion. The former was susceptible of evidence and

probabilities which do not, and cannot apply to the

latter. A people forced, as it were, into a school

of circumstances, and gradually, in the course of

generations, taught the unity of God, first and for

centuries merely as a practical abstinence from the

worship of any other;—how can the principles of

such a system apply to Christianity, which goes into

all nations, and to all men ; the most enlightened,

even by preference?"

In Mr. Wade's family bible, Mr. Coleridge

made remarks with a pencil, on some few of

the Thirty Nine Articles, which are here tran-

scribed.

*' Art. 8. On the Three Creeds.

O, that we were rid of the Athanasian Creed

!

Art. 18. Of obtaining Eternal Salvation only by the

name of Christ.
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In order to make this consistent with St. Paul
i

(Rom. ii. 9— 1 6) we must suppose the Article to imply-

that Christianity, or the Name of Christ, is within the

possibility of their knowledge ; yet even those who never

heard the sound, may and can only be saved, ovofxari

in and by the power of Christ. As Christ is called

AoyoC the Word. Analogously are his blessed influ_

ences expressed by OvOyua, the Name.

In article the XIX. it is said, with christian pru-

dence, what a Church is, but to God it is left to

decide which is a Church.

Art. 22. Of Purgatory.

How mild

!

Art. 23. Of ministering in the Congregation.

—

I would this had been an article of discipline, not

of faith.

Art. 27. Of Baptism,

I would that this too had not been made an

article of positive faith, but discipline.

Art. 35. Of Homilies.

This surely is no article of faith, but only a

recommendation and an ordinance of discipline.

Art. 26. Of consecration of Bishops and Ministers.

' This also is no article of faith, but of discipline.

I question whether there ever existed so many

articles in which there is so little, to which a modest

M 2
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Christian can object. Indeed, almost the only defect

consists in the name, Articles of Faith. £Keligion] I

could Mash them to be divided into two parts : the first,

Articles of faith : the second, Articles of discipline for

the Church of England, not repugnant to any command

of Scripture.

S. T. C."

But to return to the narrative of Mr. Coleridge.

In the intervening time, between the receipt of

Mr. C.'s last letter, and his calling on me, T

received a note from a lady, an old friend, begging

permission to introduce to me, a clever young

man of her acquaintance, whom she even so

honored as to call " A little John Henderson ;"

concerning whom this young man wished to make

inquiries. An invitation immediately followed,

and the lady introduced to me, young Mr. De

Quincey. Several interviews followed, each ex-

hibiting his talents in a more favourable view,

till I was satisfied he would either shine in

literature, or, with steady perseverance, acquire

eminence in either of the professions.

He made many inquiries respecting John

Henderson,* of whose learning, and surprising

* See Appendix,
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attainments, he had heard much. After con-

versing long on this subject, Mr. De Q. asked

me if I knew any thing of Mr. Coleridge's pecuni-

ary affairs. I replied, " J am afraid he is a legi-

timate son of genius." He asked if I thought he

would accept a hundred or two pounds. I answer-

ed, I could not tell, but that I expected shortly

to see him, when, if he seriously desired to learn,

I would ascertain what the state of his finances

was, and let him know. This he said, was his

particular wish.

When Mr. Coleridge called on me, and the

extended conversation had occurred, before stated,

I asked him concerning his circumstances. He

confessed that he had some present difficulties,

which oppressed his mind. He said that all the

money he had received from his office in Malta,

as secretary to Sir Alexander Ball, had been ex-

pended in Italy, and on his way home. I then

told him, that a young man of fortune, who

admired his talents, had inquired of me, if I

thought Mr. C. would accept the present of a

hundred or two pounds, " and I now ask you,
11

said I, " that question, that I may return an

answer." Mr. Coleridge rose from his seat. He

appeared much oppressed, and, after a short

m3
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silence, he turned to me, and said. " Cottle I

will write to you. We will change the subject.
1 '

The next day I received from Mr. C. the

following letter.

" My dear Cottle,

Independent of letter-writing, and a dinner

engagement with C. Danvers, I was the whole of

yesterday till evening, in a most wretched rest-

lessness of body and limbs, having imprudently

discontinued some medicines, which are now my
anchor of hope. This morning I dedicate to cer

tain distant calls on Dr. Beddoes, and Colston

at Clifton, not so much for the calls themselves,

as for the necessity of taking brisk exercise.

But no unforeseen accident intervening, I shall

spend the evening with you from seven o'clock.

I will now express my sentiments by you, on

the important subject communicated to you. I

need not say it has been the cause of serious

meditation. Undoubtedly, calamities have so

thickened on me for the last two years, that the

pecuniary pressures of the moment, are the only

serious obstacles at present to my completion of

those works, which, if completed, would make

me easy. Besides these, I have reason for belief
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that a Tragedy of mine will be brought on the

stage this season, the result of which is of course

only one of the possibilities of life, on which, 1

am not fool enough to calculate.

Finally therefore, if you know that any

unknown benefactor is in such circumstances,

that, in doing what he offers to do, he transgresses

no duty of morals, or of moral prudence, and

does not do that from feeling, which after reflec-

tion might perhaps discountenance, I shall grate-

fully accept it, as an unconditional loan, which

I trust, I shall be able to restore at the close of

two years. This however, I shall be able to

know at the expiration of one year, and shall then

beg to know the name of my benefactor, which

I should then only feel delight in knowing, when

I could present to him some substantial proof,

that I have employed the tranquillity of mind,

which his kindness has enabled me to enjoy, in

sincere desires to benefit my fellow men.

May God bless you,

S. T. C."

Soon after, the receipt of this letter, (on my
invitation) Mr. De Quincey called on me. I said,

I understood from Mr. Coleridge himself, that
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he laboured under embarrassments. "Then"

said he, " I will give him five hundred pounds."

" Are you serious ?" I said. He replied, "lam.11

I then inquired, "Are you of age P*
1 He said,

" I am." I then asked, " Can you afford it?
11

He answered, " I can," and continued, " I shall

not feel it." I paused. "Well" I said, "lean

know nothing of your circumstances but from your

own statement, and not doubting its accuracy, I

am willing to become an agent, in any way you

prescribe." Mr. De Quincey then said, " I au-

thorise you, to ask Mr. Coleridge, if he will

accept from a gentleman, who admires his genius,

the sum of five hundred pounds, but remember,

he continued, I absolutely prohibit you from

naming to him, the source whence it was derived."

I remarked ; "To the latter part of your

injunction, if you require it, I will accede, but

although I am deeply interested in Mr. Coleridge's

welfare, yet, a spirit of equity compels me to

recommend you, in the first instance, to present

Mr. C. with a smaller sum, and which, if you

see it right, you can, at any time, augment.
11

Mr. De Quincey then replied, " Three hundred

pounds, I will give him, and you will oblige me

by making this offer of mine to Mr. Coleridge."
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I replied, " I will." I then gave him Mr. Cole-

ridge's letter, requesting him to put it in his

pocket, and read it, at his leisure. Soon after,

I received the following communication from

Mr. De Quincey.

" My dear Sir,

I will write for the three hundred pounds to-

morrow. I am not able to say any thing farther

at present, but will endeavour to call on you in a

day or two. I am very sincerely, and with many

thanks for your trouble in this affair,

Yours,

Thomas De Quincey."

In a day or two, Mr. De Quincey enclosed me

the three hundred pounds, when I received from

Mr. Coleridge, the following- receipt, which I

still retain.

"November 12, 1807, Received from Mr.

Joseph Cottle, the sum of three hundred pounds,

presented to me, through him, by an unknown

friend.

S. T. Coleridge.

Bristol."

I have been thus particular in detailing the
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whole of this affair, so honourable to Mr. De

Quincey; and, as I was the communicating agent,

I thought it right, on this occasion, to give pub-

licity to the transaction, on the principle of doing

justice to all. (Notwithstanding the prohibition,

some indirect notices from myself, could have left

no doubt with Mr. C. of the source of this hand-

some gift.)

It is singular, that a little before this time,

(1807) Mr. Coleridge had written to his friend Mr.

Wade, a melancholy letter, from which the fol-

lowing is an extract.

* * * <
' O God ! if you knew the weight

of my heart, the misery that cleaves to my spirit

!

I have too much reason to suspect and fear, that

I must not much longer expect my annuity ! [it

was reduced eventually, from £150 per annum, to

£75, which was the moiety left by Mr. T.

Wedgewood, and received by Mr. C. through

life. The cause of this diminution need not here

be noticed,] so that at my age, I am to be

penniless, resourceless, in heavy debt, my health

and spirits absolutely broken down, and with

scarce a friend in the world !" * * *
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So that Mr. De Quincey's £300 must have been

received at an acceptable time !

No date determines when the following letter

was written : supposed, 1807.

" My dear Cottle,

* * * * The common end of all narra-

tive, nay, of all poems is, to convert a series into

a whole, to make those events, which, in real or

imagined history, move on in a straight line,

assume to our understandings a circular motion

—

the snake with its tail in its mouth. Hence,

indeed, the almost flattering and yet appropriate

term, Poesy, i. e. Poieses

—

making. Doubtless,

to His eye, which alone comprehends all past and

all future, in one eternal, what to our short sight

appears straight, is but a part of the great cycle,

just as the calm sea to us appears level, though it

be indeed only a part of a globe. Now what the

globe is in geography, miniaturing in order to

manifest the truth, such is a poem to that image

of God, which we were created into, and which

still seeking that unity, or revelation of the one,

in and by the many, which reminds it, that

though in order to be an individual being, it must
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go further from God; yet as the receding from

him, is to proceed toward nothingness and priva-

tion, it must still at every step turn back toward

him, in order to be at all. A straight line

continually retracted, forms of necessity a circu-

lar orbit. Now God's will and word cannot be

frustrated. His fiat was, with ineffable awful-

ness, applied to man, when all things, and all

living things, and man himself (as a mere animal)

included, were called forth by the Universal,

i Let there be,' and then the breath of the Eter-

nal superadded, to make an immortal spirit

—

immortality being, as the author of the i Wisdom

of Solomon ' profoundly expresses it, ' the only pos-

sible reflex, or image of eternity.' The immortal

finite is the contracted shadow of the eternal Infi-

nite. Therefore, nothingness, or death, to which

we move, as we recede from God and from the

"Word, cannot be nothing ; but that tremendous

medium between nothing and true being, which

Scripture and inmost reason present as most,

most horrible !

Affectionately,

S. T. C."

The following letter to Mr. Wade has no date.
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" Tuesday night, i. e. Wednesday morning.

My best and dearest friend,

I have barely time to scribble a few lines, so as

not to miss the post, for here as every where,

there are charitable people, who, taking for

granted that you have no business of your own,

would save from the pain of vacancy, by employ-

ing you in theirs.

As to the letter you propose to write to a man

who is unworthy even of a rebuke from you, I

might most unfeignedly object to some parts of it,

from a pang of conscience forbidding me to allow,

even from a dear friend, words of admiration,

which are inapplicable in exact proportion to the

power given to me of having deserved them, if I

had done my duty.

It is not of comparative utility I speak : for as

to what has been actually done, and in relation to

useful effects produced, whether on the minds of

individuals, or of the public, I dare boldly stand

forward, and (let every man have his own, and

that be counted mine which, but for, and through

me, would not have existed) will challenge the

proudest of my literary contemporaries to compare

proofs with me, of usefulness in the excitement of

reflection, and the diffusion of original or forgot-

VOL. II. u
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ten, yet necessary and important truths and

knowledge ; and this is not the less true, because

I have suffered others to reap all the advantages.

But, oh ! dear friend, this consciousness, raised

by insult of enemies, and alienated friends, stands

me in little stead to my own soul, in how little

then, before the all-righteous Judge ! who, requi-

ring back the talents he had entrusted, will, if the

mercies of Christ do not intervene, not demand of

me what I have done, but why I did not do

more ; why, with powers above so many, I had

sunk in many things below most ! But this is too

painful, and in remorse we often waste the energy

which should be better employed in reformation

—

that essential part, and only possible proof, of sin-

cere repentance. * * * * * *

May God bless you, and

Your affectionate friend,

S. T. Coleridge."

Toward the end of 1807, Mr. Coleridge left

Bristol, and I saw nothing more of him for ano-

ther seven years; that is, till 1814. All the

leading features in Mr. Coleridge's life, during

these two septennial periods, will, no doubt,

be detailed by others. My undertaking re-
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commences in 1814. Some preliminary remarks

must precede the narrative, which has now arri-

ved at an important part.

Neither to clothe the subject of biography with

undeserved applause, nor unmerited censure, but

to present an exact portraiture, is the object which

ought scrupulously to be aimed at by every

impartial writer. Here I pause, with something

of an awful dilemma. Is it expedient ; is it law-

ful ; to give publicity to Mr. Coleridge's practice

of inordinately taking opium ? which, to a certain

extent, at one part of his life, inflicted on a heart

naturally cheerful, the stings of conscience, and

sometimes, almost the horrors of despair ? Is it

right, in reference to one who has passed his

ordeal, to exhibit sound principles, habitually

warring with inveterate and injurious habits ; pro-

ducing, for many years, an accumulation of bodily

suffering, that wasted the frame ; poisoned the

sources of enjoyment ; entailed (in the long retinue

of ills) dependence and poverty, and, with all

these, associated that which was far less bearable,

an intolerable mental load, that scarcely knew

cessation ?

In the year 1814, all this, I am afflicted to say,

2n
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applied to Mr. Coleridge. The question to be

determined is, whether it be best, or not, to obey

the first impulse of benevolence, and to throw a

mantle over these dark and appalling occurrences,

and, since the sufferer has left this stage of exist-

ence, to mourn in secret, and consign to oblivion

the aberrations of a frail mortal ? This was my
first design, but other thoughts arose. If the

individual were alone concerned, the question

would be decided ; but it might almost be said,

that the world is interested in the disclosures con-

nected with this part of Mr. Coleridge
,

s life. His

example forms one of the most impressive memo-

rials the pen ever recorded; so that thousands,

hereafter, may derive instruction from viewing in

Mr. C. much to approve, and, in other features

of his character, much also to regret and deplore.

Once Mr. Coleridge expressed to me, with inde-

scribable emotion, the joy he should feel, if he

could collect around him all who were e* beginning

to tamper with the lulling, but fatal draught ;" so

that he might proclaim, as with a trumpet, "the

worse than death, that opium entailed.
11

I must

add, if he could now speak from his grave,

(retaining his earthly, benevolent solicitude for

the good of others) with an emphasis that pene-
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trated the heart, he would doubtless utter, " Let

my example be a warning !"

This being my settled conviction, it becomes in

me, a duty, with all practicable mildness, to

give publicity to the following tale ; in which,

censure will often be suspended by compassion,

and every feeling be absorbed in that of pity ; in

which, if the veil be removed, it will only be, to

present a clear and practical exemplification of the

consequences that progressively follow indulgen-

ces in, what Mr. Coleridge latterly denominated,

" the accursed drug !"

To soften the repugnance which might, pardon-

ably, arise in the minds of some of Mr. C.'s

friends, it is asked, whether it be not enough to

move a breast of adamant, to behold a man of

Mr. Coleridge's genius, spell-bound by his nar-

cotic draughts ? deploring, as he has done, in his

letters to myself, the destructive consequences of

opium ; writhing under its effects ; so injurious

to mind, body, and estate : submitting to the

depths of humiliation and poverty, and all this,

for a season at least, accompanied with no

effectual effort to burst his fetters, and assume

the station in society which became his talents

;

but on the contrary, submitting patiently to

n3
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dependence, and grovelling where he ought to

soar

!

Another powerful reason, which should recon-

cile the friends of Mr. Coleridge to this detail of

his destructive habits, arises from the recollection,

that the pain given to their minds, is present and

temporary. They should wisely consider, that,

though they regret, their regrets, like themselves,

as time rolls on, are passing away! but, the

example,—this clear, full, incontestable example,

remains ! And who can estimate the beneficial

consequences of this undisguised statement, to

numerous succeeding individuals ? (It is consola-

tory to believe, that, had I written nothing else,

this humble, but unflinching narrative would be an

evidence that I had not lived in vain.)

When it is considered also, how many men, of

high mental endowments, have shrouded their

lustre, by a passion for this stimulus, and thereby,

prematurely, become fallen spirits ; would it not

be a criminal concession to unauthorized feelings,

to allow so impressive an exhibition of this subtile

species of intemperance to escape from public

notice ; and, that no discredit might attach to

the memory of the individual we love, to conceal

an example, fraught with so much instruction,
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brought out into full display ? In the exhibition

here made, the inexperienced, in future, may

learn a memorable lesson, and be taught to shrink

from opium, as they would from a scorpion

;

which, before it destroys, invariably expels peace

from the mind, and excites the worst species of

conflict, that of setting a man at war with him-

self.

The most impressive and pungent of all Mr.

Coleridge's self-upbraidings, is that, in which he

thrills the inmost heart, by saying, with a sepul-

chral solemnity, " I have learned what a sin is

against an infinite, imperishable being, such as is

the soul of man V And yet, is this, and such as

this, to be devoted to forgetfulness, and all be

sacrificed, lest some friend, disdaining utility,

should prefer flattery to truth ? A concession to

such advice, would be treachery and pusillanimity

combined, at which none would so exult as the

spirits of darkness.

If some of the preceding language should be

deemed too strong, by those who take but a con-

tracted view of the subject, and who would wish

to screen the dead, rather than to improve the

living, let them judge what their impressions

would be, in receiving, like myself, at this time,
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the communications from Mr. C. which will sub-

sequently appear, and then dispassionately ask

themselves, whether such impressive lessons of

instruction ought to be doomed to oblivion.

With these remarks, I shall proceed to notice

Mr. Coleridge's re-appearance in Bristol, 1814,

after an absence of seven years ; and this, as

usual, with an adherence to impartial representa-

tion.

Mr. C. had written from London in the year

1814, to a friend in Bristol, to announce that he

was coming down to give a course of Lectures on

Shakspeare, such as he had delivered at the Royal

Institution, London, and expressing a hope that

his friends would obtain for him, as many sub-

scribers as they 'could. Great efforts were made

to obtain these subscribers, and the Lectures were

accordingly advertised, to commence at the time

appointed by the lecturer, and the place specified

with the day and hour ; of the whole of which

arrangement, Mr. C. had received due notice,

and expressed his approval.

On the morning on which the lectures were to

begin, a brother of Mr. George Cumberland,

(a gentleman well known in the literary world,

residing in Bristol,) arrived in this city from
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London, on a visit to his brother Mr. G. C.

when he casually said to him, " I came as far as

Bath, with one of the most amusing men I ever

met with. At the White Horse, Piccadilly, he

entered the coach, when a Jew boy came up

with pencils to sell. This " amusing gentleman
"

asked the boy a few questions, when the answers

of the boy being what he thought, unusually

acute, the gentleman said, "that^ boy is not

where he ought to be. He has talent, and if I

had not an important engagement at Bristol to

morrow, I would not mind the loss of my fare,

but would stay a day or two in London to

provide some better condition for him." He then

called the waiter : wrote to a gentleman in the

neighbourhood, with a pencil, urging him to

patronize the bearer : gave the boy five shillings,

and sent him, with the waiter, according to the

address of the note.

This same gentleman, he said, talked inces-

santly for thirty miles out of London, in the

most entertaining way, and afterwards, with

little intermission, till thev arrived about Marl-
* a.

borough, when he discovered that the lady who

was in the coach with them, was the sister of a

particular friend of his. " On our arrival at
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Bath," said the brother, "this entertaining gen-

tleman observed to me, " I must here quit you, as

I am determined not to leave this lady, who is

going into North Wales, till I have seen her

safe at her brother's door ;" so here the amusing

gentleman left us.

"Why" said Mr. Cumberland, "I should not

be surprised if that were Coleridge," and yet that

cannot be, for he has an appointment this day in

Bristol." " That is the very name," said his

brother. Mr. G. C. remarked, " This Mr. Cole-

ridge is coming to Bristol, to give us a course of

lectures on Shakspeare, and this evening he has

appointed for his first lecture, at the Great Room,

White Lion." "Whatever the engagement may

be," replied the brother, "rely upon it you will

have no lecture this evening. Mr. C. at the

present moment is posting hard towards North

Wales !" The great business now was for those

who had interested themselves in the sale of

tickets for the course, to hasten round to the

purchasers, to announce, that Mr. C. would be

prevented from giving the lectures till further notice.

In two or three days, Mr. Coleridge presented

himself in Bristol, after a right true journey into

North Wales ; and then, another day was ap-
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pointed to begin the course. The day arrived.

His friends met in the afternoon, full of anxiety,

lest a second disappointment should take place.

Not one of them had seen Mr. C. in the course

of that day, and they could not tell where he had

dined. They then set off, to find out this

intricate point, and having1 discovered him, after

some difficulty, hurried him from the bottle, and

the argument, to fulfil his less important, or, at

least, his less pleasing engagement.

He arrived at the lecture room, just one hour

after all the company had impatiently awaited

him. Apologizing for an unavoidable interrup-

tion ! Mr. C. commenced his lecture on Hamlet.

The intention is not entertained of pursuing this

subject, except to remark, that no other important

delay arose, and that the lectures gave great

satisfaction. I forbear to make further remarks,

because these lectures will form part of the

London narrative.

It may here be mentioned, that in the year

1814, when Buonaparte was captured and sent to

Elba, the public expression of joy burst forth in a

general illumination ; when Mr. Josiah Wade,

wishing, to display a large transparency, applied

to his friend Mr. Coleridge, (then residing with
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him) for a subject, as a guide to his ingenious

painter, of which the following is a copy, from

Mr. C.'s original.

The four lines were chosen, of which, the two

last have something of a prophetic aspect.

"On the right side of the transparency, a rock, with

the word Elba on it : chained to this, by one leg, put a

vulture, with the head of Napoleon Buonaparte ; then

a female genius, representing Britannia, in a bending

posture, with one hand holding out one wing of the

vulture, and with the other clipping it with a large pair

of shears ; on the one half of which appears either the

word 'AVellington,' or the word 'army,' and on the

other, either ' Nelson,' or else ' navy
;

' (I should pre-

fer Wellington and Nelson, but that I fear Welling-

ton may be a word of too many letters.) Behind

Britannia, and occupying the right side of the trans-

parency, a slender gilded column, with ' trade ' on its

base, and the cap of liberty on its top ; and on one

side, leaning against it, a trident laurelled, and on the

other, a laurelled sword.

At the top of the transparency, and quite central, a

dove, with an olive branch, may be hovering over the

bending figure of Britannia.

N. B. The trident to be placed with the points

upwards, the sword with its hilt upwards.
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We've conquer'cl us a peace, like lads true metalled :

And bankrupt Nap.'s accompts seem all now settled.

OR THUS.

We've fought for peace, and conquer'd it at last,

The rav'ning vulture's leg seems fetter'd fast

!

Britons, rejoice! and yet be wary too:

The chain may break, the dipt wing sprout anew.'

Returning now to the lectures,—During their

delivery, it was remarked by many of Mr. C.'s

friends, with great pain, that there was some-

thing unusual and strange in his look and deport-

ment. The true cause was known to few, and

least of all by myself. At one of the lectures,

meeting Mr. Coleridge at the inn door, he said,

grasping my hand, with great solemnity, " Cottle,

this day week, I shall not be alive !" I was

alarmed, and speaking to another friend, he

replied, " Do not be afraid. It is only one of

Mr. C.'s odd fancies.
1 " After another of the lec-

tures, he called me on one side, and said, " My
dear friend, a dirty fellow has threatened to

arrest me for ten pounds." Shocked at the idea,

I said, " Coleridge, you shall not go to gaol

VOL. II o
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while I can help it," and immediately gave him

the ten pounds.

The following" two letters were sent me (I

believe) at or about this time.

" My dear Cottle,

An erysipelatous complaint, of an alarming

nature, has rendered me barely able to attend

and go through with my lectures, the receipts of

which, have almost paid the expenses of the

room, advertisements, &c* Whether this be to

my discredit, or that of the good citizens of

Bristol, it is not for me to judge. I have been

persuaded to make another trial, by advertising

three lectures, on the rise, and progress, and

conclusion of the French Revolution, with a

critique on the proposed constitution, but unless

fifty names are procured, not a lecture give I.

Even so the two far, far more important

lectures, for which I have long been preparing

myself, and have given more thought to, than to

any other subject, viz : those on female education,

* It is apprehended that this must be a mistake. I sent Mr.

Coleridge, five guineas for my Shakspeare ticket, and entertain no

doubt but that some others did the same. But his remark may

refer to some succeeding lectures, of which I have no distinct

recollection.
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from infancy to womanhood practically systema-

tized. I shall be (God permitting) ready to give

the latter end of the week after next, but upon

condition that I am assured of sixty names.

Why as these are lectures that I must write

down, I could sell them as a recipe for twice the

sum at least.

If I can walk out, I will be with you on

Sunday. Has Mr. Wade called on you? Mr.

Le Breton, a near neighbour of your's, in Port-

land Square, would (if you sent a note to him)

converse with you on any subject relative to my
interest, with congenial sympathy ; but indeed I

think your idea one of those Chimeras, which kind-

ness begets upon an unacquaintance with mankind.*

' Harry ! thy wish was Father to that thought.'

God bless you,
Srn c< "

. X . V_ .

" My dear Cottle.

I have been engaged three days past, to dine

* A request of permission from Mr. Coleridge, to call on a few of

Ms known friends, to see if we could not raise an annuity for him

of One hundred a year, that he might pursue his literary objects

without pecuniary distractions. My own proportion I freely offered.

o2
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with the Sheriff at Merchant's Hall, to-morrow.

As they will not wield knife and fork till near

six, I cannot of course attend the meeting, [for

the establishment of an Infant Sehool] but should

it be put off, and you will give me a little longer

notice, I will do my best, to make my humble

talents serviceable in their proportion to a cause,

in which I take no common interest, which has

always my best wishes, and not seldom my
prayers.

God bless you, and

Your affectionate friend,

S. T. Coleridge:'

P. S. " To you who know I prefer a roast

potatoe and salt, to the most splendid public

dinner, the very sight of which always offends

my infant appetite, I need not say that I am

actuated solely by my pre-engagement, and by

the impropriety of disappointing the friend whom

I am to accompany, and to whom probably I owe

the unexpected compliment of the Sheriff's in-

vitation.

I have read two thirds of Dr. Pole's pamphlet

with great interest, (on Infant Schools.) Thoughts

on thoughts, feelings on feelings, crowded upon
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my mind and heart, during the perusal, and

which I would fain, God willing; give vent to !

I truly honor and love the orthodox dissenters,

and appreciate with heart-esteem their works of

love.—I have read, with much pleasure, the

preface to the second edition of your Alfred.

It is well written." ******
I must here refer once more to Mr. Coleridge.

On returning to Bristol from Barley Wood, where

I had introduced him to Mrs. Hannah More,

(Vol. 1. p. 82) from the appearances I was

there concerned to witness, I expressed to a friend

the next day, my sorrow at beholding Mr. C. so

extremely paralytic, his hands shaking to an

alarming degree, so that he could not take a glass

of wine without spilling it, though one hand sup-

ported the other! "That,"" said he, "arises

from the immoderate quantity of opium he takes.
11

It is remarkable, that this was the first time the

melancholy fact, of Mr. Coleridge's excessive

indulgence in opium, had come to my knowledge.

It astonished and afflicted me. On this subject,

Mr. C. may have been communicative to others,

but to me he was silent. I withhold here much

that might be said, and proceed to observe, that

o3
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I now saw it was mistaken kindness to give Mr,

C. money, as I had learned, that he indulged in

his potions according to the extent of his means,

so that to he temperate, it was expedient that he

should be poor.

I ruminated long upon this subject, with inde-

scribable sorrow ; and having ascertained from

others, not only the existence of the evil, but its

extent, so as to render doubt impossible, such was

the impression of duty on my mind, I determined,

however hazardous, to write to Mr. Coleridge,

and that faithfully, otherwise, I considered myself,

not a friend, but an enemy. At the end of his

course, therefore, I addressed to him the following

letter, under the full impression that it was a case

of " life and death," and that if some strong effort

were not made to arouse him from his insensibility,

speedy destruction must inevitably follow. No-

thing but so extreme a case, could have prompted^

or could justify, such a letter as the following.

"Bristol, April 25, 1814.

Dear Coleridge,

I am conscious of being influenced by the purest

motives in addressing to you the following letter.

Permit me to remind you that I am the oldest
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friend you have in Bristol, that I was such when

my friendship was of more consequence to you

than it is at present, and that at that time, you

were neither insensible of my kindnesses, nor

backward to acknowledge them. I bring these

things to your remembrance, to impress on your

mind, that it is still a friend who is writing to

you; one who ever has-been such, and who is

now going to give you the most decisive evidence

of his sincerity.

When I think of Coleridge, I wish to recall

the image of him, such as he appeared in past

years ; now, how has the baneful use of opium

thrown a dark cloud over you and your prospects.

I would not say any thing needlessly harsh or

unkind, but I must befaithful. It is the irresist-

ible voice of conscience. Others may still flatter

you, and hang upon your words, but I have

another, though a less gracious duty to perform.

I see a brother sinning a sin unto death, and shall

I not warn him ? I see him perhaps on the bor-

ders of eternity, in effect, despising his Maker's

law, and yet indifferent to his perilous state !

In recalling what the expectations concerning

you once were, and the excellency with which,

seven years ago, you wrote and spoke on religious
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truth, my heart bleeds, to see how you are now

fallen ; and thus to notice, how many exhilarating

hopes are almost blasted, by your present habits.

This is said, not to wound, but to arouse you to

reflection.

I know full well the evidences of the pernicious

drug ! You cannot be unconscious of the effects,

though you may wish to forget the cause.—The

sallow countenance ! the tottering step ! the trem-

bling hand ! the glassy eye ! the disordered

frame ! and yet will you not be awakened to a

sense of your danger, and, I must add, your

guilt ? Is it a small thing, that one of the finest

of human understandings should be lost ! That

your ten talents should be buried ! That most of

the influences to be derived from your present

example, should be in direct opposition to right

and virtue ! It is true, you still talk of religion,

and profess the warmest admiration of the church

and her doctrines, in which it would not be lawful

to doubt your sincerity ; but can you be unaware,

that by your unguarded and inconsistent conduct,

you are furnishing arguments to the infidel ; giv-

ing occasion for the enemy to blaspheme ; and

(amongst those who imperfectly know you) throw-

ing suspicion over your religious profession. Is
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not the great test, in some measure against you,

' By their fruits ye shall know them ?' Are there

never any calm moments, when you impartially

judge of your own actions by their consequences ?

Not to reflect on you ; not to give you a

moment's needless pain, but, in the spirit of

friendship, suffer me to bring to your recollection,

some of the sad effects of your undeniable intem-

perance.

I know you have a correct love of honest inde-

pendence, (without which, there can be no true

nobility of mind); and yet, for opium, you will

sell this treasure, and expose yourself to the lia-

bility of arrest, by some ' dirty fellow,
1
to whom

you choose to be indebted for ' ten pounds P You

had, and still have, an acute sense of moral right

and wrong, but is not the feeling sometimes over-

powered by self-indulgence ? Permit me to

remind you, that you are not more suffering in

your mind, than you are in your body, while you

are squandering largely your money, in the pur-

chase of opium, which, in the strictest equity,

should receive a different direction.

I will not again refer to the mournful effects pro-

duced on your own health, by this indulgence in

opium, by which you have undermined your
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strong constitution ; but I must notice the injuri-

ous consequences of this passion for the narcotic

drug, on your literary efforts. What you have

already done, (excellent as it is) is considered by

your friends and the world, as the bloom, the

mere promise of the harvest. Will you suffer the

fatal draught, which is ever accompanied by sloth,

to rob you of your fame, and, (what to you is a

higher motive) of your power of doing good ; of

giving fragrance to your memory, (amongst the

worthies of future years) when you are numbered

with the dead?******
* * * * *****
And now let me conjure you, alike by the voice

of friendship, and the duty you owe yourself and

family ; above all, by the reverence you feel for

the cause of Christianity ; by the fear of God, and

the awfulness of eternity, to renounce, from this

moment opium and spirits, as your bane ! Frus-

trate not the great end of your existence. Exert

the ample abilities which God has given you, as a

faithful steward ; so will you secure your rightful

pre-eminence amongst the sons of Genius; recover

your cheerfulness ; your health ; (I trust it is not

too late !) become reconciled to yourself; and,
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through the merits of that Saviour, in whom you

profess to trust, obtain, at last, the approbation

of your Maker ! My dear Coleridge, be wise

before it be too late ! I do hope to see you a

renovated man ! and that you will still burst your

inglorious fetters, and justify the best hopes of

your friends.

Excuse the freedom with which I write. If at

the first moment it should offend, on reflection,

you will approve, at least of the motive, and,

perhaps, in a better state of mind, thank and

bless me. If all the good which I have prayed

for, should not be effected by this letter, I have

at least discharged an imperious sense of duty.

The tear which bedims my eye, is an evidence of

the sincerity with which I subscribe myself,

Your affectionate friend,

Joseph Cottle."

The following is Mr. Coleridge's reply.

"April 26th, 1814.

You have poured oil in the raw and festering

wound of an old friend's conscience, Cottle ! but

it is oil of vitriol ! I but barely glanced at the

middle of the first page of your letter, and have
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seen no more of it—not from resentment, (God

forbid !) but from the state of my bodily and

mental sufferings, that scarcely permitted human

fortitude to let in a new visitor of affliction.

The object of my present reply, is, to state the

case, just as it is—first, that for ten years the

anguish of my spirit has been indescribable, the

sense of my danger staring, but the consciousness

of my guilt worse—far worse than all ! I have

prayed, with drops of agony on my brow ; trem-

bling, not only before the justice of my Maker,

but even before the mercy of my Redeemer.

—

s I

gave thee so many talents, what hast thou done

with them V Secondly—overwhelmed as I am,

with a sense of my direful infirmity, I have never

attempted to disguise or conceal the cause. On

the contrary, not only to friends, have I stated

the whole case with tears, and the very bitterness

of shame ; but in two instances, I have warned

young men, mere acquaintances, who had spoken

of having taken laudanum, of the direful conse-

quences, by an awful exposition of its tremendous

eifects on myself.

Thirdly, though before God I cannot lift up

my eyelids, and only do not despair of his mercy,

because to' despair would be adding crime to
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crime, yet to my fellow-men, I may say, that 1

was seduced into the accursed habit ignorantly.

I had been almost bed-ridden for many months,

with swellings in my knees. In a medical Jour-

nal, I unhappily met with an account, of a cure

performed in a similar case, (or what appeared to

me so) by rubbing in of Laudanum, at the same

time taking a given dose internally. It acted

like a charm, like a miracle ! I recovered the

use of my limbs, of my appetite, of my spirits,

and this continued for near a fortnight. At

length the unusual stimulus subsided, the complaint

returned,—the supposed remedy was recurred

to—but I cannot go through the dreary history.

Suffice it to say, that effects were produced

which acted on me by terror and cowardice, of

pain and sudden death, not (so help me God !)

by any temptation of pleasure, or expectation,

or desire of exciting pleasurable sensations. On

the very contrary, Mrs. Morgan and her sister

will bear witness so far, as to say, that the longer

I abstained, the higher my spirits were, the

keener my enjoyments—till the moment, the

direful moment arrived, when my pulse began to

fluctuate, my heart to palpitate, and such a

dreadful falling abroad, as it were, of my whole

VOL. II p
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frame, such intolerable restlessness, and incipient

bewilderment, that in the last of my several

attempts to abandon the dire poison, I exclaimed

in agony, which I now repeat in seriousness and

solemnity, ' I am too poor to hazard this.' Had

I but a few hundred pounds, but £200,—half

to send to Mrs. Coleridge, and half to place

myself in a private mad house, where I could

procure nothing but what a physician thought

proper, and where a medical attendant could be

constantly with me for two or three months, (in

less than that time, life or death would be de-

termined) then there might be hope. Now there

is none! ! O God! how willingly would I place

myself under Dr. Fox, in his establishment ; for

my case is a species of madness, only that it is

a derangement, an utter impotence of the volition,

and not of the intellectual faculties. You bid

me rouse myself: go bid a man paralytic in

both arms, to rub them briskly together, and

that will cure him. 'Alas!' he would reply,

' that I cannot move my arms, is my complaint

and my misery.'

May God bless you, and

Your affectionate, but most afflicted,

S. T. Coleridge."
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On receiving- this full and mournful disclosure,

I felt the deepest compassion for Mr. C.'s state,

and sent him the following letter. (Necessary

to be given, to understand Mr. Coleridge
T
s reply.)

" Dear Coleridge,

I am afflicted to perceive that Satan is so busy

with you, but God is greater than Satan. Did

you ever hear of Jesus Christ ? That he came

into the world to save sinners ? He does not

demand, as a condition, any merit of your own,

he only says, ' Come and be healed I

1

Leave

your idle speculations : forget your vain philoso-

phy. Come as you are. Come and be healed.

He only requires you, to be sensible of your need

of him, to give him your heart, to abandon with

penitence, every evil practice, and he has promised

that whosoever thus comes, he will in no wise

cast out. To such as you, Christ ought to be

precious, for you see the hopelessness of every

other refuge. He will add strength to your own

ineffectual efforts.

For your encouragement, I express the convic-

tion, that such exercises as yours, are a conflict

that must ultimately prove successful. You do

not cloak your sins. You confess and deplore

p2
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them. I believe that you will still be as 'a

brand plucked from the burning,' and that you

(with all your wanderings,) will be restored, and

raised up, as a chosen instrument, to spread a

Saviour's name. Many a 'chief of sinners,'

has been brought, since the days of ' Saul of

Tarsus,' to sit as a little child, at the Redeemer's

feet. To this state you, I am assured, will come.

Pray ! Pray earnestly, and you will be heard by

your Father, which is in Heaven. I could say

many things of duty and virtue, but I wish to

direct your views at once to Christ, in whom is

the alone balm for afflicted souls.

May God ever bless you,

Joseph Cottle."

P. S. " If my former letter appeared unkind,

pardon me ! It was not intended. Shall I

breathe in your ear?—I know one, who is a

stranger to these throes and conflicts, and who

finds ' Wisdom's ways to be ways of pleasant-

ness, and her paths, paths of peace."

To this letter I received the following reply.

" dear friend ! I have too much to be forgiven,
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to feel any difficulty in forgiving the cruelest

enemy that ever trampled on me : and you I have

only to thank ! You have no conception of the

dreadful hell of my mind, and conscience, and

body. You hid me pray. O, I do pray inwardly

to be able to pray ; but indeed to pray, to pray

with a faith to which a blessing is promised, this

is the reward of faith, this is the gift of God to

the elect. Oh ! if to feel how infinitely worthless

I am, how poor a wretch, with just free-will

enough to be deserving of wrath, and of my own

contempt, and of none to merit a moment's peace,

can make a part of a Christian's creed ; so far I

am a Christian.

©. J. . O.

April 26, 1814."

At this time Mr. Coleridge was indeed in a

pitiable condition. His passion for opium had so

completely subdued his will, that he seemed car-

ried away, without resistance, by an overwhelm-

ing flood. The impression was fixed on his mind,

that he should inevitably die, unless he were placed

under constraint, and that constraint he thought

could be alone effected in an asylum ! Dr. Fox,

who presided over an establishment of this

p3
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description, in the neighbourhood of Bristol,

appeared to Mr. C. the individual, to whose sub-

jection he would most like to submit. This idea

still impressing his imagination, he addressed to

me the following letter.

"Dear Cottle,

I have resolved to place myself in any situation,

in which I can remain for a month or two, as a

child, wholly in the power of others. But, alas !

I have no money ! Will you invite Mr. Hood,

(a most dear and affectionate friend, to worthless

me ;) and Mr. Le Breton, my old school-fellow,

and, likewise, a most affectionate friend; and

Mr. Wade, who will return in a few days : desire

them to call on you, any evening after seven

o'clock, that they can make convenient, and con-

sult with them whether any thing of this kind can

be done. Do you know Dr. Fox ?

Affectionately,

I have to prepare my lecture. Oh ! with how

blank a spirit !"*

* Some supplemental lecture.
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I did know the late Dr. Fox, who was an opu-

lent and liberal-minded man ; and if I had applied

to him, (or any friend) I cannot doubt but that

he would instantly have received Mr. Coleridge

gratuitously ; but nothing could have induced me

to make the application, but that extreme case,

which did not then appear fully to exist. My
sympathy for Mr. C. at this time, was so excited,

that T should have withheld no effort, within my
power, to reclaim, or to cheer him ; but this

recurrence to an asylum, I strenuously opposed.

Mr. Coleridge knew Dr. Fox himself, eighteen

years before, and to the honour of Dr. F. I think

it right to name, that, to my knowledge, in the

year 1796, Dr. Fox, in admiration of Mr. C.'s

talents, presented him with fifty pounds I

It must here be noticed, that, fearing I might

have exceeded the point of discretion, in my letter

to Mr. C. and becoming alarmed, lest I had

raised a spirit that I could not lay, as well as to

avoid an unnecessary weight of responsibility, I

thought it best to send the papers that passed

between Mr. C. and myself, to a mutual friend,

to ask him, in these harassing circumstances,

what I was to do ; especially as he knew much

more of Mr. C.'s latter habits than myself, and
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had proved his friendship by evidences the most

substantial. This friend approved of all I had

done, but delicacy prevents me from giving his

reply.

Just at this time I was afflicted with the burst-

ing of a blood vessel, (occasioned, probably, by

present agitations of mind) which reduced me to

the point of death ; when the intercourse of

friends, and even speaking, were wholly prohi-

bited.

During my illness, Mr. Coleridge sent my sister

the following letter; and the succeeding one to

myself.

"13th May, 1814.

Dear Madam,

I am uneasy to know, how my friend, J. Cottle,

goes on. The walk I took last Monday to en-

quire in person, proved too much for my strength,

and shortly after my return, I was in such a

swooning way, that I was directed to go to bed,

and orders were given that no one should inter-

rupt me. Indeed, I cannot be sufficiently grateful

for the skill with which the surgeon treats me.

But it must be a slow, and occasionally, an inter-

rupted progress, after a sad retrogress of nearly
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twelve years.* To God all things are possible.

I intreat your prayers, your brother has a share

in mine.

What an astonishing privilege, that a sinner

should be permitted to cry, ' Our Father P Oh !

still more stupendous mercy, that this poor

ungrateful sinner should be exhorted, invited, nay,

commanded, to pray—to pray importunately

!

That which great men most detest, namely,

importunacy: to this the Giver and the For-

giver encourages his sick petitioners

!

I will not trouble you, except for one verbal

answer to this note. How is your brother ?

With affectionate respects to yourself and your

sister,

S. T. Coleridge.

To Miss Cottle, Brunswick-Square."

" Friday, 27th May, 1814.

My dear Cottle,

Gladness be with you, for your convalescence,

and equally so, at the hope which has sustained

* This acknowledges the habit of taking opium to have com-

menced in the year 1802, before Mr. C. went to Malta.
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and tranquillized you through your imminent peril.

Far otherwise is, and hath been, my state ; yet

I too am grateful
;
yet I cannot rejoice. I feel,

with an intensity unfathomable by words, my
utter nothingness, impotence, and worthlessness,

in and for myself. I have learned what a sin is,

against an infinite imperishable being, such as is

the soul of man !

I have had more than a glimpse of what is

meant by death and outer darkness, and the worm

that dieth not—and that all the hell of the repro-

bate, is no more inconsistent with the love of

God, than the blindness of one who has occa-

sioned loathsome and guilty diseases to eat out his

eyes, is inconsistent with the light of the sun.

But the consolations, at least, the sensible sweet-

ness of hope, I do not possess. On the contrary,

the temptation which I have constantly to fight up

against, is, a fear, that if annihilation and the

possibility of heaven, were offered to my choice,

I should choose the former.

This is, perhaps, in part, a constitutional idio-

syncrasy, for when a mere boy, I wrote these lines.

O, what a wonder seems the fear of death,

Seeing how gladly we all sink to sleep;
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Babes, children, youths, and men,

Night following night, for three-score years and ten.*

And in my early manhood, in lines descriptive

of a gloomy solitude, I disguised my own sensa-

tions in the following words

:

Here wisdom might abide, and here remorse !

Here too, the woe-worn man, who weak in soul,

And of this busy human heart aweary,

Worships the spirit of unconscious life,

In tree, or wild-flower. Gentle lunatic !

If so he might not wholly cease to be,

He would far rather not be that he is ;

But would be something that he knows not of,

In woods, or waters, or among the rocks.

My main comfort, therefore, consists in what

the divines call, the faith of adherence, and no

spiritual effort appears to benefit me so much as

* These four lines, (in the edition of Mr. C.'s Poems, published

after his death) are oddly enough, thrown into the " Monody on

Chatterton," and form the four opening lines. Many readers may

concur with myself in thinking, that the former commencement was

preferable; namely

—

When faint and sad, o'er sorrow's desert wild,

Slow journeys onward poor misfortune's child; &c. &c.
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the one earnest, importunate, and often, for hours,

momently repeated prayer :
' I believe ! Lord,

help my unbelief ! Give me faith, but as a mus-

tard seed, and I shall remove this mountain

!

Faith ! faith ! faith ! I believe, Oh give me

faith ! Oh, for my Redeemer's sake, give me

faith in my Redeemer.'

In all this I justify God, for I was accustomed

to oppose the preaching of the terrors of the gos-

pel, and to represent it as debasing virtue, by the

admixture of slavish selfishness.

I now see, that what is spiritual, can only

be spiritually apprehended. Comprehended it

cannot.

Mr. Eden gave you a too flattering account of

me. It is true, I am restored, as much beyond

my expectations almost, as my deserts ; but I am

exceedingly weak. I need for myself, solace and

refocillation of animal spirits, instead of being in a

condition of offering it to others. Yet, as soon as

I may see you, I will call on you.

S. T. Coleridge."

" P. S. It is no small gratification to me, that I

have seen and conversed with Mrs. Hannah More.

She is, indisputably, the first literary female I
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ever met with. In part, no doubt, because she

is a christian. Make my best respects when you

write.
11

It is here necessary to state, in order that the

reader may possess a clear knowledge of Mr. Cole-

ridged case in the year 1814, that I received

information, from an undoubted source, informing

me, Mr. C. had been long, very long, in the

habit of taking, from two quarts of laudanum a

week, to a pint a day ; and on one occasion he

had been known to take, in the twenty-four hours,

a whole quart of laudanum ! This exceeds the

quantity which Psalmanazar ever took, or any of

the race of opium consumers on record. The

serious expenditure of money, resulting from this

habit, was the least evil, though very great, and

which must have absorbed all the produce of

Mr. C's lectures, and all the liberalities of his

friends. It is painful to record such circumstan-

ces as the following, but the picture would be

incomplete without it.

Mr. Coleridge, in a late letter, (with some-

thing, it is feared, if not of duplicity, of self-

deception) extols the skill of his surgeon, in

having gradually lessened his consumption of lau-

VOL. II o.
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danum, it was understood, to twenty drops a day.

With this diminution, the habit was considered

as subdued, and at which result, no one appeared

to rejoice more than Mr. Coleridge himself. The

reader will be surprised to learn, that, notwith-

standing this flattering exterior, Mr. C. while

apparently submitting to the directions of his me-

dical adviser, was secretly indulging in his usual

overwhelming quantities of opium ! Heedless of

his health, and every honourable consideration, (to

which, on other occasions, Mr. C. was as much

alive as most men) he contrived to obtain, surrep-

titiously, the " fatal drug," and thus to baffle the

hopes of his warmest friends !

This was a conduct not peculiar to Mr. C. but

every thorough opium eater, in his craving for

the forbidden poison, would break through any

impediment, rather than submit to so urgent a

privation ; especially, as it is often the only anti-

dote to the stings of the internal monitor. It is

this subjection of the will to the passion, which

invests opium with such terrific qualities.

Mr. Coleridge had resided, at this time, for

several months, with his kind friend, Mr. Josiah

Wade, of Bristol, who, in his solicitude for Mr.

C.'s benefit, had procured for him, as long as it
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was necessary, the professional assistance, stated

above. The surgeon, on taking leave, after the

cure had been effected, well knowing the expedi-

ents to which opium patients would often recur,

to obtain their proscribed draughts ; at least, till

the habit of temperance was fully established,

cautioned Mr. W. to prevent Mr. Coleridge, by

all possible means, from obtaining that by stealth,

from which he was openly debarred. It reflects

great credit on Mr. Wade's humanity, that, to

prevent all access to opium, and thus, if possible,

to rescue his friend from destruction, he engaged a

respectable old decayed tradesman, constantly to

attend Mr. C. and, to make that which was

sure, doubly certain, placed him even in his bed-

room ; and this man always accompanied him,

whenever he went out. To such surveillance

Mr. Coleridge cheerfully acceded, in order to

show the promptitude with which he seconded

the efforts of his friends. It has been stated,

that every precaution was unavailing. By some

unknown means and dexterous contrivances, Mr.

C. still obtained his usual lulling potions ! (which

he afterward confessed.)

As an example, amongst many others of a simi-

lar nature, one ingenious expedient, to which he

a 2
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resorted, to cheat the doctor, lie thus disclosed to

a friend, (from whom I received it.) He said, in

passing" along the quay, where the ships were

moored, he noticed, by a side glance, a druggist's

shop, probably an old resort, and standing near

the door, he looked toward the ships, and, point-

ing to one, at some distance, he said to his atten-

dant, " I think that's an American." " Oh, no,

that I am sure it is not," said the man. "I think

it is," replied Mr. C. " I wish you would step

over and ask, and bring me the particulars.""

The man accordingly went ; when, as soon as his

back was turned, Mr. C. stepped into the shop,

had his portly bottle filled with laudanum, (which

he always carried in his pocket) and then expe-

ditiously placed himself in the spot where he was

left. The man now returned with the particulars,

beginning, " I told you, Sir, it was not an Ame-

rican, but I have learned all about her.'
1 " As I

am mistaken, never mind the rest,
11

said Mr. C
and walked on.*

* This man must have been just the kind of vigilant superinten-

dent Mr. C. desired ; ready to fetch a book, or a box of snuff, &c.

at command. The preceding occurrence Avould not have been intro-

duced, but to illustrate the supreme ascendency which opium

exercises over its unhappy votaries.
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Every bad course of conduct (happily for the

good of social order) leads to perplexing, and

generally, to disastrous results. The reader will

soon have a practical illustration, that Mr. Cole-

ridge was not exempt from the general law. But

I must be pardoned in first making a slight refer-

ence to myself.

As far as recollection can be relied on, Mr.

Coleridge left Bristol in August, 1814; prior to

which time, my own imperfect state of health

prevented me from seeing him. A general impres-

sion prevailed on the minds of his friends, that it

was a desperate case, that paralyzed all their

efforts : that to assist Mr. C. with money, which,

under favourable circumstances, would have been

most promptly advanced, would now only enlarge

his capacity to obtain the opium which was consu-

ming him. We merely knew that Mr. Coleridge

was gone to reside with his friend Mr. John Morgan,

at Calne
;

(a worthy man, an only son, who had

unfortunately lost nearly all his patrimonial pro-

perty, the result of his father's many years'
1

indus-

trious toil, and on the wreck of which, he had now

retired to a small house, at Calne, in Wiltshire.)*

* Mr. Morgan had resided for three years in Berner's-Street, Loir*

4on, during the wholeofwhich time, Mr. Coleridge livedwith his friend,

q3
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So gloomy were our apprehensions, that even

the death of Mr. C. was mournfully expected,

at no distant period .' for his actions, at this time,

were, we feared, all of a suicidal description.

The reader will judge what my concern must

have been, at receiving the following letter from

Mr. Coleridge, in the March of 1815.

"Calne, March 7, 1815,

Dear Cottle,

You will wish to know something of myself.

In health, I am not worse than when at Bristol

I was best, yet fluctuating, yet unhappy ! in

circumstances ' poor indeed I

1

I have collected

my scattered, and my manuscript poems, sufficient

to make one volume. Enough I have to make

another. But till the latter is finished, I cannot

without great loss of character, publish the former

on account of the arrangement, besides the neces-

sity of correction. For instance, I earnestly wish

to begin the volumes, with what has never been

seen by any, however few, such as a series of

Odes on the different sentences of the Lord's

Prayer, and more than all this, to finish my
greater work on ' Christianity, considered as

Philosophy, and as the only Philosophy.
1

All
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the materials I have in no small part, reduced

to form, and written, but oh me ! what can

I do, when I am so poor, that in having to

turn off every week, from these to some mean

subject for the newspapers, 1 distress myself, and

at last neglect the greater wholly, to do little of

the less. If it were in your power to receive my
manuscripts, (for instance what I have ready for

the press of my poems) and by setting me forward

with thirty or forty pounds, taking care that

what I send, and would make over to you, would

more than secure you from loss, I am sure you

would do it. And I would die (after my recent

experience, of the cruel and insolent spirit of

calumny,) rather than subject myself, as a slave,

to a club of subscribers to my poverty.

If I were to say I am easy in my conscience,

I should add to its pains by a lie ; but this I can

truly say, that my embarrassments have not

been occasioned by the bad parts, or selfish

indulgences of my nature. I am at present five

and twenty pounds in arrear, my expenses being

at £2 10s. per week. You will say I ought to

live for less, and doubtless I might, if I were to

alienate myself from all social affections, and from

all conversation with persons of the same educa-
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tion. Those who severely blame me, never ask,

whether at any time in my life, I had for myself

and my family^ wants, £50 beforehand.

Heaven knows of the £300. received, through

you, what went to myself.* No ! bowed down

under manifold infirmities, I yet dare to appeal

to God of the truth of what I say, I have

remained poor by always having been poor, and

incapable of pursuing any one great work, for

want of a competence beforehand.

S. T. Coleridge."

This was precisely the termination I was pre-

pared to expect. I had never before, through my
whole life refused Mr. C. an application for money

;

yet I now hesitated; assured that the sum

required, was not meant for the discharge of

board, but for the purchase of opium, the expense

of which, for years, had exceeded the Two pounds

ten shillings per week. Under this conviction,

and after a painful conflict, I sent Mr. C. on the

* This statement requires an explanation, which none now can

give. Was the far larger proportion of this £300 appropriated to

the discharge of Opium dehts ? This does not seem unlikely, as

Mr. C. chiefly lived with friends, and he could contract few other

debts.
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next day, a friendly letter, declining his request,

but enclosing- a five pound note. It happened

that my letter to Mr. Coleridge passed on the

road, another letter from him to myself, far more

harrowing than the first. This was the last letter

I ever received from Mr. C. and which in after

years, I sometimes felt, without perhaps duly

considering that new scenes, connexions, and

pursuits, had a natural tendency to force the

thoughts into new channels.*

The following is Mr. Coleridge's second letter

from Calne.

"Calne, Wiltshire, March 1.0, 1815,

My dear Cottle,

I have been waiting with the greatest uneasi-

ness for 'a letter from you. My distresses are

impatient rather than myself : inasmuch as for the

last five weeks, I know myself to be a burden,

* It is a consolation to reflect, that, in the year 1821, being in

London, I called to see Mr. Coleridge, at Mr. Gillman's, when he

welcomed me in his former kind and cordial manner. The depres-

sing thought filled my mind, that that would be our final interview

in this world, as it was. On my going away, Mr. C. presented me

with his "Statesman's Manual," in the Title-page of which he

wrote, " Joseph Cottle, from his old and affectionate friend,

S. T. Coleridge."
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on those to whom I am under great obligations ;

who would gladly do all for me ; hut who have

done all they can ! Incapable of any exertion

in this state of mind, I have now written to

Mr. Hood, and have at length bowed my heart

down, to beg that four or five of those, who I

had reason to believe, were interested in my
welfare, would raise the sum I mentioned,

between them, should you not find it convenient

to do it. Manuscript poems, equal to one volume

of 230 to 300 pages, being sent to them immedi-

ately. If not, I must instantly dispose of all my
poems, fragments and all, for whatever I can get

from the first rapacious bookseller, that will give

any thing—and then try to get my livelihood

where I am, by receiving, or waiting on day-

pupils, children, or adults, but even this I am

unable to wait for without some assistance : for I

cannot but with consummate baseness, throw the

expenses of my lodging and boarding for the last

five or six weeks on those, who must injure and

embarrass themselves in order to pay them.

' The Friend ' has been long out of print, and

its re-publication has been called for by numbers.

Indeed from the manner in which it was first

circulated, it is little less than a new work. To
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make it a complete and circular work, it needs

but about eight or ten papers. This I could, and

would make over to you at once in full copy-right,

and finish it outright, with no other delay than

that of finishing a short and temperate Treatise on

the Corn Laws, and their national and moral

effects ; which had I even twenty pounds only

to procure myself a week's ease of mind, I could

have printed, before the bill had passed the Lords.

At all events let me hear by return of post. I am

confident that whether you take the property of

my Poems, or of my Prose Essays, in pledge, you

cannot eventually lose the money.

As soon as I can, I shall leave Calne for

Bristol, and if I can procure any day pupils,

shall immediately take cheap lodgings near you.

My plan is to have twenty pupils, ten youths or

adults, and ten boys. To give the latter three

hours daily, from eleven o'clock to two, with

exception of the usual school vacations, in the

Elements of English, Greek, and Latin, present-

ing them exercises for their employment during

the rest of the day, and two hours every evening

to the adults (that is from sixteen and older) on a

systematic plan of general knowledge ; and I

should hope that £15 a year, would not be
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too much to ask from each, which excluding

Sundays and two vacations, would he little more

than a shilling a day, or six shillings a week,

for forty-two weeks.

To this I am certain I could attend with

strictest regularity, or indeed to any thing me-

chanical.

But composition is no voluntary business. The

very necessity of doing it robs me of the power

of doing it. Had I been possessed of a tolerable

competency, I should have been a voluminous

writer. But I cannot, as is feigned of the Night-

ingale, sing with my breast against a thorn.

God bless you,

S. T. Coleridge.

Saturday, Midnight.'
11

The receipt of this letter filled me with the

most poignant grief; much for the difficulties to

which Mr. C. was reduced, but still more for the

cause. In one letter, indignantly spurning the

contributions of his " club of subscribers to his

poverty ;" and in his next, (three days after-

wards) earnestly soliciting this assistance ! The

victorious bearer away of University prizes, now

bent down to the humiliating desire of keeping a
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clay school, for a morsel of bread ! The man,

whose genius has scarcely been surpassed, propos-

ing to "attend'" scholars, "children or adults,"

and to bolster up his head, at night, in " cheap

lodgings !" Oppressed with debt, contracted by

expending that money on opium, which should

have been paid to his impoverished friend ; and

this, at a moment, when, for the preceding dozen

years, if he had called his mighty intellect into

exercise, the " world " would have been " all

before him, where to choose his place of •rest.'
11

But at this time he preferred, to all things else,

the Circean chalice !

These remarks have been reluctantly forced

from me ; and never would they have passed the

sanctuary of my own breast, but to call on every

consumer of the narcotic poison, (who fancies,

perchance, that in the taking of opium, there

is pleasure only, and no pain) to behold, in this

memorable example, the inevitable consequences,

which follow that "accursed practice!" Property

consumed ! health destroyed ! independence bar-

tered ; respectability undermined ; family con-

cord subverted! that peace sacrificed, which forms

so primary an ingredient in man's cup of happi-

ness!—a deadly war with conscience !—an exam-

VOL. II. B
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pie to others, which extends its baneful influences,

illimitably ! and the very mind of the unhappy

votary, (whilst the ethereal spirit of natural affec-

tion generally escapes !) despoiled of its best

energies ; dwelling in the vale, it must be said, of

degradation, rather than on the summit of useful-

ness and applause !

I venture the more readily on these reflections,

from the hope of impressing some young delin-

quents, who are beginning to sip the " deadly

poison;" little aware that no habit is so progressive,

and that he who begins with the little, will

rapidly pass on to the much ! I am also addition-

ally urged to these mournful disclosures, from

their forming one portion only, of Mr. Coleridge
1

s

life. It has been my unenviable lot, to exhibit

my friend in his lowest points of depression ; con-

flicting with unhallowed practices, and, as the

certain consequence, with an accusing conscience ;

but this was his resting, not his abiding place.

The fear of God, with faith in his Saviour, lin-

gered long in his heart, yet it was not extin-

guished. It ultimately burst forth, and " the

bruised reed was not broken !"

Most rejoiced should I have been, had my
opportunities and acquaintance with Mr. Coleridge
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continued, to have traced the gradual develop-

ment into action, of those better principles which

were inherent in his mind. This privilege is

reserved for a more favoured biographer ; and it

now remains only for me, in a closing remark, to

state, that, had I been satisfied that the money

Mr. C. required, (Vol. 2. p. 175) would have been

expended in lawful purposes, I would have sup-

plied him, (without being an affluent man) to the

utmost of his requirements, and that not by divi-

ding the honour with others, or receiving his

writings in pledge ! But, knowing that whatever

monies he received would, assuredly, be expended

in opium, compassion stayed my hand.

In my reply to his second letter, by " return of

post,
11

I enclosed Mr. C. another five pounds

:

urged him in a kind letter, to come immediately

to Bristol, where myself and others, would do all

that could be done, to advise and assist him. I

told him at the same time, that, when I declined

the business of a bookseller, I for ever quitted

publishing, so that I could not receive his MSS.

valuable as they doubtless were ; but I reminded

him, that as his merits were now appreciated by

the public, the London booksellers would readily

enter into a treaty, and remunerate him liberally,

it 2
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It is proper to add, Mr. Coleridge returned no

answer to my letter ; came not to Bristol, but

went, as I learned indirectly, on 'a visit to a

friend, in or near London ; and I now await a

narrative of the latter periods of Mr. C.'s life, and,

particularly, the perusal of his "posthumous

works," with a solicitude surpassed by none.

An unexpected occurrence renders it necessary

to trespass one moment more on the reader's atten-

tion, whilst I mention, that from my intimate

knowledge of Mr. Coleridge's sentiments and cha-

racter, no doubt could be entertained by me, of

its being Mr. C.'s earnest wish, in order to exhi-

bit to his successors the pernicious consequences of

opium, that, when called from this world, the

fullest publicity should be given to its disastrous

effects on himself. But whatever confidence

existed in my own mind, it might be, I well

knew, no easy task, to inspire, with the same

assurance, many of his surviving friends ; so that

I have been compelled to argue the point, and to

show, to those who shrunk from such disclosures,

that Mr. Coleridge's example was intimately com-

bined with general utility, and that none ought to

regret a faithful narration of, (unquestionably) the

great bane of his life, since it presented a con-
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spicuous Pharos-tower, which might arrest the

attention, and operate as a warning, to all others.

From a conviction of the tender ground on

which I stood, and entertaining a latent suspicion

that some, whom I could wish to have pleased,

would still censure, as unjustifiahle exposure,

what with me was the result of conscience ; I

repeat, with all these searching apprehensions,

the reader will judge what my complicated feel-

ings must have been, of joy and sorrow ; a

momentary satisfaction, succeeded by the deepest

pungency of affliction, when, (after all the prece-

ding was written) Mr. Josiah Wade, presented

to me the following mournful and touching letter,

addressed to him by Mr. Coleridge, in the year

1814, which, whilst it relieved my mind from so

onerous a burden, fully corroborated all that I

had presumed, and all that I had affirmed. Mr.

W. handed this letter to me, that it might be

made public, in conformity with his departed

friend's injunction.

"Bristol, June 26th, 1814.

Dear Sir,

For I am unworthy to call any good man

friend—much less you, whose hospitality and love

a 3
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I have abused ; accept, however, my intreaties

for your forgiveness, and for your prayers.

Conceive a poor miserable wretch, who for

many years has been attempting to beat off pain,

by a constant recurrence to the vice that repro-

duces it. Conceive a spirit in hell, employed in

tracing out for others the road to that heaven,

from which his crimes exclude him ! In short,

conceive whatever is most wretched, helpless, and

hopeless, and you will form as tolerable a notion

of my state, as it is possible for a good man to

have.

I used to think the text in St. James that ' he

who offended in one point, offends in all,' very

harsh ; but I now feel the awful, the tremendous

truth of it. In the one crime of opium, what

crime have I not made myself guilty of !—Ingrati-

tude to my Maker ! and to my benefactors

—

injustice ! and unnatural cruelty to my poor chil-

dren /—self- contempt for my repeated promise

—

breach, nay, too often, actual falsehood !

After my death, I earnestly entreat, that a full

and unqualified narration of my wretchedness, and

of its guilty cause, may be made public, that, at

least, some little good may be effected by the

direful example

!
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May God Almighty bless you, and, have mercy

on your still affectionate, and, in his heart,

grateful

—

S. T. Coleridge."

This is indeed a redeeming letter. We here

behold Mr. Coleridge in the lowest state of human

depression, but his condition is not hopeless. It

is not the insensibility of final impenitence ; it is

not the slumber of the grave. A gleam of sun-

shine bursts through the almost impenetrable

gloom ; and the virtue of that prayer " May God

Almighty have mercy !" in a penitent heart, like

his, combined, as we know it was, with the

recognition of Him, who is, "the Way, the

Truth, and the Life," authorizes the belief, that

a spirit, thus exercised, had joys in reserve, and

was to become the recipient of the best influences

that can illuminate regenerate man.

No individual ever effected great good in the

moral world, who had not been subjected to a

long preliminary discipline ; and he who knows

what is in man ; who often educes good from evil,

can best apportion the exact kind and degree,

indispensable to each separate heart. Mr. Cole-

ridge, after this time, lived twenty years ! A
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merciful Providence (though with many mementos

of decay) preserved his body, and, in all its

vigor, sustained his mind. Power was given him

to subdue his former pernicious practices. The

Season of solemn reflection arrived. His ten

talents were no longer partially buried, but the

lengthened space extended to him, was consecra-

ted, by deep reflection, and consequent qualifica-

tion, to elucidate and establish the everlasting

principles of christian truth.

Under such advantages, we are authorized in

forming the highest expectations from his Great

Posthumous Work. Nothing which I have nar-

rated of Mr. Coleridge, will in the least, subtract

from the merit, or the impression of that produc-

tion, effected in his mature manhood, when his

renovated faculties sent forth new corruscations,

and concentrated the results of all his profound

meditations. The very process to which he had

been exposed, so unpropitious, as it appeared,

may have been the most favourable for giving

consistency to his intellectual researches. He

may have thought in channels the more refined,

varied, and luminous, from the ample experience

he had acquired, that the only real evil, in this

world, was the frown of the Almighty, and His
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favour the only good ; so that the grand work,

about to appear, may add strength to the strong,

and give endurance to the finished pediment, of

his usefulness and his fame.

But although all these cheering anticipations

should he fully realized, regrets will still exist.

It will ever be deplored, that Mr. Coleridge's

system of Christian Ethics, had not yet been

deliberately recorded by himself. This feeling,

however natural, is still considerably moderated,

by reflecting on the ample competence of the

individual on whom the distinction of preparing

this system has devolved : a security, that it will

be both well and faithfully executed, and which,

in the same proportion that it reflects credit on

the editor, will embalm with additional honours,

the memory of Samuel Taylor Coleridge ;

a genius, who in the opulence of his imagination,

and his rich and inexhaustible capabilities, as

a poet, a logician, and a metaphysician, has.

not perhaps been surpassed since the days of

Milton.

Mr. Coleridge, in the smaller class of his

" Literary Remains,'" recently published (Vol.1,

p. 368.) has hypothetically referred to two cha-

racters, one of which evidently pourtrays himself,
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and a more pathetic appeal has rarely been made

to the heart.

" There are two sides to every question. If thou

hast genius and poverty to thy lot, dwell on the foolish,

perplexing, imprudent, dangerous, and even immoral

conduct of promise-breach in small things, of want

of punctuality, of procrastination in all its shapes and

disguises. Force men to reverence the dignity of thy

moral strength in and for itself,—seeking no excuses or

palliation, from fortune, or sickness, or a too full mind

that, in opulence of conception, overrated its powers

of application.

But if thy fate should he different, shouldest thou

possess competence, health, and ease of mind, and then

he thyself called upon to judge such faults, in another

so gifted,—O ! then, on the other view of the question,

say, am I in ease and comfort, and dare I wonder that

he, poor fellow ! acted so and so ? Dare I accuse him ?

Ought I not to shadow forth to myself that, glad and

luxuriating in a short escape from anxiety, his mind

over-promised for itself; that, want combating with his

eager desire to produce things worthy of fame, he

dreamed of the nobler, when he should have been

producing the meaner, and so had the meaner obtruded

on his moral being, when the nobler was making full

way on his intellectual ? Think of the manifoldness of

his petty calls ! Think in short on that which should
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be as a voice from Heaven to warn thyself against

this and that, and call it all up for pity, and for

palliation."

Mr. Coleridge, in his succeeding and better

days, thus expressed his religious creed.

—

Literary

Remains, (Vol 1 . p. 392.)

" I believe and hold it as the fundamental article of

Christianity, that I am a fallen creature ; that I am of

myself capable of moral evil, but not of myself capable

of moral good, and that an evil ground existed in my

will, previously to any given act, or assignable moment

of time, in my consciousness. I am born a child of

wrath. This fearful mystery I pretend not to under-

stand. I cannot even conceive the possibility of it,

—

but I know that it is so. My conscience, the sole

fountain of certainty, commands me to believe it, and

would itself be a contradiction, were it not so—and

what is real must be possible.

I receive with full and grateful faith, the assurance

of Revelation, that the Word, which is from all eter-

nity with God, and is God, assumed our human

nature in order to redeem me, and all mankind from

this our connate corruption. My reason convinces me,

that no other mode of Redemption is conceivable, and,

as did Socrates, would have yearned after the Redeem-

er, though it woidd not dare expect so wTonderful an
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act of divine loye, except only as an effort of my mind

to conceive the utmost of the infinite greatness of that

love.

I believe that this assumption of humanity by the

Son of God, was revealed and realized to us by the

Word made flesh, and manifested to us in Christ Jesus

;

and that his miraculous birth, his agony, his cruci-

fixion, death, resurrection, and ascension, were all

both symbols of our redemption, and necessary parts of

the awful process.

I believe in the descent and sending of the Holy

Spirit, by whose free grace obtained for me by the

merits of my Redeemer, I can alone be sanctified, and

restored from my natural inheritance of sin and con-

demnation, be a child of God, and an " inheritor of the

Kingdom of Heaven.'

"

No more befitting conclusion to the present

Memoir can be offered, than the following letter

of Mr. Coleridge, written a short time before his

death, to a young friend. This deliberate expo-

sition of his faith, and at such a season, utterly

cancels every random word, or sentence, Mr. C.

may ever have expressed, or written, of an

opposing tendency, and which the inconsideracy of

some, or the malignity of others may now advance,

in derogation of his memory. In thoughtless
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moments Mr. C. may sometimes have expressed

himself unguardedly, attended, on reflection, no

doubt with self-accusation, but here in the full

prospect of dissolution, he pours forth the genuine

and ulterior feelings of his soul.

" To Adam Steinmetz Kinnaird.

My dear godchild,—I offer up the same fervent

prayer for you now, as I did kneeling before the

altar, when you were baptized into Christ, and

solemnly received as a living member of his

spiritual body, the church. Years must pass

before you will be able to read with an under-

standing heart what I now write. But I trust

that the all-gracious God, the Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies, who,

by his only begotten Son (all mercies in one

sovereign mercy !) has redeemed you from evil

ground, and willed you to be born out of darkness,

but into light ; out of death, but into life ; out of

sin, but into righteousness ; even into the w Lord

our righteousness ;' I trust that he will graciously

hear the prayers of your dear parents, and be

with you as the spirit of health and growth, in

body and in mind. My dear godchild ! you

received from Christ's minister, at the baptismal

VOL. II - s
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font, as your Christian name, the name of a most

dear friend of your father's, and who was to me

even as a son, the late Adam Steinmetz, whose

fervent aspirations, and paramount aim, even from

early youth, was to be a Christian in thought,

word, and deed, in will, mind, and aifections.

I too, your godfather, have known what the

enjoyment and advantages of this life are, and

what the more refined pleasures which learning

and intellectual power can give ; 1 now, on the

eve of my departure, declare to you (and earnestly

pray that you may hereafter live and act on the

conviction), that health is a great blessing ; com-

petence, obtained by honourable industry, a great

blessing ; and a great blessing it is, to have kind,

faithful, and loving friends and relatives; but that

the greatest of all blessings, as it is the most

ennobling of all privileges, is to be indeed a

Christian. But I have been likewise, through a

large portion of my later life, a sufferer, sorely

affected with bodily pains, languor, and manifold

infirmities, and for the last three or four years

have, with few and brief intervals, been confined

to a sick room, and at this moment, in great

weakness and heaviness, write from a sick bed,

hopeless of recovery, yet without prospect of a
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speedy removal. And I thus, on the brink of the

grave, solemnly bear witness to yon, that the

Almighty Redeemer, most gracious in his promises

to them that truly seek him, is faithful to perform

what he has promised ; and has reserved, under

all pains and infirmities, the peace that passeth

all understanding, with the supporting assurance

of a reconciled God, who will not withdraw his

Spirit from me in the conflict, and in his own

time will deliver me from the evil one. O, my
dear godchild ! eminently blessed are they who

begin early to seek, fear, and love their God,

trusting wholly in the righteousness and mediation

of their Lord, Redeemer, Saviour, and everlast-

ing High Priest, Jesus Christ. O, preserve this

as a legacy and bequest from your unseen godfa-

ther and friend,

S. T. Coleridge.

July J 3th, 1834.

Grove, Highgate.

1

?

Is the writer of this epistle the man, who,

twenty years before, even coveted annihilation !

—

Is this the man, who so long preferred, to all

things else, the " Circean chalice I"—Is this he,

who, at one time, learned, to his unutterable dis-

s2
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may, what a sin was, "against an imperishable

being, such as is the soul of man !"—Is this he,

whose will was once extinguished by an unhal-

lowed passion, and, he himself borne along toward

perdition, by a flood of intemperance !—Is this

the man who resisted the light, till darkness

entered his mind, and with it " a glimpse of outer

darkness !"—Is this he, who feared that his own

inveterate and aggravated "crimes" would exclude

him from that heaven, the road to which he was

tracing out for others !—Is this he, that, through

successive years, contended with the severest

mental and bodily afflictions ; who knew the

cause, but rejected the remedy ?—who, in 1807,

declared himself, " rolling, rudderless," " the

wreck of what he once was," " with an unceasing,

overwhelming sensation of wretchedness ? " and, in

1814, who still pronounced himself the endurer of

all that was "wretched, helpless, and hopelessP

Samuel Taylor Coleridge is the man on whom all

these charges and fearful anticipations once rested:

but he is changed ! but he is renovated ! When
refuge failed, an Unseen Power subdued the rebel-

lious, and softened the hard, and he now, on the

verge of life, in the serenity of faith, sits, clothed,

and in his right mind.
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Before the effect of this letter, the eccentricities

of S. T. Coleridge—his indiscretions, his frailties,

vanish away. There is in it a mellowed charac-

ter, accordant with a proximity to the eternal

state, when alone the objects of time assume

their true dimensions ; when—earth receding !

eternity opening ! the spirit, called to launch its

untried bark on the dark and stormy waters that

separate both worlds, descries light afar, and

leans, as its only solace, on the hope of the

christian.

Checkered indeed was the life of this great but

imperfect man. His dawn was not without pro-

mise. Hopes and blessings attended him in his

course, but mists obscured his noon, and tempests

long followed him ; yet he set, serene and in splen-

dor, looking on, through faith in his Redeemer,

to that cloudless morning, where his sun shall no

more go down.

J. C.

THE END.
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ESSAYS ON THE FINE ARTS.

Mr. Coleridge, in the year 1814, published, several

Essays on the Fine Arts, in " Felix Farley's Bristol

Journal." The Editor thus announced their appear-

ance, August 6th, 1814.

" The termination of the calamities of war having at

length furnished us with more vacant room than we have

been accustomed to find unoccupied, it is our intention

next week, to diversify our columns by the commence-

ment of a series of Essays on the Fine Arts; particularly

on that of Painting ; illustrated by criticisms upon the

pictures now exhibited by Mr. Allston, in this city, as

well as on other works of merit, in the possession of

several gentlemen well known in our vicinity. The

pleasure to be derived from the perusal of these Essays

will readily be anticipated, when we inform our

readers, that they are furnished us by the pen of Mr.

Coleridge."
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On the Principles of sound criticism concerning

the Fine Arts, deduced from those which

animate and guide the true artist in the

productions of his works.

PRELIMINARY ESSAY.

Unus ergo idemque perpetuo Sol perseverans atque

manens aliis atque aliis, aliter atque aliter dispo-

sitis, alius efficitur atque alius. Haud secus de hac

solari Arte varii varie sentiunt, diversi diyersa dicunt

:

quot capita, tot sententise-r-et tot voces. Hiuc corvi

crocitant, -euculi cuculant, lupi ululant, sues grundi-

unt, ores balaut, hinniunt equi, mugiunt boves, rudunt

asini. Turpe est, dixit Aristoteles, solicitum esse ad

quemlibet interrogantem respondere. Boves bobus

admugiant, equi equis adhinniant, asinis adrudant asini 1

Nostrum est hominibus aliquid circa hominum excellen-

tissimorum inventiones pertentare. Jordan : Brunus

de umbris Idearum.

It will not appear complimentary to liken the Editors

of Newspapers, in one respect, to galley-slaves; but

the likeness is not the less apt on that account, and a

simile is not expected to go on all fours. When storms

blow high in the political atmosphere, the events of the

day fill the sails, and the writer may draw in his oars,
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and let his brain rest ; but when cairn weather returns,

then conies too " the tug of toil," hard work and little

speed. Yet he not only sympathizes with the public

joy, as a man and a citizen, but will seek to derive

some advantages even for his editorial functions, from

the cessation of battles and revolutions. He cannot

indeed hope to excite the same keen and promiscuous

sensation as when he had to announce events, which by

the mere bond of interest brought home the movements

of monarchs and empires to every individual's counting-

house and fire side ; but he consoles himself by the

reflection, that these troublesome times occasioned

thousands to acquire a habit, and almost a necessity, of

reading, which it now becomes his object to retain by

the gradual substitution of a milder stimulant, which

though less intense is more permanent, and by its

greater divergency no less than duration, even more

pleasurable.—And bow can he hail and celebrate the

return of peace more worthily or more appropriately,

than by exerting his best faculties to direct the taste

and affections of his readers to the noblest works of

peace ? The tranquillity of nations permits our

patriotism to repose. We are now allowed to think and

feel as men, for all that may confer honor on human

nature ; not ignorant, meantime, that the greatness of

a nation is by no distant links connected with the cele-

brity of its individual citizens—that whatever raises our
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country in the eyes of the civilized world, will make

that country dearer and more venerable to its inhabi-

tants, and thence actually more powerful, and more

worthy of love and veneration. Add to (what in a

great commercial city will not be deemed trifling or

inappertinent) the certain re-action of the Fine Arts

on the more immediate utilities of life. The transfusion

of the fairest forms of Greece and Rome into the articles

of hourly domestic use by Mr. Wedgewood ; the im-

pulse given to our engravings by Boydell ; the superior

beauty of our patterns in the cotton manufactory, of our

furniture and musical instruments, hold as honourable

a rank in our archives of trade, as in those of taste.

Regarded from these points of view, painting and

statuary call on our attention with superior claims. All

the fine arts are different species of poetry. The same

spirit speaks to the mind through different senses by

manifestations of itself, appropriate to each. They

admit therefore of a natural division into poetry of

language (poetry in the emphatic sense, because less

subject to the accidents and limitations of time and

space) ;
poetry of the ear, or music ; and poetry of

the eye, which is again subdivided into plastic poetry,

or statuary, and graphic poetry or painting. The

common essence of all consists in the excitement of

emotion for the immediate purpose of pleasure through

the medium of beauty ; herein contra-distinguishing
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poetry from science, the immediate object and primary-

purpose of which is truth and possible utility. (The

sciences indeed may and will give a high and pure

pleasure ; and the Fine Arts may lead to important

truth, and be hi various ways useful in the ordinary

meaning of the word ; but these are not the direct and

characteristic ends, and we define things by their

peculiar, not their common properties.)

Of the three sorts of poetry each possesses both

exclusive, and comparative advantages. The last (i. e.

the plastic and graphic) is more permanent, and incom-

parably less dependent, than the second, i. e. music;

and though yielding in both these respects to the first,

yet it regains its balance and equality of rank by the

universality of its language. Michael Angelo and

Raphael are for all beholders ; Dante and Ariosto only

for the readers of Italian. Hence though the title of

these essays proposes, as their subject, the Fine Arts in

general, which as far as the main principles are in

question, will be realized, in proportion to the writer's

ability ; yet the application and illustration of them will

be confined to those of Painting and Statuary, and of

these, chiefly to the former,

Which like a second and more lovely nature,

Turns the blank canvas to a magic mirror

;

That makes the absent present, and to shadows

Gives light, depth, substance, bloom, yea thought, and motion,

vol. ii r
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To this disquisition two obstacles suggest themselves

—enough has been already written on the subject,

(this we may suppose an objection on the part of the

reader) and the writers own feeling concerning the

grandeur and delicacy of the subject itself. As to the

first, he would consider himself as having grossly failed

in his duty to the public, if he had not carefully

perused all the works on the Fine Arts known to him

;

and let it not be rashly attributed to self-conceit, if he

dares avow his conviction that much remains to be

done ; a conviction indeed, which every author must

entertain, who, whether from discmalifying ignorance

or utter want of thought, does not act with the full

consciousness of acting to a wise purpose. The works

that have hitherto appeared, have been either technical,

and useful only to the Artist himself (if indeed useful

at all) or employed in explaining by the laws of associ-

ation the effects produced on the spectator by such and

such impressions. In the latter, as in Alison, &c.

much has been said well and truly ; but the principle

itself is too vague for practical guidance.—Association

in philosophy is like the term stimulus in medicine
;

explaining every thing it explains nothing ; and above

all, leaves itself unexplained. It is an excellent charm

to enable a man to talk about and about any thing he

likes, and to make himself and his hearers as wise as

before. Besides, the specific object of the present at-
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tempt is to enable the spectator to judge in the same spirit

in which the Artist produced, or ought to have produced.

To the second objection, derived from the author's

own feelings, he would find himself embarrassed in the

attempt to answer, if the peculiar advantages of the

subject itself did not aid him. His illustrations of his

principles do not here depend on his own ingenuity

—

he writes for those, who can consult their own eyes

and judgments. The various collections as of Mr.

Acraman (the father of the Fine Arts in this city) of

Mr. Davies, Mr. Gibbons, &c. ; to which many of our

readers either will have had, or may procure, access

;

and the admirable works exhibiting now by Allston

;

whose great picture with his Hebe, landscape, and

sea-piece, would of themselves suffice to elucidate the

fundamental doctrines of colour, ideal form, and group-

ing ; assist the reasoner in the same way, as the

Diagrams aid the Geometrician, but far more and more

vividly. The writer therefore concludes this his prepa-

ratory Essay by two postulates, the only ones, he deems

necessary for his complete intelligibility : the first, that

the reader would steadilv look into his own mind to

know whether the principles stated are ideally true

;

the second, to look at the works or parts of the works

mentioned, as illustrating or exemplifying the principle,

to judge whether or how far it has been realized.

S. T. Coleridge,

t 2
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ESSAY SECOND.

In Mathematics the definitions, of necessity, precede

not only the demonstrations, but likewise the postulates"

and axioms : they are the sock, which at once forms the

foundation and supplies the materials of the edifice.

Philosophy, on the contrary, concludes with the defini-

tion : it is the result, the compendium, the remem-

brancer of all the preceding facts and inferences.

Whenever, therefore, it appears in the front, it ought

to be considered as a faint outline, which answers all

its intended purposes, if only it circumscribe the subject,

and direct the reader's anticipation toward the one road,

on which he is to travel.

Examined from this point of view, the definition of

poetry, in the preliminary Essay, as the regulative idea

of all the Fine Arts, appears to me after many ex-

perimental applications of it to general illustrations

and to individual instances, liable to no just logical re-

version, or complaint :
" the excitement of emotion

for the purpose of immediate pleasure, through the

medium of beauty."—But like all previous statements

in Philosophy (as distinguished from Mathematics)

it has the inconvenience of presuming conceptions

which do not perhaps consciously or distinctly exist.

Thus, the former part of my definition might appear

equally applicable to any object of our animal appetites,
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till by after-reasonings the attention has been directed

to the full force of the word " immediate ;" and till the

mind, by being led to refer discriminatingly to its own

experience, has become conscious that all objects of

mere desire constitute an interest, (i. e. aliquid quod est

inter boc et aliud, or that which is between the agent

and his motive) and which is therefore valued only as

the means to the end. To take a trivial but unexcep-

tionable instance, the venison is agreeable because it

gives pleasure ; while the Apollo Belvidere is not beau-

tiful because it pleases, but it pleases us because it is

beautiful. The term, pleasure, is unfortunately so com-

prehensive, as frequently to become equivocal : and

yet it is hard to discover a substitute. Complacency,

which Avould indeed better express the intellectual

nature of the enjoyment essentially involved in the

sense of the beautiful, yet seems to preclude all emotion

:

and delight, on the other hand, conveys a comparative

degree of pleasurable emotion, and is therefore unfit for

a general definition, the object of which is to abstract

the kind. For this reason, we added the words "through

the medium of beauty." But here the same difficulty

recurs from the promiscuous use of the term, Beauty.

Many years ago the writer in company with an acci-

dental party of travellers was gazing on a cataract of

great height, breadth, and impetuosity, the summit of

which appeared to blend with the sky and clouds,

t3
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while the lower part was hidden by rocks and trees

;

and on his observing, that it was in the strictest sense

of the word, a sublime object, a lady present assented

with warmth to the remark, adding—"Yes ! and it is

not only sublime, but beautiful and absolutely pretty."

And let not these distinctions be charged on the wri-

ter, as obscurity and needless subtlety ; for it is in the

nature of all disquisitions on matters of taste, that the

reasoner must appeal for his very premises to facts of

feeling and of inner sense, which all men do not pos-

sess, and which many, who do possess and even act

upon them, yet have never reflectively adverted to, have

never made them objects of a full and distinct con-

sciousness. The Geometrician refers to certain figures

in space, and to the power of describing certain lines,

which are intuitive to all men, as men ; and therefore

his demonstrations are throughout compulsory. The

Moralist and the Philosophic Critic lay claim to no posi-

tive, but only to a conditional necessity, It is not

necessary, that A or B should judge at all concerning

poetry ; but if he does, in order to a just taste, such

and such faculties must have been developed in his

mind. If a man upon questioning his own experience,

can detect no difference in kind between the enjoyment

derived from the eating of turtle, and that from the

perception of a new truth ; if in his feelings a taste for

Milton is essentially the same as the taste of mutton,
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he may still be a sensible and a valuable member of

society ; but it would be desecration to argue with him

on the Fine Arts ; and should he himself dispute on

them, or even publish a book (and such books have

been perpetrated within the memory of man), we can

answer him only by silence, or a courteous waiving of

the subject. To tell a blind man, declaiming concern-

ing light and color, " you should wait till you have got

eyes to see with," would indeed be telling the truth,

but at the same time be acting a useless as well as an

inhuman part. An English critic, who assumes and

proceeds on the identity in kind of the pleasures derived

from the palate and from the intellect, and who literally

considers taste to mean one and the same thing, whe-

ther it be the taste of venison, or a taste for Virgil, and

who, in strict consistence with his principles, passes

sentence on Milton as a tiresome poet, because he finds

nothing amusing in the Paradise Lost (i. e. damnat

Musas, quia animum a musis non divertunt)—this

taste-meter to the fashionable world, gives a ludicrous

portrait of an African belle, and concludes with a tri-

umphant exclamation, " such is the ideal of beauty in

Dahoma !" Now it is curious, that a very intelligent

traveller, describing the low state of the human mind in

this very country, gives as an instance, that in their

whole language they have no word for beauty, or the

beautiful ; but say either it is nice, or it is good

;
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doubtless, says he, because this very sense is as yet

dormant, and the idea of beauty as little developed in

their minds, as in that of an infant.—I give the sub-

stance of the meaning, not the words ; as I quote both

writers from memory.

There are few mental exertions more instructive, or

which are capable of being rendered more entertaining,

than the attempt to establish and exemplify the distinct

meaning of terms, often confounded in common use,

and considered as mere synonymes. Such are the

words, agreeable, beautiful, picturesque, grand, sub-

lime : and to attach a distinct and separate sense to

each of these, is a previous step of indispensable neces-

sity to a writer, who would reason intelligibly, either to

himself or to his readers, concerning the works of poe-

tic genius, and the sources and the nature of the plea-

sure derived from them. But more especially on the

essential difference of the beautiful and the agreeable,

rests fundamentally the whole question, which assur-

edly must possess no vulgar or feeble interest for all

who regard the dignity of their own nature : whether

the noblest productions of human genius (such as the

Iliad, the works of Shakspeare and Milton, the Pan-

theon, Raphael's Gallery, and Michael Angelo's Sestine

Chapel, the Venus de Medici and the Apollo Belvidere,

involving of course the human forms that approximate

to them in actual life) delight us merely by chance,
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from accidents of local associations—in short, please us

because they please us (in which case it would be

impossible either to praise or to condemn any man's

taste, however opposite to our own, and we could be

no more justified in assigning a corruption or absence

of just taste to a man, who should prefer Blackmore to

Homer or Milton, or the Castle Spectre to Othello, than

to the same man for preferring a black-pudding to a

sirloin of beef :) or Avhether there exists in the constitu-

tion of the human soul a sense, and a regulative princi-

ple, which may indeed be stifled and latent in some,

and be perverted and denaturalized in others, yet is

nevertheless universal in a given state of intellectual

and moral culture ; which is independent of local and

temporary circumstances, and dependent only on the

degree in which the faculties of the mind are deve-

loped; and which, consequently, it is our duty to

cultivate and improve, as soon as the sense of its actual

existence dawns upon us.

The space allotted to these Essays obliges me to

defer this attempt to the following week : and I will

now conclude by requesting the candid reader not alto-

gether to condemn this second Essay, without having

considered, that the ground-works of an edifice cannot

be as sightly as tbe superstructure, and that the philo-

sopher, unlike the architect, must lay his foundations

in sight ; unlike the musician, must tune his instru-
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ments in the hearing of his audience. Taste is the

intermediate faculty which connects the active with the

passive powers of our nature, the intellect with the sen-

ses ; and its appointed function is to elevate the images

of the latter, while it realizes the ideas of the former.

We must therefore have learned what is peculiar to

each, before we can understand that " third something,"

which is formed by a harmony of both.

S. T. Coleridge.

ESSAY THIRD.

On the Principles op Genial Criticism concerning

the Fine Arts, especially those of Statuary

and Painting.

Sat vero, in hac vitas brevitate et natural obscuritate,

rerum est, quibus cognoscendis tempus impendatur, ut

confusis et multivocis sermonibus intelligendis illud

consumere non opus est. Eheu ! quantas strages para-

v6re verba nubila, quae tot dicunt, ut nihil dicant

—

nubes potius, e quibus et in rebus politicis et in ecclesia

turbines et tonitrua erumpunt ! Et proinde recte dic-

tum putamus a Platone in Gorgia : os av ra ovop,ara

etSet, Krerai icai ra Trpay^ara : et ab Epicteto

—

apX1
!

7raibev(rea>s rj ra>v ovop-arav ernsite-^ns : et prudentissime

Galenus SCribit

—

r] rav ovop-armv XPT
l
<Tls ^apaxdeicra nai

ttjv tcov vpay/xaTav emrapaTTei yvaxriv. Egregie vero
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J. C. Scaliger, in Lib. I. de Plantis: Est primum, iriquit,

sapientis officiuin, bene sentire, ut sibi vivat : proxi-

mum, bene loqui, ut patriae vivat.

Sennerttjs de Puis. Different.

Animadverte, quam sit ab improprietate verborum

pronum hominibus prolabi in errores circa res.

Hobbes : Exam, et emend, hod. Math.

Si tenebris sibilet Critieus sine dente malignus,

Stultoruni adrudat si invidiosa Cohors

;

Pac, fugias ! Si nulla tibi sit Copia eundi.

Contemnas taeite, seommata quseque ferens.

Frendeat, allatret, vaeuas gannitibus aures

Impleat, baud cures : bis plaeuisse nefas !

Burton, Anat. of Melanch.

Pedantry consists in the use of words unsuitable to

the time, place, and company. The language of the

market would be as pedantic in the schools as that

of the schools in the market. The mere man of the

world, who insists that in a philosophic investigation

of principles and general laws, no other terms should

be used, than occur in common conversation, and with

no greater definiteness, is at least as much a pedant, as

the man of learning, who, perhaps overrating the

acquirements of his auditors, or deceived by his own

familiarity with technical phrases, talks at the wine-

table with his eye fixed on his study or laboratory ; or

even though instead of desiring his wife to make the
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tea, he should bid her add to the usual quantum sufficit

of Thea Simensis the Oxyd of Hydrogen, saturated

with Calorique. If (to use the old metaphor) both

smell of the shop, yet the odour from the Russia-leather

bindings of the good old authentic-looking folios and

quartos is less annoying, than the steams from the tavern

or tallow-vat. Nay, though the pedantry should

originate in vanity, yet a good natured man would more

easily tolerate the Fox-brush of ostentatious erudition

(" the fable is somewhat musty ") than the Sans-culot-

terie of a contemptuous ignorance, that assumes a merit

from mutilation by a self-consoling grin at the pompous

incumbrance of tails.

In a philosophic disquisition, besides the necessity of

confining many words of ordinary use to one definite

sense, the writer has to make his choice between two

difficulties, whenever his purpose requires him to wean

his reader's attention from the degrees of things, which

alone form the dictionary of common life, to the kind,

independent of degree: as when, for instance, a che-

mist discourses on the heat in ice, or of latent or fixed

light. In this case, he must either use old words with

new meanings, the plan adopted by Dr. Darwin in his

Zoonomia; or he must borrow from the schools, or him-

self coin a nomenclature exclusively appropriated to

his subject, after the example of the French chemists,

and indeed of all eminent natural philosophers and
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historians in all countries. There seems to me little

ground for hesitation as to which of the two shall be

preferred : it being clear, that the former is a two-fold

exertion of mind in one and the same act. The reader

is obliged, not only to recollect the new definition, but

—which is incomparably more difficult and perplexing

—to unlearn and keep out of view, the old and habit-

ual meaning : an evil, for which the semblance of

eschewing pedantry, is a very poor and inadequate com-

pensation. I have, therefore, in two or three instances

ventured on a disused or scholastic term, where -without

it I could not have avoided confusion or ambiguity.

Thus, to express in one word what belongs to the sen-

ses, or the recipient and more passive faculty of the

soul, I have re-introduced the word sensuous, used

among many others of our elder writers, by Milton, in

his exquisite definition of poetry, as " simple, sensuous,

passionate :" because the term, sensual, is seldom used

at present, except in a bad sense, and senitive would

convey a different meaning. Thus too I have restored

the words, intuition and intuitive, to their original

sense—" an intuition," says Hooker, " that is, a direct

and immediate beholding or presentation of an object

to the mind through the senses or the imagination."

—

Thus, geometrical truths are all intuitive, or accompa-

nied by an intuition. Nay, in order to express " the

many," as simply contra-distinguished from " the one."

VOL. II. u
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I have hazarded the smile of the reader, by introducing

to his acquaintance, from the forgotten terminology of

the old schoolmen, the phrase, multeity, because I felt

that I could not substitute multitude, without more or

less connecting with it the notion of " a great many."

Thus the philosopher of the later Platonic, or Alexan-

drine school, named the triangle the first-born of

beauty, it being the first and simplest symbol of multe-

ity in unity. These are, I believe, the only liberties of

this kind, which I have found it necessary to attempt

in the present essay : partly, because its object will be

attained sufficiently for my present purpose, by attach-

ing a clear and distinct meaning to the different terms

used by us, in our appreciation of works of art, and

partly because I am about to put to the press a large

volume on the Logos, or the communicative intelli-

gence in nature and in man, together with, and as pre-

liminary to, a Commentary on the Gospel of St. John
;

and in this work I have laboured to give real and ade-

quate definitions of all the component faculties of our

moral and intellectual being, exhibiting constructively

the origin, developement, and destined functions of

each. And now with silent wishes, that these expla-

natory pre-notices may be attributed to their true cause,

a sense of respect for the understanding of my reflecting

readers, I proceed to my promised and more amusing

task, that of establishing, illustrating, and exemplifying
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the distinct powers of the different modes of pleasure

excited by the works of nature or of human genius

with their exponent and appropriable terms. Harum

indagatio subtilitatum etsi non est utilis ad machinas

farinarias conficiendas, exuit animum tamen inscitise

rubigine, acuitque ad aha.

—

Scaliger, Exerc. 307. § 3

Agreeable.—We use this word in two senses ; in

the first for whatever agrees with our nature, for that

which is congruous with the primary constitution of

our senses. Thus green is naturally agreeable to the

eye. In this sense the word expresses, at least involves,

a pre-established harmony between the organs and their

appointed objects. In the second sense, we convey

by the word agreeable, that the thing has by force

of habit (thence called a second nature) been made to

agree with us ; or that it has become agreeable to us by

its recalling to our minds some one or more things that

were dear and pleasing to us ; or lastly, on account of

some after pleasure or advantage, of which it has been

the constant cause or occasion. Thus by force of cus-

tom men make the taste of tobacco, which was at first

hateful to the palate, agreeable to them ; thus too, as

our Shakspeare observes,

Things base and vile, holding no quantity,

Love can transpose to form and dignity

—

the crutch that had supported a revered parent, after

u2
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the first anguish of regret, becomes agreeable to the

affectionate child ; and I once knew a very sensible and

accomplished Dutch gentleman, who, spite of his own

sense of the ludicrous nature of the feeling, was more

delighted by the first grand concert of frogs he heard

in this country, than he had been by Catalina singing

in the compositions of Cimarosa. The last clause needs

no illustrations, as it comprises all the objects that are

agreeable to us, only because they are the means by

which we gratify our smell, touch, palate, and mere

bodily feeling.

The Beautiful, contemplated in its essentials, that

is, in kind and not in degree, is that in which the many,

still seen as many, becomes one. Take a familiar in-

stance, one of a thousand. The frost on a window-pane

has by accident chrystallized into a striking resemblance

of a tree or a sea-weed. With what pleasure we trace

the parts, and their relations to each other, and to the

whole ! Here is the stalk or trunk, and here the

branches or sprays—sometimes even the buds or flow-

ers. Nor will our pleasure be less, should the caprice

of the chrystallization represent some object disagreea-

ble to us, provided only we can see or fancy the com-

ponent parts each in relation to each, and all forming

a whole. A lady would see an admirably painted tiger

with pleasure, and at once pronounce it beautiful,

—
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nay, an owl, a frog, or a toad, who would hare

shrieked or shuddered at the sight of the things

themselves. So far is the Beautiful from depending

wholly on association, that it is frequently produced by

the mere removal of associations. Many a sincere

convert to the beauty of various insects, as of the

dragon-fly, the fangless snake, &c. has Natural History

made, by exploding the terror or aversion, that had been

connected with them.

The most general definition of beauty, therefore, is

—that I may fulfil my threat of plaguing my readers

with hard words—Multeity in Unity. Now it will be

always found, that whatever is the definition of the

kind, independent of degree, becomes likewise the de-

finition of the highest degree of that kind. An old

coach-wheel lies in the coachmaker's yard, disfigured

with tar and dirt—(I purposely take the most trivial

instances)—if I turn away my attention from these, and

regard the figure abstractly, "still," I might say to

my companion, " there is beauty in that wheel, and

you yourself would not only admit, but would feel it,

had you never seen a wheel before. See how the rays

proceed from the centre to the circumferences, and how

many different images are distinctly comprehended at

one glance, as forming one whole, and each part in some

harmonious relation to each and to all." But imagine

the polished golden wheel of the chariot of the Sun, as

u3
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the poets have described it : then the figure, and the real

thing so figured, exactly coincide. There is nothing

heterogeneous, nothing to abstract from : by its perfect

smoothness and circularity in width, each part is (if I

may borrow a metaphor from a sister sense) as perfect

a melody, as the whole is a complete harmony. This,

we should say, is beautiful throughout. Of all " the

many," which I actually see, each and all are really

reconciled into unity : while the effulgence from the

Avhole coincides with, and seems to represent, the

effluence of delight from mv own mind in the intuition

of it.

It seems evident then, first, that beauty is harmony,

and subsists only in composition, and secondly, that the

first species of the Agreeable can alone be a component

part of the beautiful, that namely which is naturally

consonant with our senses by the pre-established harmo-

ny between nature and the human mind ; and thirdly,

that even of this species, those objects only can be

admitted (according to rale the first) which belong to

the eye and ear, because they alone are susceptible of

distinction of parts. Should an Englishman gazing on

a mass of cloud rich with the rays of the rising sun

exclaim, even without distinction of, or reference to its

form, or its relation to other objects, how beautiful

!

I should have no quarrel with him. First, because by

the law of association there is in all visual beholdings
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at least an indistinct subsumption of form and relation
;

and secondly, because even in the coincidence between

the sight and the object there is an approximation to

the reduction of the many into one. But who, that

heard a Frenchman call the flavor of a leg of mutton

a beautiful taste, would not immediately recognize him

for a Frenchman, even though there should be neither

grimace or characteristic nasal twang ? The result

then of the whole is that the shapely (i. e. formosus)

joined with the naturally agreeable, constitutes what,

speaking accurately, we mean by the word beautiful,

(i. e. Pulcher.)

But we are conscious of faculties far superior to the

highest impressions of sense ; we have life and free-

will.—What then will be the result, when the beautiful,

arising from regular form, is somodified by the percep-

tion of life and spontaneous action, as that the latter

only shall be the object of our conscious perception,

while the former merely acts, and yet does effectively

act, on our feelings ? With pride and pleasure I reply

by referring my reader to the group in Mr. Allston's

grand picture of the " Dead Man reviving from the

touch of the bones of the Prophet Elisha," beginning,

with the Slave at the head of the reviving body, then

proceeding to the daughter clasping her swooning

mother ; to the mother, the wife of the reviving man
;

then to the soldier behind who supports her ; to the
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two figures eagerly conversing : and lastly, to the ex-

quisitely graceful girl who is bending downward, and

whose hand nearly touches the thumb of the slave

!

You will find, what you had not suspected, that you

have here before you a circular group. But by what

variety of life, motion, and passion is all the stiffness,

that would result from an obvious regular figure swal-

lowed up, and the figure of the group as much

concealed by the action and passion, as the skeleton

Which gives the form of the human body, is hidden by

the flesh and its endless outlines !

In Raphael's admirable Galatea, (the print of which

is doubtless familiar to most of my readers) the circle is

perceived at first sight ; but with what multiplicity of

rays and chords within the area of the circular group,

with what elevations and depressions of the circumfe-

rence, with what an endless variety, and sportive wild-

ness in the component figure, and in the junctions of

the figures, is the balance, the perfect reconciliation,

effected between these two conflicting principles of the

free life, and of the confining form ! How entirely

is the stiffness that would have resulted from the obvi-

ous regularity of the latter, fused and (if I may hazard

so bold a metaphor) almost volatilized by the interpe-

netration and electrical flashes of the former.

But I shall recur to this consummate work for more

specific illustrations hereafter : and have indeed in some
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measure offended already against the laws of method,

by anticipating materials which rather belong to a more

advanced stage of the disquisition. It is time to reca-

pitulate, as briefly as possible, the arguments already

advanced, and having summed up the result, to leave

behind me this, the only portion of these essays, which,

as far as the subject itself is concerned, will demand

any effort of attention from a reflecting and intelligent

reader. And let me be permitted to remind him, that

the distinctions which it is my object to prove and

elucidate, have not merely p, foundation in nature and

the noblest faculties of the human mind, but are like-

wise the very ground-work, nay, an indispensable con-

dition, of all rational enquiry concerning the arts. For

it is self-evident, that whatever may be judged of

differently by different persons, in the very same degree

of moral and intellectual cultivation, extolled by one

and condemned by another, without any error being

assignable to either, can never be an object of general

principles : and vice versd, that whatever can be

brought to the test of general principles, pre-supposes a

distinct origin from these pleasures and tastes, which,

for the wisest purposes, are made to depend on local

and transitory fashions, accidental associations, and the

peculiarities of individual temperament : to all which

the philosopher, equally with the well-bred man of the

world, applies the old adage, de gustibus non est dispu-
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tandum. Be it, however, observed, that "de gusti-

bus" is by no means tbe same as " de-gustu," nor will it

escape the scholar's recollection, that taste, in its meta-

phorical use, was first adopted by the Romans, and

unknown to the less luxurious Greeks, who designated

this faculty, sometimes by the word, ma-drjais, and some-

times by (j)iKoKaXia—" avhpcov t<ov naff rjfias (j)i\oKa\a>TaTOs

yeyovas i. e. endowed by nature with the most exqui-

site taste of any man of our age," says Porphyry of his

friend, Castricius. Still this metaphor, borrowed from

the pre-gustatores of the old Roman banquets, is singu-

larly happy and appropriate. In the palate, the per-

ception of the object and its qualities is involved in the

sensation, in the mental taste it is involved in the

sense. We have a sensation of sweetness, in a healthy

palate, from honey ; a sense of beauty, in an uncor-

rupted taste, from the view of the rising or setting

sun.

Recapitulation. Principle the First. That which

has become, or which has been made agreeable to us,

from causes not contained in its own nature, or in its

original conformity to the human organs and faculties ;

that which is not pleasing for its own sake, but by con-

nection or association with some other thing, separate

or separable from it, is neither beautiful, nor capable of

being a component part of beauty: though it may

greatly increase the sum of our pleasure, when it does
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not interfere with the beauty of the object, nay, even

when it detracts from it. A moss-rose, with a sprig of

myrtle and jasmine, is not more beautiful from having

been plucked from the garden, or presented to us by

the hand, of the woman we love, but is abundantly

more delightful. The total pleasure received from one

of Mr. Bird's finest pictures may, without any impeach-

ment of our taste, be the greater from his having intro-

duced into it the portrait of one of our friends, or from

our pride in him as our townsman, or from our know-

ledge of his personal qualities ; but the amiable artist

would rightly consider it a coarse compliment, were it

affirmed, that the beauty of the piece, or its merit as a

work of genius, was the more perfect on this account.

I am conscious that I look with a stronger and more

pleasurable emotion at Mr. Allston s large landscape, in

the spirit of Swiss scenery, from its having been the

occasion of my first acquaintance with him in Rome.

This may or may not be a compliment to him ; but the

true compliment to the picture was made by a lady of

high rank and cultivated taste, who declared, in my

hearing, that she never stood before that landscape

without seeming to feel the breeze blow out of it upon

her. But the most striking instance is afforded by the

portrait of a departed or absent friend or parent ; which

is endeared to us, and more delightful from some awk-

ward position of the limbs, which had defied the con-
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trivances of art to render it picturesque, but which was

the characteristic habit of the original.

Principle the Second. That which is naturally agree-

able and consonant to human nature, so that the excep-

tion may be attributed to disease or defect ; that, the

pleasure from which is contained in the immediate im-

pression ; cannot indeed, with strict propriety, be called

beautiful, exclusive of its relations, but one among the

component parts of beauty, in whatever instance it is

susceptible of existing as a part of a whole. This of

course excludes the mere objects of the taste, smell,

and feeling, though the sensation from these, especially

from the latter when organized into touch, may secretly

and without our consciousness, enrich and vivify the

perceptions and images of the eye and ear ; which alone

are true organs of sense, their sensations in a healthy

or uninjured state being too faint to be noticed by the

mind. We may indeed, in common conversation, call

purple a beautiful color, or the tone of a single note on

an excellent piano-forte a beautiful tone ; but if we

were questioned, we should agree that a rich or delight-

ful color ; a rich, or sweet, or clear tone ; Avould have

been more appropriate—and this with less hesitation

in the latter instance than in the former, because

the single tone is more manifestly of the nature of a

sensation, while color is the medium which seems to

blend sensation and perception, so as to hide, as it
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were, the former in the latter; the direct opposite of

which takes place in the lower senses of feeling, smell,

and taste. (In strictness, there is even in these an

ascending scale. The smell is less sensual and more

sentient, than mere feeling, the taste than the smell,

and the eye than the ear : but between the ear and the

taste exists the chasm or break, which divides the beau-

tiful and the elements of beauty from the merely agree-

able.) When I reflect on the manner in which smooth-

ness, richness of sound, &c. enter into the formation of

the beautiful, I am induced to suspect that they act

negatively rather than positively. Something there

must be to realize the form, something in and by which

the forma informans reveals itself: and these, less than

any that could be substituted, and in the least possible

degree, distract the attention, in the least possible

degree obscure the idea, of which they (composed into

outline and surface) are the symbol. An illustrative

hint may be taken from a pure chrystal, as compared

with an opaque, semi-opaque, or clouded mass, on the

one hand, and with a perfectly transparent body, such

as the air is, on the other. The chrystal is lost in the

light, which yet it contains, embodies, and gives a

shape to ; but which passes shapeless through the air,

and in the ruder body, is either quenched or dissipated.

Principle the Third. The safest definition then of

beauty, as well as the oldest, is that of Pythagoras

:

VOL. II x
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the reduction of many to one—or, as finely expressed

by the sublime disciple of Ammonius, ro apepes oi>, ev

iroXXois cpavTagopevov, of which the following may be

offered as both paraphrase and corollary. The sense of

beauty subsists in simultaneous intuitive of the relation

of parts, each to each, and of all to a whole : exciting an

immediate and absolute complacency, without interven-

ence, therefore, of any interest, sensual or intellectual.

The beautiful is thus at once distinguished both from

the agreeable, which is beneath it, and from the

good, which is aboye it : for both these have an inter-

est necessarily attached to them : both act on the will,

and excite a desire for the actual existence of the image

or idea contemplated : while the sense of beauty rests

gratified in the mere contemplation or intuitiye, regard-

less whether it be a fictitious Apollo, or a real Antinous.

The Mystics meant the same, when they define

beauty, as the subjection of matter to spirit so as to be

transformed into a symbol, in and through which the

spirit reveals itself; and declare that the most beautiful,

where the most obstacles to a full manifestation have

been most perfectly overcome. I would that the read-

ers, for whom alone I write (intelligibilia enim, non

intellectum adfero) had Raphael's Galatea, or his

School of Athens, before them ! or that the Essay

might be read by some imaginative student, warm from

admiration of the King's College Chapel at Cambridge,
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or of the exterior and interior of York Cathedral ! I

deem the sneers of a host of petty critics, unalphabeted

in the life and truth of things, and as devoid of sound

learning as of intuitive taste, well and wisely hazarded

for the prospect of communicating the pleasure, which

to such minds the following passage of Plotinus will

not fail to give—Plotinus, a name venerable even to

religion with the great Cosmus, Lorenzo de Medicis,

Ficinis, Politian, Leonardo da Vinci, and Michael

Angelo, hut now known only as a name to the majority

even of our most learned Scholars !—Plotinus, difficult

indeed, but under a rough and austere rind concealing

fruit worthy of Paradise ; and if obscure, " at tenet

umbra Deum \" Orav ovv km r\ aia-drjcns to ev crap.ao~iv

eiSoy i8rj o~vv8r]o~afievoi> km Kparrjcrav ttjs <fiv(rea>s ttjs evavrias,

kcu p.op(prjv en aWais fiopcpais eKirpewos e7roxsfievrjv, svveXscra

aQpoov avro to 7roAAa;CT~, avrjveyice re km e8a>Ke t<» evdov

avficpcovov km awappoTTov km cpikov. A divine passage

faintly represented in the following lines, written many

years ago by the writer, though without reference to,

or recollection of, the above.

O lady ! we receive but what we give,

And in our life alone does nature live

!

Ours is her wedding-garment, ours her shroud

!

And would we aught behold of higher worth,

Than that inanimate cold world allow'd

To the poor, loveless, ever-anxious crowd

:

x 2
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Ah ! from the soul itself must issue forth1

A light, a glory, a fair luminous cloud,

Enveloping the earth !

And from the soul itselfmust there be sent

A sweet and powerful voice, of its own birth,

Of all sweet sounds the life and element I

pure of heart ! thou need'st not ask of me,

What this strong music in the soul may be

;

What and wherein it doth subsist,

This light, this glory, this fair luminous mist,

This beautiful, and beauty-making power I

Joy, O beloved ! joy, that ne'er was given,

Save to the pure and in their purest hour,

Life of our life, the parent and the birth,

Which wedding nature to us gives in dower

A new heaven and new earth

Undreamt of by the sensual and the proud

—

This is the strong voice, this the luminous cloud !

Our inmost selves rejoice

:

And thence flows all that glads or ear or sight,

All melodies the echoes of that voice,

All colors a suffusion from that light.

And its celestial tint of yellow-green r

And still I gaze—and with how black an eye !

And those thin clouds above, in flakes and bars,

That give away their motion to the stars

;

Those stars, that glide behind them or between,

Now sparkling, now bedimm'd, but always seen ;

Yon crescent moon, that seems as if it grew

In its own starless, cloudless lake of blue

—

1 see them all, so excellently fair

!

/ see, not feel, hoiv beautiful they are.

S. T. C. MS. Poem.
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Scholium. We have sufficiently distinguished the

beautiful from the agreeable, by the sure criterion, that

when we find an object agreeable, the sensation of plea-

sure always precedes the judgment, and is its determin-

ing cause. We find it agreeable. But when we

declare an object beautiful, the contemplation or intui-

tion of its beauty precedes the feeling of complacency,

in order of nature at least : nay, in great depression of

spirits may even exist without sensibly producing it.

—

A grief without a pang, void, dark, and dear

!

A stifled, drowsy, unimpassion'd grief,

That finds no natural outlet, no relief

In word, or sigh, or tear

!

O dearest lady ! in this heartless mood,

To other thoughts by yon sweet throstle, wo'o'd

!

All this long eve, so balmy and serene,

Have I been gazing at the western sky.

Now the least reflection convinces us, that our sensa-

tions, whether of pleasure or of pain, are the incommu-

nicable parts of our nature ; such as can be reduced to

no universal rule ; and in which therefore we have no

right to expect that others should agree with us, or to

blame them for disagreement. That the Greenlander

prefers train oil to olive oil, and even to wine, we ex-

plain at once by our knowledge of the climate and

productions to which he has been habituated. Were

x3
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the man as enlightened as Plato, his palate would still

find that most agreeable to which it had been most

accustomed. But when the Iroquois Sachem, after

having been led to the most perfect specimens of

architecture in Paris, said that he saw nothing so

beautiful as the cooks' shops, we attribute this without

hesitation to savagery of intellect, and infer with cer-

tainty that the sense of the beautiful was either

altogether dormant in his mind, or at best very imper-

fect. The beautiful, therefore, not originating in the

sensations, must belong to the intellect : and therefore

we declare an object beautiful, and feel an inward right

to expect that others should coincide with us. But

we feel no right to demand it : and this leads us to

that, which hitherto we have barely touched upon, and

which we shall now attempt to illustrate more fully,

namely, to the distinction of the Beautiful from the

Good.

Let us suppose Milton in company with some stern

and prejudiced Puritan, contemplating the front of

York Cathedral, and at length expressing his admira-

tion of its beauty. "We will suppose it too at that time

of his life, when his religious opinions, feelings, and

prejudices most nearly coincided with those of the rigid

Anti-prelatists.—P. Beauty ! I am sure, it is not the

beauty of holiness. M. True ! but yet it is beautiful.

—

P It delights not me. What is it good for ? Is it of
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any use but to be stared at ?—M. Perhaps not ! but

still it is beautiful.—P. But call to mind the pride and

wanton vanity of those cruel shavelings, that wasted the

labour and substance of so many thousand poor crea-

tures in the erection of this haughty pile.—M. I do.

But still it is very beautiful.—P. Think how many

score of places of worship, incomparably better suited

both for prayer and preaching, and how many faithful

ministers might have been maintained, to the blessing

of tens of thousands, to them and their children's chil-

dren, with the treasures lavished on this worthless mass

of stone and cement.—M. Too true! but nevertheless

it is very beautiful.—P. And it is not merely useless

;

but it feeds the pride of the prelates, and keeps alive

the popish and carnal spirit among the people.—M.

Even so ! and I presume not to question the wisdom,

nor detract from the pious zeal, of the first reformers of

Scotland, who for these reasons destroyed so many

fabrics, scarce inferior in beauty to this now before our

eyes. But I did not call it good, nor have I told thee,

brother ! that if this were levelled with the ground, and

existed only in the works of the modeller or engraver,

that I should desire to reconstruct it. The good con-

sists in the congruity of a thing with the laws of the

reason and the nature of the will, and in its fitness to

determine the latter to actualize the former : and it is

always discursive. The beautiful arises from the per-
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ceived harmony of an object, whether sight or sound,

with the inborn and constitutive rules of the judgment

and imagination : and it is always intuitive. As light

to the eye, even such is beauty to the mind, which

cannot but have complacency in whatever is perceived

as pre-configured to its living faculties. Hence the

Greeks called a beautiful object nakov, quasi ku\ovi>, i. e.

calling on the soul, which receives instantly, and wel-

comes it as something connatural. JlaXta ovv dva\a@6vTes,

\eycopev ti 8rjra est to ev rols ~2copao-i Kakov. TLpcorov eist

pev yap r\ Kai @o\rj rrj rpoyrrj aicrOrjTov ycvopepov, Kai tj "^VXH

GKTirep avveio-a \eyei, Kai eVtyvoOcra 'a7roSe^erat, Kai otov

avvappoTTerai. ETeos Se to aio~xpbv Trpoo-@a\oi/o~a aViAAerat,

(cot apve'iTai Kai 'avavevei eV 'avrov ov o-vpcpcovovo-a, Kai

'aXkoTpispevr}.—Plotin Ennead. I. Lib. 6.

S. T. Coleridge.

APPENDIX.

" He, (Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolk) knowing

that learning hath no enemy but ignorance, did suspect

always the want of it in those men who derided the

habit of it in others, like the fox in the fable, who

being, by mischance or degeneracy, without a tail, per-

suaded others to cut theirs off as a burden. But he

liked well the philosopher's division of men into three

ranks ; some who knew good and were willing to teach

others.—These he said, were like gods among men;
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others who though they knew not much, yet were

willing to learn and thankful for instruction.—These,

he said, were like men among heasts ; and some who

knew not truth or good, and yet despised and maligned

such as would teach them.—These he esteemed as

beasts among men.—1 Lloyd's State Worthies, p. 33.

Thus then let us at once sum up and exemplify

the whole. Its ambrosial odour renders the rose more

agreeable to us, but it is not by this addition, that

nature wrests the palm of beauty from the flower.

—

Pieres of Van Huysan. The patient strength and

laboriousness of the Ox and the Ass, invaluable as we

rightly deem them, can yet by no influence of associa-

tion, bribe us to compare them in charm of form, and

disposition of colours, with the fierce and untameable

Zebra. The rough sheep-dog is almost indispensable

to the civilization of the human race. He appears to

possess not valuableness only, but even worth ! His

various moral qualities, which seem above the effects

of mere instinct devoid of will, compel our respect

and regard, and excite our gratitude to him, as well as

for him.

Yet neither his paramount utility, no, nor even his

incorruptible fidelity and disinterested affection, enable

us to equal him, in outward beauty, with the cruel and

cowardly panther, or leopard, or tiger, the hate and

horror of the flock and of the shepherd.
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But may not the sense of beauty, originate in our

perception of the fitness of the means to the end in and

for the animal itself? Or may it not depend on a law

of proportion ? No ! The shell of the oyster, rough and

unshapely, is its habitation and strong hold, its defence

and organ of loco-motion : the pearl, the beautiful

ornament of the beautiful, is its disease. How charm-

ing the moss rose with its luxuriancy of petals ! That

moss, that luxuriancy, are the effects of degeneracy,

and unfit the flower for the multiplication of its

kind. Disproportion indeed may in certain cases

preclude the sense of beauty, and will do so wherever

it destroys or greatly disturbs the wholeness and simul-

taneousness of the impression. But still proportion is

not the positive cause, or the universal and necessary

condition of beauty, were it only that proportion implies

the perception of the coincidence of quantities with a

pre-established rule of measurement, and is therefore

always accompanied with an act of discursive thought.

We declare at first sight the Swan beautiful, as it floats

on with its long arching neck and protruding breast,

which uniting to their reflected image in the watery

mirror, present to our delighted eye the stringless bow

of dazzling silver, which the poets and painters assign

to the God of Love. We ask not what proportion the

neck bears to the body ;—through all the changes of

graceful motion it brings itself into unity, as an harmo-
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aious part of an harmonious whole. The very word

" part " imperfectly conveys what we see and feel ; for

the moment we look at it in division, the charm ceases.

In this spirit the lover describing the incidents of a

walk on the river-banks by moonlight is made by the

poet to exclaim,

The pairing swans have heard my tread,

And rustle from their reedy bed.

O beauteous birds ! methinks, ye measure

Your movements to some heavenly tune !

beauteous birds ! tis such a pleasure

To see you move beneath the moon.

1 would, it were your true delight

To rest by day and wake all night

The long neck of the ostrich is in exact and evident

proportion to the height of the animal, and is of

manifest utility and necessity to the bird, as it stoops

down to graze and still walks on. But not being

harmonized with the body by plumage or color, it

seems to run along the grass like a serpent before the

headless tall body that still stalks after it, inspiring at

once the sense of the deformed and the fantastic.

I here close my metaphysical Preliminaries, in which

I have confined myself to the beauty of the senses, and

by the good have chiefly referred to the relatively good.

Of the supersensual beauty, the beauty of virtue and

holiness, and of its relation to the absolutely good,
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distinguishable, not separable (even such relation as

that of color to the light of heaven, and as the light

itself bears to the knowledge, which it awakens) I

discourse not now, waiting for a loftier mood, a nobler

subject, a more appropriate audience, warned from

within and from without, that it is profanation to speak

of these mysteries. Tols prjbiiroTe (pavTao-Qe'icriv, as KaX6v

to rijs 8i)(aio(rvvr)s Kai ara(ppoo~uvr]s irpocrairov, nai as ovre

eanepos ovre eaos ovra Ka\a. Tov yap opSovra irpbs to

6pap.evov o~vyyeves Kai opLolov 7roir}adp.evov, Set emfiaXkeiv

T?j 6eq ovyap av irairoTe el8ev O" cp&a\p.os rjKiov, fjkioeidrjtr

p,fj yeyevrjpevos, ov8e to koXov av 'I8r) yj^vx^p-^ yevopevr/.

S. T. Coleridge.



JOAN OF ARC
BOOK THE SECOND.

(preternatural agency.)

No more of Usurpation s doom'd defeat,

Ere we the deep preluding strain hare pour d

To the great Father, Only Rightful King,

Eternal Father ! King Omnipotent

!

Beneath whose shadowy banners wide unfurrd 5

Justice leads forth her tyrant-quelling hosts.

Such symphony requires best instrument

;

Seize then my soul ! from freedom's trophied dome

The harp, which hanging high between the shields

Of Brutus and Leonidas, oft gives 10

A fitful music to the breezy touch

Of patriot spirits that demand their fame.

For what is freedom, but the unfetter'd use

Of all the powers which God for use had given ?

But chiefly this, with holiest habitude 15

Of constant faith, him first, him last to view

Thro' meaner powers and secondary things

Effulgent, as thro' clouds that veil his blaze.

VOL. II Y
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For all that meets the bodily sense I deem

Symbolical, one mighty alphabet 20

For infant minds ; and we in this low world

Placed with our backs to bright reality,

That we may learn with young unwounded ken

Things from their shadows. Know thyself my soul

!

Confirm'd thy strength, thy pinions fledged for flight 25

Bursting this shell and leaving next thy nest

Soon upward soaring shalt thou fix intense

Thine eaglet eye on heaven s eternal sun !

But some there are who deem themselves most free,

When they within this gross and visible sphere 30

Chain down the winged thought, scoffing ascent,

Proud in their meanness : and themselves they cheat

With noisy emptiness of learned phrase,

Their subtle fluids, impacts, essences,

Line 34 Sir Isaac Newton at the end ofthe last edition ofhis Optics,

supposes that a very subtile and elastic fluid, Avhich he calls aether, is

diffused through the pores of gross bodies, as well as through the

pen spaces that are void of gross matter ; he supposes it to pierce all

bodies, and to touch their least particles, acting on them with a force

proportional to their number or to the matter of the body on wliich it

acts. He supposes likewise, that it is rarer in the pores of bodies

than in open spaces, and even rarer in small pores and dense bodies,

than in large pores and rare bodies ; and also that its density

increases in receding from gross matter ; so for instance as to be

greater at the l-100th of an inch from the surface of any body, than

at its surface ; and so on. To the action of this aether he ascribes the

attractions of gravitation and coha?sion, the attraction and rcpul-
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Self-working tools, uncaus'd effects, and all 35

Those blind omniscients, those almighty slaves,

Untenanting creation of its God.

sion of electrical bodies, the mutual influences of bodies and light

upon each other, the effects and communication of heat, and the

performance of animal sensation and motion. David Hartley from

whom this account of aether is chiefly borrowed, makes it the

instrument of propagating those vibrations or configurative motions

which are ideas. It appears to me, no hypothesis ever involved

so many contradictions ; for how can the same fluid be both dense

and rare in the same body at one time ? yet in the earth as

gravitating to the moon, it must be very rare ; and in the earth

as gravitating to the sun, it must be very dense. For, as Andrew

Baxter well observes, it doth not appear sufficient to account how

this fluid may act with a force proportional to the body to which

another is impelled, to assert that it is rarer in great bodies than

in small ones : it must be farther asserted that this fluid is rarer

or denser in the same body, whether small or great, according

as the body to which that is impelled is itself small or great. But

whatever may be the solidity of this objection, the following seems

unanswerable

:

If every particle through the whole solidity of a heavy body

receive its impulse from the particles of this fluid, it should seem

that the fluid itself must be as dense as the very densest heavy

body, gold for instance ; there being as many impinging particles in

the one, as there are gravitating particles in the other which receive

their gravitation by being impinged upon : so that, throwing gold

or any heavy body upward, against the impulse of this fluid, would

be like throwing gold through gold ; and as this sether must be

equally diffused over the whole sphere of its activity, it must be

as dense when it impels cork as when it impels gold : so that to

y 3
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But properties are God : the naked mass

Acts only by its inactivity.

Here we pause humbly. Others boldlier think 40

throw a piece of cork upward, would be as if we endeavoured to

make cork penetrate a medium as dense as gold: and though

we were to adopt the extravagant opinions which have been

advanced concerning the progression of pores, yet however porous

we suppose a body, if it be not all pore, the argument holds

equally ; the fluid must be as dense as the body in order to give

every particle its impulse.

It has been asserted that Sir Isaac Newton's philosophy leads in

its consequences to Atheism : perhaps not without reason. For if

matter by any powers or properties given to it, can produce the

order of the visible world, and even generate thought : why may

it not have possessed such properties by inherent right ? and where

is the necessity of a God ? matter is, according to the mechanic

philosophy capable of acting most wisely and most beneficently

without Wisdom or Benevolence ; and what more does the

Atheist assert ? if matter possess those properties, why might it

not have possessed them from all eternity ? Sir Isaac Newton's

Deity seems to be alternately operose and indolent ; to have dele-

gated so much power as to make it inconceivable what he can have

reserved. He is dethroned by vice-regent second causes.

We seem placed here to acquire a knowledge of effects. When-

ever we would pierce into the adyta of Causation, we bewilder

ourselves; and all that laborious eonjecture can do, is to fill up

the gaps of imagination. We are restless, because invisible things

are not the objects of vision—and philosophical systems, for the

most part, are received not for their truth, but in proportion as

they attribute to causes a susceptibility of being seen, whenever

our visual organs shall have become sufficiently powerful.
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That as one body is the aggregate

Of atoms numberless, each organiz'd

;

So by a strange and dim similitude,

Infinite myriads of self-conscious minds

Form one all-conscious spirit, who directs 45

With absolute ubiquity of thought

All his component monads, that yet seem

With various province and apt agency

Each to pursue its own self-centering end.

Some nurse the infant diamond in the mine

;

50

Some roll the genial juices thro' the oak
;

Some drive the mutinous clouds to clash in air

;

And rushing on the storm with whirlwind speed

Yoke the red lightning to their vollying car.

Thus these pursue their never-varying course, 55

No eddy in their stream. Others more wild,

With complex interests weaving human fates,

Duteous or proud, alike obedient all,

Evolve the process of eternal good.

And what if some rebellious, o'er dark realms 60

Arrogate power ? yet these train up to God,

And on the rude eye unconfirm'd for day

Flash meteor lights, better than total gloom.

As ere from Lieule-Oaive's vapoury head

The Laplander beholds the far-off sun 65

Dart his slant beam on unobeying snows,

While yet the stern and solitary night

y2
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Brooks no alternate sway, the boreal morn

With mimic lustre substitutes its gleam

Guiding his course, or by Niemie's lake, 70

Or Balda-Zhiok, or the mossy stone

Of Solfar-Kapper, while the snowy blast

Drifts arrowy by, or eddies round his sledge

Making the poor babe at its mother's back

Scream in its scanty cradle : he the while 75

Wins gentle solace as with upward eye

Line 71 Balda-Zhiok. i. e. mons altudinis, the highest mountain

in Lapland.

Line 72 Solfar-Kapper ; capitium Solfar, hie locus omnium, quot-

quot veterum Lapponum superstitio saerificiis religiosoque cultui

dedieavit, celebratissimus erat, in parte sinus australis situs, semi-

milliaris spatio a mari distans. Ipse locus, quern curiositatis gratia

aliquando me invisisse memini, duabus prsealtis, lapidibus, sibi

invicem oppositis, quorum alter musco circumdatus erat, constabat.

Lkemius de Lapponibus.

Line 75 The Lapland women carry their infants at their backs

in a piece of excavated wood which serves them for a cradle ; oppo-

site to the infant's mouth there is a hole for it to breathe through.

Mirandum prorsus est et vix credible nisi cui vidisse contigit.

Lappones hyeme iter lacientes per vastos montes, perque horrida

et invia tesqua, eo praesertim tempore quo omnia perpetuis nivibtis

obtecta sunt et nives ventis agitantur et in gyros aguntur, viam ad

destinata loca absque errore invenire posse, lactantem autem

infantem, si quem habeat, ipsa mater in dorso bajulat, in excavato

ligno (Gieed'k ipsi vocant) quod pro cunis utuntur, in hoc infans

pannis et pellibus convolutus colligatus jacet.

Leemius de Lapponibus,
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He marks the streamy banners of the north,

Thinking, himself those happy spirits shall join

"Who there in floating robes of rosy light

Dance sportively. For fancy is the power 80

That first unsensualizes the dark mind,

Giving it new delights ; and bids it swell

With wild activity ; and peopling air,

By obscure fears of beings invisible

Emancipates it from the grosser thrall

Of th' present impulse, teaching self controul,

Till superstition with unconscious hand

Seat reason on her throne. Wherefore not vain,

Nor yet without permitted power impress'd,

I deem those legends terrible, with which 90

The polar ancient thrills his uncouth throng :

Whether of pitying spirits that make their moan

O'er slaughter d infants, or that giant bird

Vuokho, of whose rushing wings, the noise

Is tempest, when the unutterable shape 96

Speeds from the mother of death his destin'd way

To snatch the murderer from his secret cell

!

Or if the Greenland wizard in strange trance

Pierces the untravell'd realms of ocean's bed

(Where live the innocent, as far from cares 100

As from the storms and overwhelming waves

Line 96 Jaibme Aibmo.
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Dark-tumbling on the surface of the deep)

O'er that abysm even to the uttermost cave

By mishap'd prodigies beleager'd, such

As earth ne'er bred, nor air, nor the upper sea. 105

There dwells the fury form, whose unheard name

"With eager eye, pale cheek, suspended breath

Unsleeping Silence guards, worn out with fear

Lest haply escaping on some treacherous blast

The fatal sound let slip the elements 110

And frenzy nature. Yet the wizard her,

Arm'd with Torngarsuck's power, the spirit of good,

Forces to unchain the foodful progeny

Of the ocean stream. Wild phantasies ! yet wise,

On the victorious goodness of high God 115

Teaching reliance and medicinal hope,

Till, from Bethabra northward, heavenly truth

"With gradual steps winning her difficult way,

Transfer their rude faith perfected and pure.

If there be beings of higher class than man, 120

Line 112 They call the Good Spirit Torngarsuck, the other great

but malignant spirit is a nameless female ; she dwells under the sea

in a great house, where she can detain in captivity all the animals of

the ocean by her magic power. When a dearth befalls the Green-

landers, an Angekok or magician must undertake a journey thither

:

he passes through the kingdom of souls, over an horrible . abyss into

the palace of this phantom, and by his enchantments causes the

captive creatures to ascend directly to the surface of the ocean.

See Crantz. Hist, of Greenland, Vol. 1, 206.
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I deem no nobler province they possess

Than by disposal of apt circumstance

To rear some realm with patient discipline,

Aye bidding pain, dark error's uncouth child,

Blameless parenticide ! his snaky scourge 1 25

Lift fierce against his mother ! Thus they make

Of transient evil ever-during good,

Themselves probationary, and denied,

Confess'd to view by preternatural deed

To o'erwhelm the will, save on some fated day 130

Headstrong, or with petition'd might from God.

And such perhaps the guardian power whose ken

Still dwelt on France. He from the invisible world

Burst on the maiden's eye, impregning air

With voices and strange shapes, illusions apt, 135

Shadowy of truth. And first a landscape rose

More wild, and waste, and desolate, than where

The white bear drifting on a field of ice

Howls to her sunder'd cubs with piteous rage

And savage agony. Mid the drear scene 140

A craggy mass uprear'd its misty brow,

Untouch'd by breath of spring, unwont to know

Red summer's influence, or the cheerful face

Of autumn
; yet its fragments many and huge,

Astounded ocean, with the dreadful dance 145

Of whirlpools numberless, absorbing oft

The blameless fisher at his perilous toil.
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Upon the topmast height the maiden saw

A meteor-lighted dome : to every hlast

Shook the wide fabric, tottering as to fall, 150

For ever tottering ; round the tempests yell'd

Tremendous, music hoarse ! yet to the ear

Of him who there had rule, the dynast stern,

Not undelightful. His perturbed flight

Anxious and gloomy, speeding hitherwards, 155

She saw the dark-wing'd shape : with all its towers

The palace nods : such was ambition's voice !

Obedient first, fierce servant of fierce lord,

Cowl'd superstition comes, her loosen d robes

Float on the breeze, and half exposed to view 160

The rusty dagger. By her side crept on

Mitred hypocrisy, with meekest mien

And step demure, and cross, which to his heart

He prest, and seem'd with heaven-ward eye to pour

The pious prayer ; yet never prayer he pour d, 165

Save when with secret glance he view'd the crowd

Admiring near. Revenge unwilling quits

The mangled corse ; and prodigal of death

Next slaughter strode ; his falchion yet unsheath'd

Reeks from the wound, loose flow his long black locks, 170

The wide roll of his eye is terrible,

And each limb quivers. Cruelty comes next,

With savage smile grasping a widowed dove.

And fury next, beating her own swoln breast,
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Rush'd at the call : and envy, hideous form, 1 75

Gnawing her flesh, and tearing from her head

The viper turn'd to bite : and horroe wild

With creeping flesh. Despair, his sullen arms

Folded ; aye muttering dark and half-form'd words

Of dreadful import. Aged avarice next 1 80

Hugg'd to his heart his hags, and cast around

(Unwilling tho' to lose the golden sight,)

The fearful look. And fitful jealousy,

Anxious for misery came : and feverish lust

Hot from the convent. Palsied pear fled on, 185

And ever as he fled his ghastly eye

Reverts. Then stalk'd along the giant form

Of proud oppression, on his crowned brow

Sate desolation, and his pitiless frown

Dispeopled countries : him behind a train 1 90

Loathly and horrible, of nameless fiends

Outnumbering locusts. Last, as fill'd with fear,

Suspicion ever-watchful clos'd the train :

Pale, meagre spectre, ribb'd with iron plates,

Sleepless, and fearful of the friendly meal, 195

Worn out with anxious vigilance of life.

These at the palace meet, there, porter fit,

Remorse for ever his sad vigils kept,

His heart the viper's feast : worn down his face,

If face it were, when scarce the shrivelTd skin 200

Wrapp'd o'er the bone, proclaim'd the gnawing pang :
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Inly he groan'd, or starting wildly, shriek'd,

Aye, as the fabric tottering from its base

Threaten'd destruction, though oft announc'd withheld,

Though still withheld, expected.

These the maid 205

Mark'd as they steer'd their dusky flight along ;

And lo ! she was amidst them.

Paved with bones

The floor breath'd pestilence : the emblazon d walls

With ensigns and with blood-stain'd arms were hung,

The trophies of ambition.

On his throne 210

That form portentous rear d his giant bulk,

More huge than he, who with his hundred arms

Scatter'd confusion o'er the host of gods

Briareus : or the monster brethren twain,

Whose stature swelling every hour gave hopes 215

Of equalling highest heaven : nor larger he

Illusive, 'gainst whose head the thunderer Thor

Sped frustrate his full force. A sable helm

Shades his brown face, where glow'd thro' each dark tint

The fire of anger ; in his hand he grasp'd 220

The desolating spear : his broad black brow

Line 215 Otus and Ephialtes.

Line 218 See the Edda. Fab. 24th of the ilhisions practised upon

Thor by Skrymner.
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In thought contracted spake his brooding soul,

Sullenly silent.

" Maid beloved of heaven !"

(To her the tutelary power exclaimed)

" Of chaos the adventurous progeny 225

" Thou seest ; foul missionaries of foul sire,

" Fierce to regain the losses of that hour

" When love rose glittering, and his gorgeous wings

" Over the abyss fluttered with such glad noise,

" As what time after long and pestful calms 230

" With slimy shapes and miscreated life

" Pois'ning the vast Pacific, the fresh breeze

" Wakens the merchant sail, uprising. Night

" A heavy unimaginable moan

Sent forth, when she the protoplast beheld 235

" Stand beauteous on confusion's charmed wave.

" Moaning she fled, and entered the profound

" That leads with downward windings to the cave

" Of darkness palpable, desert of death,

" Sunk deep beneath Gehenna's massy roots. 240

" There many a dateless age the beldame lurk'd

" And trembled : till engender'd by fierce hate,

" Fierce hate and gloomy hope, a dream arose,

" Shap'd like a black cloud mark'd with streaks of fire.

" It rous'd the hell-hag : she the dew-damps wip'd 245

" From off her brow, and through the uncouth maze

" Retraced her steps ; but ere she reach'd the mouth

VOL. II z
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" Of that drear labyrinth, shudd'ring she paus'd,

a Nor dar'd re-enter the diminish'd gulph.

" As thro' the dark vaults of some moulder'd tower 250

" (Which fearful to approach, the evening hind

" Circles at distance in his homeward way)

" The winds breathe hollow, deem'd the plaining groan

" Of prison'd spirits ; with such fearful voice

" Night murmur'd, and the sound thro' chaos went. 255

" Leapt at the call her hideous-fronted brood !

" A dark behest they heard, and rush'd on earth,

" Since that sad hour in camps and courts adored

" Rebels from God and monarchs o'er mankind !

" These are the fiends that o'er thy native land 260

" Spread guilt and horror. Maid belov'd of heaven !

" Dar'st thou, inspir'd by the holy flame of love,

" Encounter such fell shapes, nor fear to meet

" Their wrath, their wiles? O maiden, dar'st thou die?

" Father of heaven ! I will not fear," she said, 265

" My arm is weak, but mighty is thy sword."

She spake, and as she spake the trump was heard

That echoed ominous o'er the streets of Rome,

When the first Csesar totter'd o'er the grave

By Freedom delv'd: the trump, whose chilling blast 270

On Marathon and on Plataea's plain

Scatter'd the Persian. From his obscure haunt

Shriek'd Fear, the ghastliest of Ambition's throng,

Fev'rish yet freezing, eager paced, yet slow ;
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As she that creeps from forth her swampy reeds 275

Ague, the biform hag ! when early spring

Beams on the marsh-bred vapours. " Lo ! she goes !

" To Orleans lo ! she goes—the mission'd maid !

" The victor hosts wither beneath her arm !

" And what are Crecy, Poictiers, Azincour 280

" But noisy echoes in the ear of pride ?"

Ambition heard and startled on his throne
;

But strait a smile of savage joy illum'd

His grisly features, like the sheety burst

Of lightning o'er the awaken'd midnight clouds 285

Wide-flash'd. For lo ! a flaming pile reflects

Its red light fierce and gloomy on the face

Of Superstition and her goblin son,

Loud-laughing Cruelty, who to the stake

A female fix'd, of bold and beauteous mien, 290

Her snow-white limbs by iron fetters bruis'd,

Her breast expos'd. JOAN saw, she saw and knew

Her perfect image. Nature thro' her frame

One pang shot shiv'ring ; but, that frail pang soon

Dismiss'd, " Even so" (the exulting maiden said) 295

" The sainted heralds of good tidings fell,

" And thus they witness'd God ! But now the clouds

" Treading, and storms beneath their feet, they soar

" Higher, and higher soar, and soaring sing

" Loud songs of triumph ! O ye spirits of God, 300

" Hover around my mortal agonies
!"

z 2
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She spake : and instantly faint melody

Melts on her ear, soothing, and sad, and slow,

Such measures as at calmy midnight heard

By aged hermit in his holy dream 305

Foretel and solace death : and now they rise

Louder, as when with harp and mingled voice

The white-roh'd multitude of slaughter d saints,

At heaven's wide-open'd portals gratulant

Receive some martyr'd patriot. The harmony 310

Entranc'd the maid, till each suspended sense

Brief slumber seiz'd and confus'd ecstacy.

At length awak'ning, slow she gaz'd around

;

But lo ! no more was seen the ice-pil'd mount

And meteor-lighted dome. An Isle appear d 315

It's high, o'erhanging, rough, broad-breasted cliffs

Glass'd on the subject ocean. A vast plain

Stretch'd opposite, where ever and anon

The ploughman following sad his meagre team

Turn d up fresh skulls unstartled, and the bones 320

Of fierce, hate-breathing combatants, who there

All mingled lay beneath the common earth,

Line 310. Rev. vi. 9. II. And when he had opened the fifth

seal, I saw under the altar the souls of them that were slain for the

word of God and for the testimony which they held. And white

robes were given unto every one of them : and it was said unto

them, that they should rest yet for a little season, until their fellow-

servants also, and their brethren that should be killed, as they

were, should be fulfilled.
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Death's gloomy reconcilement ! O'er the fields

Stepp'd a fair form repairing all she might,

Her temples olive-wreath'd ; and where she trod, 325

Fresh flowrets rose and many a foodful herb.

But wan her cheek, her footsteps insecure,

And anxious pleasure beam'd in her faint eye*,

As she had newly left a couch of pain,

Pale convalescent ! (Yet some time to rule 330

With power exclusive o'er the willing world,

That blest prophetic mandate then fulfill'd,

Peace be on earth !) An happy while but brief

She seem'd to wander with assiduous feet,

And heal'd the recent harm of chill or blight, 335

And nurs'd each plant that fair and virtuous grew.

But soon a deep precursive sound moan'd hollow :

Black rose the clouds, and now, (as in a dream)

Their red'ning shapes transform'd to warrior hosts,

Cours'd o'er the sky, and battled in mid air 340

The sea meantime his billows darkest roll'd.

And each stain'd wave dash'd on the shore a corse.

Nor did not the large blood-drops fall from heaven

Portentous ! while aloft were seen to float,

His hideous features blended with the mist, 345

The long black locks of slaughter. Peace beheld,

And o'er the plain with oft-reverted eye

Fled, till a place of tombs she reach'd, and there

Within a ruin'd sepulchre obscure

z 3
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Found hiding-place.

The delegated maid 350

Gaz'd through her tears, then in sad tones exclaim'd,

" Thou mild-ey'd form ! wherefore, ah ! wherefore fled ?

" The name of justice written on thy brow

" Resplendent shone ; but all they, who unblam'd

" Dwelt in thy dwellings, call thee Happiness. 355

" Ah ! why uninjur d and unprofited

" Should multitudes against their brethren rush ?

" Why sow they guilt, still reaping misery f

" Lenient of care, thy songs, O Peace ! are sweet,

" As after showers the perfum'd gale of Eye, 360

" That plays around the sick man's throbbing temples

;

" And gay thy grassy altar pil'd with fruits.

" But boasts the shrine of Daemon War one charm ?

" Save that with many an orgie strange and foul

" Dancing around with interwoven arms 365

" The maniac suicide and giant murder

" Exult in their fierce union ! I am sad,

" And know not why the simple peasants crowd

'' Beneath the chieftain's standard !" Thus the maid.

To her the tutelary spirit reply'd, 370

" When luxury and lust's exhausted stores

" No more can rouse the appetites of kings ;

" When the low flattery of their reptile lords

" Falls flat and heavy on the accustomed ear

;

u When eunuchs sing, and fools buflbon'ry make, 375
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" And dancers writhe their harlot limhs in vain :

" Then war and all its dread vicissitudes

" Pleasingly agitate their stagnant hearts,

" Its hopes, its fears, its victories, its defeats,

" Insipid royalty's keen condiment. 380

" Therefore, uninjur'd and unprofited,

" (Victims at once and executioners)

" The congregated husbandmen lay waste

" The vineyard and the harvest : as along

" The Bothnic coast or southward of the line 385

" Though hush'd the winds, and cloudless the high noon,

" Yet if leviathan, weary of ease,

" In sports unwieldly toss his island bulk,

" Ocean behind him billows, and, before,

" A storm of waves breaks foamy on the strand 390

" And hence for times and seasons bloody and dark,

" Short peace shall skin the wounds of causeless war,

" And war, his strained sinews knit anew,

" Still violate th' unfinished works of peace.

" But yonder look—for more demands thy view." 395

He said ; and straightway from the opposite Isle

A vapor rose, piere'd by the maiden's eye.

Guiding its course oppression sate within,

With terror pale and rage, yet laugh'd at times

Musing on Vengeance : trembled in his hand 400

A sceptre fieicely-grasp'd. O'er ocean westward

The vapor sail'd, as when a cloud exhal'd
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From iEgypt's fields, that steam hot pestilence,

Travels the sky for many a trackless league,

Till o'er some death-doom'd land, distant in vain, 405

It broods incumbent. Forthwith from the plain

Facing the Isle, a brighter cloud arose

And steer'd its course which way the vapor went.

Envy sate guiding—Envy, hag abhorr'd !

Like justice mask'd, and doom'd to aid the fight 410

Victorious 'gainst oppression. Hush'd awhile

The maiden paus'd, musing what this might mean ;

But long time pass'd not, ere that brighter cloud

Return'd more bright : along the plain it swept

;

And soon from forth its bursting sides emerg'd 415

A dazzling form, broad-bosom'd, bold of eye,

And wild her hair, save where by laurels bound.

Not more majestic stood the healing god,

When from his bow the arrow sped, that slew

Huge Python. Shriek'd ambition's ghastly throng,

And with them those, the locust fiends that crawl'd

And glitter'd in corruption's slimy track.

Great was their wrath, for short they knew their reign.

And such commotion made they and uproar,

As when the mad tornado bellows through 425

The guilty islands of the western main,

"What time departing for their native shores,

Line 428. The slaves in the West India islands consider death as

a passport to their native country.—This sentiment is thus expressed
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Eboe, or Koromantyn's plain of palms,

The infuriate spirits of the murder'd make

in the introduction to a Greek prize ode on the Slave-trade, of

which the ideas are better than the language or metre, in which

they are conveyed

:

12 (tkotov trvkas, Qavare, trpokenrav

Es yevos crnevdois viro^evx^ev Ara.

Ov ^evicrdrjarj yevvcav o~irapa.yp.ois

Ov8' oXoKvyfioif

AXXa kcli kvk\oio~i xopoiTV7rouri

KacTfiarav XaPa ' (pofiepos pei> ecrcri,

A\X opens EXevdepia crvvoiKels,

"2,Tvyve Tvpavve !

Aao-Kiois errei Trrepvyeo-o-i. o~r)o~i

A ! 6a\ao~o~iov Kadopwvres oi8pa

AideQo~r\ayTOis vwo Trover aveicrt

IlarptS iir aiap.

Ei6a pav Epasai ~Epapev7]0-iv

Ap(pi Trqyqo-iv Kirpivmv vtt akcr<ov,

0<T(T V7TO 0pOTOlS fTTadoV j3pOTOt, TO

Aeiva Xeyovri.

LITERAL TRANSLATION.

Leaving the gates of darkness, O death ! hasten thou to a race

yoked to misery ! Thou wilt not be received with lacerations of

cheeks, nor with funereal ululation—but with circling dances and

the joy of songs. Thou art terrible indeed, yet thou dwellest with

liberty, stern genius ! borne on thy dark pinions over the swelling

of ocean, they return to their native country. There, by the side of

fountains beneath citron groves, the lovers tell to their beloved,

what horrors, being men, they had endured from men !

S. T. C.
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Fierce merriment, and vengeance ask of heaven. 430

Warm'd with new influence the unwholesome plain

Sent up its foulest fogs to meet the morn :

The sun, that rose on freedom, rose in hlood !

" Maiden heloved, and delegate of heaven

!

(To her the tutelary spirit said) 435

" Soon shall the morning struggle into day,

" The stormy morning into cloudless noon.

" Much hast thou seen, nor all canst understand

—

" But this he thy hest omen, save thy country !"

Thus saying, from the answering maid he pass'd, 440

And with him disappear d the goodly vision.

" Glory to thee Father of earth and heaven

!

" All-conscious presence of the universe !

" Nature's vast ever-acting energy !

" In will, in deed, impulse of All to all

;

445

" Whether thy law with unrefracted ray

" Beam on the Prophet's purged eye, or if

" Diseasing realms the enthusiast wild of thought

" Scatter new frenzies on the infected throng,

" Thou hoth inspiring, and predooming hoth, 450

" Fit instruments and best of perfect end.

" Glory to thee, Father of earth and heaven !"*

* Of the preceding 452 lines, all were written by Mr. Coleridge,

except lines, from 141 to 143; from 148 to 222; from 266 to 272;

from 286 to 291, which were written by Mr. Southey.



JOHN HENDERSON.

The name of John Henderson having appeared in

several parts of the preceding memoir, and as, from

his early death, he is not known in the Literary World,

I shall here present the reader with a brief notice of

this extraordinary man, (reduced from the longer

account which appeared in my " Malvern Hills," &c.)

John Henderson, was horn at Limerick, hut came

to England early in life with his parents. From the

age of three years, he discovered the presages of a

great mind. Without retracing the steps of his

progression, a general idea may be formed of them,

from the circumstance of his having professionally

taught Greek and Latin in a public Seminary*

at the age of twelve years.

Some time after, his father (a man of expanded

heart and enlightened understanding, every way worthy

of his son) commencing a Boarding-school in the

neighbourhood of Bristol, young Henderson undertook

* Treveeka, a college established by Lady Huntingdon.
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to teach the classics ; which he did with much reputa-

tion, extending, at the same time, his own knowledge

in the sciences and general literature, to a degree

that rendered him a prodigy of intelligence.

At the age of eighteen, by an intensity of applica-

tion, of which few persons can conceive, he had not

only thoughtfully perused all the popular English

authors, of later date, hut taken an extensive survey

o foreign literature. He had also waded through the

folios of the Schoolmen, as well as scrutinized, with

flie minutest attention, into the more obsolete writers

of the three last centuries
;

preserving, at the same

time, a distinguishing sense of their respective merits,

particular sentiments, and characteristic traits ; which,

on proper occasions, he commented upon, in a manner

that astonished the learned listener, not more by his

profound remarks, than by his cool and sententious

eloquence.

So surprisingly retentive was his memory, that he

never forgot what he had once learned ; nor did it

appear that he ever suffered even an Image to be

effaced from his mind ; whilst the ideas which he had

so rapidly accumulated, existed in his brain, not as

a huge chaos, but were reduced to clear and well-

organized systems, illustrative of every subject, and

subservient to every call. It was this quality which

made him so superior a disputant ; for as his mind had
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investigated the various sentiments and hypotheses of

men, so had his almost intuitive discrimination stript

them of their deceptive appendages, and separated

fallacy from truth, marshalling their arguments, so as

to elucidate or detect each other. But in all his

disputations, it was an invariable maxim with him

never to interrupt the most tedious or confused oppo-

nents, though, from his pithy questions, he made it

evident, that, from the first, he anticipated the train

and consequences of their reasonings.

His favourite studies were, Philology, History,

Astronomy, Medicine, Theology, Logic, and Metaphy-

sics, with all the branches of Natural and Experimental

Philosophy ; and that his attainments were not superfi-

cial, will be readily admitted by those who knew him

best.—As a Linguist, he was acquainted with the

Persian, Arabic, Hebrew, Greek, and Latin Lan-

guages ; together with the French, Spanish, Italian, and

German ; and he not only knew their ruling principles

and predominant distinctions, so as to read them with

facility, but in the greater part conversed fluently.

About the age of twenty-two, he accidentally met

with the acute and learned Dr. Tucker, Dean of

Gloucester, in a stage coach, who soon discovered the

superiority of his companion, and after a reasonable

acquaintance, in which the opinion he had at first

entertained of John Henderson's surprising genius was

vol. II 2 a
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amply confirmed, he wrote to his father, urging him to

send a young man of such distinguished talents to an

university,, where only they could expand, or he

rightly appreciated ; and, in the most handsome way,

he accompanied this request with a present of two

hundred pounds. Such an instance of generosity, will

confer lasting credit on the name of Dean Tucker.

On John Henderson's arrival at Oxford, he excited

no small degree of surprise amongst his tutors, who

very naturally inquired his reason for appearing at that

place, and, as might be supposed, were soon contented

to learn, where they had been accustomed to teach.*

It might he stated also, the late Edmund Rack, a

gentleman possessed of much general knowledge, and

antiquarian research, and whose materials for the

" History of Somersetshire," formed the acknowledgea

basis of Collinson's valuable History of that county,

thus expressed himself, in writing to a friend in

London.

* After John Henderson's acquaintance and friendship had

been matured with Dean Tucker, he informed a particular friend,

the Rev. James Newton, " that whenever he was in the company

of young Henderson, he considered himself as a Scholar in

the presence of his Tutor." The late Robert Hall well knew

also John Henderson and in the latter part of his fe,

referring to him, told me, that he considered John Henderson to

have been a Prodigy, and that, when in his company, he always

considered himself as a pupil
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" My friend, Henderson, has lately paid me a visit,

and stayed with me three weeks. I never spent a three

weeks so happily, or so profitably. He is the only

person I ever knew who seems to be a complete master

of every subject in literature, arts, sciences, natural

philosophy, divinity ; and of all the books, ancient and

modern, that engage the attention of the learned ; but

it is still more wonderful, than at the age of twelve,

he should have been master of the Latin and Greek ;

to which he subsequently added, the Hebrew, Italian,

Spanish, German, Persian, and Syriac languages ; and

also, all the ancient rabbinical learning of the Jews,

and the divinity of the fathers ; this was, however, the

case. The learned Dr. Kennicott told me, four years

since, ' That the greatest men he ever knew were mere

children, compared to Henderson.' In company he

is ever new. You never hear a repetition of what he

has said before. His memory never fails, and his fund

of knowledge is inexhaustible."

Dr. Kennicott, (before whom nothing superficial

could have stood for a moment,) died in the year 1783,

and John Henderson, at the time Dr. K. passed on

him this eulogium, could have been only twenty-three

years of age ! One year after he had entered at

Oxford.

Though not of the higher order of attainments, it may

not be improper to mention his singular talent for

2a2
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Imitation. He could not only assume the dialect of

every foreign country, but the particular tone of every

district of England so perfectly, that be might have

passed for a native of either : and of the variations of

the human accent in different individuals, his recollec-

tion was so acute, and the modulation of his voice so

varied, that, having once conversed with a person,

he could most accurately imitate his gestures and

articulation for ever after.*

No man had more profoundly traced the workings

of the human heart than himself. A long observation

on the causes and effects of moral action, with their

external symbols, had matured his judgment in estima-

ting the characters of men, and from the fullest

* A German at Oxford was once much frightened by coming

into the room while John Henderson was exercising his mimicry,

for, as he protested, he thought he heard himself talking at a

distance. No person needed to have gone out of Henderson's

company to have heard and almost seen Dr. Johnson. During one

of the Doctor's annual visits to Oxford, Henderson and he one

evening, for several hours, amused those around them, by conver-

sing expressly in hard words. It was generally admitted that

John Heni erson discovered the greater talent at this verbal

forgery. And to meet the Doctor on his own ground, was indeed

a presumptuous thing. Their conversations, in Latin, (often

extended through a whole evening,) were deemed splendid, as they

were classically chaste. Dr. Adams, it was said, was the only man

in Oxford who approximated toward an equality with John

Henderson in Latin colloquisms.
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evidence, confirmed him in a belief of the Science of

Physiognomy.

Though the " Physiognomical Sensation," in a greater

or less degree, may exist in all, yet the data which

support it are so obscure, and at all times so difficult to

be defined, that if nature does not make the Physiog-

nomist, study never will : and to be skilled in this

science requires the combination of such rare talents,

that it cannot excite wonder, either that the unskilful

should frequently err, or that the multitude should

despise, what they know they can never attain.

But John Henderson's discrimination qualified him

to speak of all persons, in judging from their counte-

nances, with an almost infallible certainty : he dis-

covered, in his frequent decisions, not an occasional

developement of character, but a clear perception of

the secondary as well as predominant tendencies, of the

mind.

" Making his eye the inmate of each bosom."

Coleridge.

It would appear like divination, if John Henderson's

friends were to state the various instances they have

known of that quick discernment which he possessed,

that, as it were, penetrated the veil of sense, and un-

folded to him the naked and unsophisticated qualities

of the soul. There are many who will cordially admit
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the fact, when it is said, that his eye was scarcely the

eye of a man. There was a luminousness in it—a calm

but piercing character, which seemed to partake more

of the nature of spirit than of humanity.

His conversation was such as might have been

expected from a man whose fancy was so creative,

whose knowledge omnifarious, and whose recollection

so unbounded. He combined scholastic accuracy with

unaffected ease; condensed and pointed, yet rich and

perspicuous. Were it possible for his numerous friends,

by any energy of reminiscence, to collect his discourse,

John Henderson would be distinguished as a volu-

minous author, who yet preserved a Spartan frugality

of words.

His contemporaries at Oxford well remember the

enthusiasm with which every company received him ;

and his friends, in that University, consisted of all who

were eminent for either talent or virtue.

It Avould be injustice to his memory not to mention

the great marks of attention which were paid him, and

the high estimation in which he was held by the late

Edmund Burke and Dr. Johnson ; the former of whom

strenuously urged him either to apply to the bar, or to

the church, and told him, that, in that case, it was

impossible to doubt, but that he would become either a

judge or a bishop. Such was the great lexicographer s

admiration, also, of John Henderson, that in his annual
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visits to Oxford, to whatever company he was invited,

he always stipulated for the introduction of his young

friend, John Henderson, which, in the result, con-

verted a favour into an obligation. It might he named

also, that many of the heads of colleges and other emi-

nent characters, habitually attended his evening parties

;

an honour unknown to have been conferred before on

any other under-graduated

So great was John Henderson's regard for truth, that

he considered it a crime, of no ordinary magnitude, to

confound in any one, even for a moment, the percep-

tions of right and wrong ; of truth and falsehood ; he

therefore never argued in defence of a position which

his understanding did not cordially approve, unless, in

some unbending moment, he intimated to those around

him, that he wished to see how far error could be sup-

ported, in which case he would adopt the weakest side

of any question, and there, intrenched, like an intellec-

tual veteran, bid defiance to the separate or combined

attacks of all who approached him.

On these occasions it was highly interesting to remark

the felicity of his illustration, together with his pro-

found logical acuteness, that knew how to grant or

deny, and both, it may be, with reference to some dis-

* His rooms, at Pembroke College, were those which had been

occupied by Dr. Johnson.
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tant stage of the argument, when the application was

made with an unexpected, but conclusive effect.

From possessing this rare faculty of distinguishing the

immediate, as well as of tracing the remote consequen-

ces of every acknowledgment ; and, by his peculiar

talent at casuistic subtleties, he has been frequently

known to extort the most erroneous concessions, from

men distinguished for erudition and a knowledge of

polemic niceties, necessarily resulting from premises

unguardedly admitted.

Henderson's chief strength in disputation seemed to

consist in this clear view in which he beheld the diver-

sified bearings of every argument, with its precise

congruity to the question in debate ; and which, whilst

it demonstrated the capacity of his own mind, conferred

on him, on all occasions, a decided and systematic

superiority. It must, however, be granted, that when

contending for victory, or rather for the mere sharpen-

ing of his faculties, instead of convincing, he not unfre-

quently confounded his opponent ; but whenever he

had thus casually argued, and had obtained an acknow-

ledged confutation, like an ingenious mechanic, he

never failed to organize the discordant materials

and to do homage to truth, by pointing out his own

fallacies, or otherwise, by formally re-confuting his

antagonist.

It might be expected that, by such a conduct, an
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unpleasant impression would sometimes be left on the

mind of an unsuccessful disputant, but this effect is

chiefly produced when the power of the combatants is

held nearly in equilibrium; no one, however, consi-

dered it a degradation to yield to John Henderson, and

the peculiar delicacy of his mind was manifested in

nothing more than in the gracious manner with which

he indulged in these coruscations of argument. He

obtained a victory without being vain, or even, from his

perfect command of countenance, appearing sensible of

it ; and, unless he happened to be disputing with

pedantry and conceit, with a dignified consciousness of

strength, he never pursued an enemy who was con-

tented to fly, by which means a defeat was often

perceived rather than felt, and the vanquished forgot

his own humiliation in applauding the generosity of the

conqueror.

In all companies he led the conversation : yet though

he was perpetually encircled by admirers, his steady

mind decreased not its charms, by a supercilious self-

opinion of them : nor did he assume that as a right,

which the wishes of his friends rendered a duty. He

led the conversation ; for silence or diminished dis-

course, in him, would have been deservedly deemed

vanity, as though he had desired to make his friends feel

the value of his instructions from the temporary loss of

them. But in no instance was his superiority oppres-
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6ire : calm, attentive, and cheerful, he confuted more

gracefully than others compliment : the tone of dogma-

tism and the smile of contempt were equally unknown

to him. Sometimes indeed he raised himself stronger

and more lofty in his eloquence, then chiefly, when,

fearful for his weaker brethren, he opposed the arro-

gance of the illiterate Deist, or the worse jargon of sen-

sual and cold-blooded Atheism. He knew that the

clouds of ignorance which enveloped their under-

standings, steamed up from the pollutions of their

hearts, and crowding his sails, he bore down upon

them with salutary violence.

But the qualities which most exalted John Hender-

son in the estimation of his friends, were, his high

sense of honour, and the great benevolence of his heart

:

not that honour which originates in a jealous love of the

world's praise, nor that benevolence which delights only

in publicity of well-doing. His honour was the anxious

delicacy of a christian, who regarded his soul as a

sacred pledge, that must some time be re-delivered to

the Almighty Lender : his benevolence, a circle, in

which self indeed might be the centre, but, all that

lives was the circumference.—This tribute of respect to

thy name and virtues, my beloved Henderson ! is paid

by one, who was once proud to call thee tutor and

friend, and who will do honour to thy memory, till his

spirit rests with thine.
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Those who were unacquainted with John Hender-

son's character, may naturally ask, " What test has he

" left the world of the distinguished talents thus ascribed

" to him ?"—None !—He cherished a sentiment, which,

whilst it teaches humility to the proud, explains the

cause of that silence so generally regretted. Upon the

writer of this brief notice, once expressing to him some

regret at his not having benefited mankind by the

result of his deep and varied investigations—he replied,

" More men become writers from ignorance, than from

" knowledge, not knowing that they have been antici-

" pated by others.—Let us decide with caution, and

" write late." Thus the vastness and variety of his

acquirements, and the diffidence of his own mental

maturity alike prevented him from illuminating man-

kind, till death called him to graduate in a sphere more

favourable to the range of his soaring and comprehensive

mind.—He died on a visit to Oxford, in November,

1788, in the 32nd year of his age.

Few will doubt but that the possession of pre-eminent

colloquial talents, to a man, like John Henderson, in

whom so amply dwelt the spirit of originality, must be

considered, on the whole, as a misfortune, and as tend-

ing to subtract from the permanency of his reputation :

he wisely considered posthumous fame as a vain and

undesirable bubble, unless founded on utility, but when

it is considered that no man was better qualified than
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himself to confound vice and ennoble virtue ; to unravel

the mazes of error, or vindicate the pretensions of truth,

it must generally excite a poignant regret, that abilities

like his should have been dissipated on one generation,

which, by a different application, might have charmed

and enlightened futurity.

It is however-by no means to be concluded that he

would not have written, and written extensively, if he

had attained the ordinary age of man, but he whose

sentiments are considered as oracular, whose company

is incessantly sought by the wise and honourable, and

who never speaks but to obtain immediate applause,

often sacrifices the future to the present, and evaporates

his distinguished talents in the single morning of life.

But whilst we ascribe attributes to John Henderson,

which designate the genius, or illustrate the scholar, we

must not forget another quality which he eminently

possessed, and which so fundamentally contributes to

give stability to friendship, and to smooth the current

of social life. A reference is made to a suavity of man-

ners, connected with a gracefulness of deportment,

which distinguished him on all occasions.

His participation of the feelings of others, resulting

from great native sensibility, although it never pro-

duced in his conduct undue complacency, yet invariably

suggested to him that nice point of propriety in beha-

viour which was suitable to different characters, and
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appropriate to the various situations in which he might

be placed. Nor was his sense of right a barren per-

ception. What the soundness of his understanding

instructed him to approve, the benevolence of his heart

taught him to practice. In his respectful approaches to

the peer, he sustained his dignity, and in addressing

the beggar, he remembered he was speaking to a man.

It would be wrong to close this brief account of John

Henderson without naming two other excellencies with

which he was eminently endowed. First, the ascen-

dency he had acquired over his temper. There are

moments in which most persons are susceptible of a

transient irritability ; but the oldest of his friends never

beheld him otherwise than calm and collected. It was

a condition he retained under all circumstances,* and

which, to those over whom he had any influence,

* As a proof of his self-command, the following incident may be

adduced. During his residence at Oxford, a student of a neigh-

bouring college, proud of his logical acquirements, was solicitous

of a private disputation with the renowned Henderson : some

mutual friends introduced him ; and having chosen his subject, they

conversed for some time with equal candour and moderation ; but

at length Henderson's antagonist, perceiving his confutation inevita-

ble, in the height of passion, he threw a full glass of wine in John

Henderson's face : J. H. without altering his features, or changing

his position, gently wiped his face, and then coolly replied, " This

" Sir, is a digression : now for the argument." It is hardly neces-

sary to add, the insult was resented by the company turning the

aggressor out of the room.

VOL. II 2 E
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he never failed forcibly to inculcate, together with that

unshaken firmness of mind which encounters the una-

voidable misfortunes of life without repining, and that

from the noblest principle, a conviction that they

are regulated by Him who cannot err, and wh in

his severest allotments designs only our ultimate good.

In a letter (from Oxford) to my brother Amos,

his late pupil, for whom Johu Henderson always enter-

tained the highest esteem, he thus expresses himself:

" See that you govern your passions. What should

" grieve us, but our infirmities ? What make us angry,

" but our own faults? A man who knows he is mortal,

" and that all the world will pass away, and, by and by,

" seem only like a tale—a sinner who knows his suffer-

" ings are all less than his sins, and designed to break

" him from them—one who knows that every thing

" in this world is a seed that will have its fruit in

" eternity—that GOD is the best—the only good

" Friend—that in him is all we want—that every

" thing is ordered for the best— so that it could not be

" better, however Ave take it ; he who believes this in

" his heart, is happy. Such be you—may you always

" fare well, my dear Amos,—be the friend of GOD !

" again, farewell."

The other excellence referred to, was the simplicity

and condescension of his manners. From the gigantic

stature of his understanding, he was prepared to trample
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down his pigmy competitors ; and qualified at all times

to enforce Iris unquestioned pre-eminence ; but his mind

was conciliating, his behaviour unassuming, and his

bosom the receptacle of all the social affections.

It is these virtues alone which can disarm superiority

of its terrors, and make the eye which is raised in

wonder, beam at the same moment with affection.

There have been intellectual, as well as civil despots,

whose motto seems to have been, " Let them hate,

provided they fear." Such men may triumph in their

fancied distinctions ; but they will never, as was John

Henderson, be followed by the child, loved by the

ignorant, and yet emulated by the Avise.**************
J. C.

2b2





ROWLEY AND CHATTERTON.

The folloAving is an extract from the extended view of

trie question between Rowley and Chatterton, which

appeared in my " Malvern Hills," &c. (Vol. I.

p. 273.)

* * ******
* * * a "Whoever examines the conduct of

Chatterton, will find that he was pre-eminently influ-

enced by one particular disposition of mind, which was,

through an excess of ingenuity, to impose on the credu-

lity of others. This predominant quality elucidates his

character, and is deserving of minute regard by all who

wish to form a correct estimate of the Rowleian contro-

versy. A few of these are here recapitulated.

1 st. The Rev. Mr. Catcott once noticed to Chatterton

the inclined position of Temple church, in the city of

Bristol. A few days after, the blue-coat boy brought

him an old poem, transcribed, as he declared, from

Rowley, who had noticed the same peculiarity in his

day,, and had moreover written a few stanzas on the

very subject.

2ndly. A new bridge is just completed over the river

y2
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Avon, at Bristol, when Chatterton sends to the printer

a genuine description, in antiquated language, of the

passing over the old bridge, for the first time, in the

thirteenth century, on which occasion two songs are

chanted, by two saints, of whom nothing was known,

and expressed in language precisely the same as Row-

ley's, though he lived two hundred years after this event.

3rdly. Mr. Burgham, the pewterer, is credulous,

and, from some whimsical caprice in his nature, is

attached to heraldic honours. Chatterton, who ap-

proaches every man on his blind side, presents him

with his pedigree, consecutively traced from the time of

William the Conqueror, and coolly allies him to some of

the noblest houses in the kingdom !

4thly. Mr. Burgham, with little less than intuitive

discernment, is one of the first persons who expresses a

firm opinion of the authenticity and excellence of Row-

ley's Poems. Chatterton, pleased with this first blossom

of success, and from which he presaged an abundant

harvest, with an elated and grateful heart, presents him

(together with other testimonials,) with the ' Romaunte

of the Cnyghte,' a poem written by John De Burgham,

one of his own illustrious ancestors, who was the great

ornament of a period, four hundred and fifty years

antecedent ; and the more effectually to exclude sus-

picion, he accompanies it with the same poem, modern-

ized by himself J
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5thly. Chatterton wishes to obtain the good opinion

of his relation, Mr. Stephens, leather breeches maker

of Salisbury, and, from some quality, which it is possi-

ble his keen observation had noticed in this Mr.

Stephens, he deems it the most effectual way, to flatter

his vanity, and accordingly tells him, with great gra-

vity, that he traces his descent from Fitz-Stephen, son

of Stephen, Earl of Ammerle, who was son of Od, Earl

of Bloys, and Lord of Holderness, who nourished about

A. D. 1095

!

6thly. The late Mr. George Catcott, (to whom the

public are so much indebted for the preservation of

Rowley,) is a very worthy and religious man, when

Chatterton, who has implements for all work, and

commodities for all customers, like a skilful engineer,

adapts the style of his attack to the nature of the for-

tress, and presents him with the fragment of a sermon,

on the divinity of the Holy Spirit, as ' wroten by

Thomas Rowley.'

7thly. Mr. Barrett is zealous to establish the anti-

quity of Bristol. As a demonstrable evidence, Chat-

terton presents him with an escutcheon (on the autho-

rity of the same Thomas Rowley) borne by a Saxon, of

the name of Ailward, who resided in Brystow, A. D.

718!

8thly. Mr Barrett is also writing a comprehensive

History of Bristol, and is solicitous to obtain every
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scrap of information relating to so important a subject.

In the ear of Chatterton he expressed his anxiety, and

suggested to him the propriety of his examining all

Rowley's multifarious manuscripts with great care for

an object of such weight. Of all the men in the world,

Mr. Barrett could not have applied to so suitable a

person as our young bard for the amplest communica-

tion on this obscure subject. Chatterton had hitherto

conducted a manufactory of a different kind, yet he

possessed an anvil of all work, and, with the same ease,

could sharpen a needle, or mould a Colossus.

Soon after this, the blue-coat boy came breathless to

Mr. Barrett, uttering, like one of old, ' I have found

it !' He now presented the historian with two or three

notices, (in his own hand-writing, copied, as he declared,

faithfully from the originals,) of some of the ancient

Bristol churches; of course, wholly above suspicion,

for they were in the true old English style. These

communications were regarded as of inestimable value,

and the lucky finder promised to increase his vigilance,

in ransacking the whole mass of antique documents for

fresh disclosures. It was hot long before other impor-

tant scraps were discovered, conveying just the kind of

information which Mr. Barrett wanted, till, ultimately,

Chatterton furnished him with many curious particulars

concerning the castle, and every church and chapel in

he citv of Bristol ! and these are some of the choicest
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materials of Mr. Barrett's, otherwise, valuable history !

What an unprecedented instance of credulity appeared

in these transactions ! The whole of the information,

thus unhesitatingly received, being unsupported by

either document or tradition ! and resting alone on the

evidence of the 'gode prieste,' Thomas Rowley;

between whom, and Thomas Chatterton, prejudice

itself must allow, there was a great equality of talent,

as well as a great similitude of pursuits ; they were both

poets ; both antiquarians ; and both perpetually advert-

ing to heraldry

!

9thly. Public curiosity and general admiration are

excited by poems, affirmed to be from the erse of

Ossian. Chatterton, with characteristic promptitude,

instantly publishes, not imitations, but a succession of

genuine translations from the Saxon and Welsh, with

precisely the same language and imagery, though the

Saxon and Welsh were derived from different origins,

the Teutonic and Celtic ;
(which bishop Percy has most

satisfactorily shown in his able and elaborate preface to

' Mallett's Northern Antiquities,') and whose poetry,

of all their writings, was the most dissimilar; as will

instantly appear to all who compare Taliessin, and the

other Welsh bards, with the Scandinavian Edda of

Saemond.

lOthly. Mr. Walpole is writing the history of British

painters ; Chatterton, (who, to a confidential friend,
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had expressed an opinion that it was possible, by dex-

terous management, to deceive even this master in anti-

quities,) with full confidence of success, transmits to

him ' An Account of eminent Carvellers and Peyncters

who flourished in Bristol, and other parts of England,

three hundred years ago, collected for Master Canynge,

by Thomas Rowley !'

Chattertons communication furnishes an amusing

specimen of the quaint language with which this beard-

less boy deceived the old antiquarian. It commences

thus

:

'Peyncteynge ynn Englande, haveth of ould tynie

bin in ure ; for sayeth the Roman wryters, the Bry-

tonnes dyd depycte themselves yn soundry wyse, of the

fourmes of the sonne and moone, wythe the hearbe

woade : albeytte I doubt theie were no skylled car-

vellers,' &c. &c.

Mr. Walpole was so completely imposed upon, that,

in his reply, without entertaining the slightest suspicion

of the authenticity of the document, he reasons upon it

as valid, and says, ' You do not point out the exact

time when Rowley lived, which I wish to know, as I

suppose it was long before John al Ectry's discovery of

oil painting ; if so, it confirms what I have guessed,

and have hinted in my anecdotes, that oil painting was

known here much earlier than that discovery, or

revival.'
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But these are all subordinate acquisitions. Chat-

terton's ambition embraced a larger range, and was

circumscribed by no other limit, than, in the person of

Rowley, to deceive the whole world ! and that he

succeeded to a wonderful extent, is attested by the

voluminous dissertations of antiquarians, historians,

and poets. The grandeur of the object indicated the

comprehension of his mind, as well as his inexhausti-

ble resources, and its partial success stands as a lasting

monument of the height to which deception may attain,

when conducted with skill, and supported by the

essential prerequisite of genius.

Another argument, of overwhelming importance,

may be deduced from the following reflection : all the

poets who thus owe their existence to Chatterton, write

in the same harmonious style, and display the same

tact and superiority of genius. Other poets, living

in the same, or different ages, exhibit a wide diversity

in judgment, fancy, and the higher creative faculty of

imagination, so that a discriminating mind can distin-

guish an individual character in almost every separate

writer ; but here are persons living in different ages ;

moving in different stations ; exposed to different

circumstances ; and expressing different sentiments

;

yet all of whom betraying the same peculiar habits, with

the same talents and facilities of composition. This is

evidenced, whether it be

—
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The Abbatte John, living in the year 1186

Seyncte Baldwynne .

.

.

,

1247

Seyncte Warburgie J . . . 1247

John de Burgham .

.

. . 1320

The Rawfe Chedder Chappmanne 1356

Syr Thybbot Gorges . . .

.

1440

Syr Wm. Canynge .

.

. . 1469

Thomas Rowley .

.

.

.

1469

Carpenter, Bishoppe of Worcester

Ecca, Bishoppe of Hereforde

Elmar, Bishoppe of Selseie

John Ladgate, or,

Mayster John a Iscam.

And the whole of these poets, with the exception of

Ladgate, completely unknown to the world, till called

from their dormitory by Chatterton ! Such a fact would

be a phenomenon unspeakably more inexplicable than

that of ascribing Rowley to a youth of less than sixteen,

who had made ' Antique Lore ' his peculiar study,

and who was endued with precocious, and almost

unlimited genius.

Those who are aware of the transitions and fluctua-

tions which our language experienced in the intermedi-

ate space comprised between Chaucer and Sir Thomas

More ; and still greater between Robert of Gloucester,

1278, and John Trevisa, or his contemporary, Wlckliff,

who died 1384, know, to a certainty, that the writers
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enumerated by Chatterton, without surmounting a

physical impossibility, could not have written in the

same undeviating style.

No sophisticated reasoning can undermine this im-

pregnable argument. But, perhaps, it may be affirmed

that numerous old parchments were obtained from the

Muniment-Room or elsewhere.* This fact is undenia-

* The word elsewhere, is here introduced to imply that these

MSS. (whatever they were) were not originally deposited in Redcliff

Church Muniment-Room : a fact which has recently been elicited

by George Cumberland, Esq. of Bristol. An old lady, lately de-

ceased, Mrs. Edkins, informed Mr. C. that, when she was young,

she remembered to have seen numerous old parchments in Canning's

house, in Redcliff-street. The uncle of this lady occupied Canning's

house, so that she had frequent opportunities of observing these

parchments. They were kept, she said, in chests in the room which

was called " The.King's room," from the circumstance of Edward

the Fourth, and Richard the Third having dined in this room with

Alderman Canning. But the most important part of Mrs. Edkins'

testimony, is the following : she distinctly remembered the time

when her uncle had these eoffers, or chests, removed from Canning's

house by men " with long poles," to the Muniment-Room, in Red-

cliff Church, in order that they might be out of the way. She also

remembered to have seen some of these parchments, afterwards, in

old Mr. Chatterton's house, when she said to him, " Why, these

are some of the parchments which I saw in Canning's house ;" an

affirmation which he did not deny ; and the above occurrence com-

pletely proves the absurdity of the supposition that these parch-

ments had been preserved from decay, in the exposed Muniment-

Room, for more than three hundred years.

These old deeds, or a large proportion of them, found their way

VOL. II 2 c
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ble ; but they are understood to consist of ancient

ecclesiastical deeds, as unconnected with poetry, as

they are with galvanism.

The most determined advocate of Rowley will hardly

contend, in the face of these objections, that the

poetical train of writers, brought forward by Chatter-

ton, wrote all the various poems ascribed to them

;

men who, though possessing claims to distinction when

writers were few, and commendation was cheap,

intensely slept for ages, and suddenly burst from their

cemeteries, like stars, to form a new constellation in

the regions of poetry. In this dilemma, the inference

becomes unavoidable, that, if these compositions were

not written by the respective men lo whom they are

ascribed, who could have been their author but Chat-

terton ? and if Chatterton composed these, who shall

deny to him the whole of Rowley ? seeing there is a

perfect uniformity between all the writers, in the

into the hands of a gentleman in Cambridge, who lately bequeathed

them to Mr. Cumberland, who will, doubtless, soon have them

examined, and it will then be ascertained, whether parchments,

expressing often Rowley's name, and referring to Rowley's period,

contain any thing more than points of local history. Whoever

expects to find in this antiquated assemblage another Ella, or a

counterpart of the Battle of Hastings, will prove to be as much

disappointed as the man who waits till the fire ceases to warm, or

the brook to flow. Somewhat less conclusive evidence of the same

fact, (which no sober inquirer could have doubted,) has been

obtained bv the writer also.
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harmony, the language, and the train of their sen-

timent ?

The author will he pardoned for once more advert-

ing to this argument, as it is the strong hold of the

question. It rests on no suhtle and equivocal train of

reasoning, hut derives its efficacy from an incontrover-

tible fact, the full force of which is perceivable by all

capacities. Let the dispassionate enquirer ask himself,

whether he thinks it possible for men, living in distant

ages, when our language was unformed, and therefore

its variations the greater, to write in the same style ?

Whether it was possible for the Abbatte John, composing

in the year 1186, (when the amalgamation of the

Saxon and the Norman, formed an almost inexplicable

jargon,) to write in a manner, as to its construction,

intimately resembling that now in vogue. On the

contrary, how easy is the solution, when we admit

that the person who wrote the first part of the Battle

of Hastings, and the death of Syr Charles Bawdin,

wrote also all the rest.

Does it not appear marvellous, that the learned advo-

cates of Rowley should not have regarded the ground

on which they stood as somewhat instable, when they

found Chatterton readily avow that he wrote the first

part of the Battle of Hastings, and discovered the

second, as composed three hundred years before, by

Thomas Rowley ? This was indeed an unparalleled

2c2
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coincidence. A boy writes the commencement of a

narrative poem, and then finds in the Muniment-Room,

the second part, or a continuation, by an old secular

priest, with the same characters, written in the same

style, and even in the same metre ! Had Chatterton

found the first part, he might have imitated the origi-

nal, with some plausibility, but to believe that the

circumstances, as they are now stated, could have

taken place, manifests a degree of credulity, over

which, out of respect for the dead, Ave would fain

draw a permanent veil.

Another extraordinary feature in the question, is the

following : there are preserved in the British Museum,

numerous deeds and proclamations, by Thomas Rowley

(in Chatterton's writing,) relating to the antiquities of

Bristol, all in modern English, designed, no doubt, by

the young bard, for his friend Mr. Barrett ; but the

chrysalis had not yet advanced to its winged state.

One of the proclamations begins thus :

" To all christian people to whom this indented wri-

ting shall come, William Canynge, of Bristol, merchant,

and Thomas Rowley, priest, send greeting : Whereas

certain disputes have arisen between," &c. &c.

Who does not perceive that these were the first rough

sketches of genuine old documents that were to be?

In an account of " St. Marie Magdalene's Chapele, by

Thomas Rowley," deposited also in the British Museum,
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there is the following sentence, , which implies much :

" iElle, the founder thereof, was a manne myckle

stronge yn vanquysheynge the Danes, as yee maie see

ynne mie unwordie Entyrlude of iElla !"

It is Rome or Carthage. It is Rowley or Chatterton;

and a hope is cherished that the public, from this

moment, will concur in averring that there is neither

internal, nor external evidence, to authorize the belief

that a single line of either the prose or the verse, attri-

buted to Rowley, or the rest of his apocryphal charac-

ters, was written by any other than that prodigy of the

eighteenth century, Thomas Chatterton.*

* There is talent clearly evidenced in both the prose and the

verse of Chatterton, notwithstanding the extreme haste with which

the whole was written ; but his reputation rests, exclusively, on

Rowley, the deliberate effusion of his genius. None of his other

writings, it must be admitted, possess the principles of vitality.

This opportunity is taken to do some justice to the memory of

Chatterton, by separating his name from several articles which

have been injuriously ascribed to him. The editors of the last

edition of his works, placed too implicit a reliance on the accuracy

of former editors, in adopting the whole of " Chatterton's Miscel-

lanies," as genuine. A subsequent examination, however, with

some fresh sources of information, has satisfied them that the

" Memoirs of a Sad Dog," (a low and worthless piece,) which has

too long reflected discredit on Chatterton's name, was not written by

him. This remark applies also to several of the other pieces.

It may here be incidentally noticed, that the intellectual reputa-

tion of Chatterton stands too high to be assailed, but Ids moral

2 c 3
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The opinion entertained by many, that Chatterton

found part of Rowley, and invented the rest, is attended

with insurmountable objections, and is never advanced

but in the deficiency of better argument ; for, in the

first place, those who favour this supposition, have

never supported it by the shadow of proof, or the

semblance even of fair inferential reasoning ; and, in

the second place, he who wrote half, could have writ-

ten the whole ; and, in the third, and principal place,

there are no inequalities in the poems ; no dissimilar

and incongruous parts, but all is regular and consistent,

and without (in the strict sense of the word,) bearing

any resemblance to the writers of the period when

Rowley is stated to have lived.

Whoever examines the beautiful tragedy of Ella, will

find an accurate adjustment of plan, which precludes

the possibility of its having been conjointly written by

character should not be abandoned by the reader on account of two

or three objectionable expressions, (however much to be regretted,)

which he uttered, in moments of hilarity, or in seasons of depres-

sion Censure, if indulged, must be tempered by the recollection

of his fidelity to his friends, and the affection which the bard inva-

riably testified for his mother and sister. The rest must be left

with the Father of Mercies, who will judge "righteousjudgment."

His insanity does not admit of a doubt ; produced, as it was, by

great mental distress. His fond and anxious mother, Mrs. Newton

told the writer, she always predicted that " her poor boy would one

day lose his senses !"
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different persons, at the distance of centuries. With,

respect, also, to the structure of the language, it is

incontrovertibly modern, as well as uniform with itself,

and exhibits the most perfect specimens of harmony

;

which cannot be interrupted by slight orthographical

redundances, nor by the sprinkling of a few uncouth

and antiquated words.

The structure of Rowley's verse is so unequivocally

modern, that, by substituting the present orthography

for the past, and changing two or three of the old

words, the fact must become obvious, even to those

who are wholly unacquainted with the barbarisms of

the " olden time." As a corroboration of this remark,

the first verse of the song to iElla may be adduced.

" Oh thou, or what remains of thee,

JEM&, thou darling of futurity.

Let this, my song, bold as thy courage be,

As everlasting—to posterity."

Or four stanzas may be extracted from one of the

most pathetic poems the English language contains;

although the plagiarism from Shakspeare is flagrant.

Oh ! sing unto me roundelay

;

Oh ! drop the briny tear with me
;

Dance no more at holy day

;

Like a running river be

:

My love is dead,

Gone to his death-bed,

All under the willow tree.
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Black his hair as the winter night

;

*

White his rode [complexion] as the summer snow

;

Red his face as the morning light

;

Cold he lies in the grave below,

My love is dead,

Gone to his death-bed,

All under the willow tree.
'

Hark ! the raven flaps his wing

In the briard dell below

;

Hark ! the death-owl loud doth sing

To the night-mares as they go.

My love is dead,

Gone to Ms death-bed,

All under the willow tree.

See the white moon shines on high,

Whiter is my true love's shroud

;

Whiter than the morning sky,

Whiter than the evening cloud

;

My love is dead,

Gone to his death-bed,

All under the willow tree.

But, perhaps, the most convincing proof of this

modern character of Rowley's verse, may be derived

from the commencement of the chorus in Godwin.

" When Freedom, dress'd in blood-stain'd vest,

To every knight her war-song sung,

Upon her head, wild weeds were spread,

A gory anlace by her hung.

She danced on the heath ;

She heard the voice of death ;
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Pale-eyed Affright, his heart of silver hue,

In vain essay'd his hosom to acale, [freeze]

She heard, enflamed, the shivering voice of woe,

And sadness in the owlet shake the dale.

She shook the pointed spear ;

On high she raised her shield
;

Her foeman all appear,

And fly along the field.

Power, with his head exalted to the skies,

His spear a sun-beam, and his shield a star,

Round, like two flaming meteors, rolls his eyes,

Stamps with his iron foot, and sounds to war

:

She sits upon a rock,

She bends before his spear

;

She rises from the shock,

Wielding her own in air.

Hard as the thunder doth she drive it on,

And, closely mantled, guides it to his crown,

His long sharp spear, his spreading shield, is gone
;

He falls, and, falling, rolleth thousands down."

Every reader must be struck •with the modern cha-

racter of these extracts, nor can he fail to have noticed

the lyrical measure, so eminently felicitous, with which

the preceding ode commences ; together with the bold

image of Freedom triumphing over Power. If the

merits of the Rowleian Controversy rested solely on

this one piece, it would be decisive, for no man, in the

least degree familiar with our earlier metrical composi-

tions, (and especially if he were a poet,) could hesitate

a moment in assigning this chorus to a recent period.
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It is impossible not to believe tbat tbe wbole of

Rowley was written at first in modern English, and

tben the orthographical metamorphose commenced; and

to one who had prepared himself, like Chatterton,

with a dictionary, alternately modern and old, and old

and modern, the task of transformation was not difficult,

even to an ordinary mind. It should be remembered,

also, that Chatterton furnished a complete glossary to

the whole of Rowley. Had he assumed ignorance, it

might have checked, without removing, suspicion, but,

at present, it appears inexplicable, that our sage prede-

cessors should not have been convinced that one who

could write, in his own person, with such superiority

as Chatterton indisputably did, would be quite compe-

tent to give words to another, the meaning of which

he so well understood himself.

But the thought will naturally arise, what could have

prompted Chatterton, endued, as he was, with so much

original talent, to renounce his own personal aggran-

dizement, and to transfer the credit of his opulence to

another. It is admitted to be an improvident expenditure

of reputation, but no inference advantageous to Rowley

can be deduced from this circumstance. The eccentrici-

ties, and aberrations of genius, have rarely been restrict-

-ed by line and plummet, and the present is a memorable

example of perverted talent ; but all this may be conced-

ed, without shaking the argument here contended for.
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There is a process in all our pursuits, and the nice

inspector of associations can almost uniformly trace his

predilections to some definite cause. This, doubtless,

was the case with Chatterton. He found old parch-

ments early in life. In the first instance, it became

an object of ambition to decipher the obscure. One

difficulty surmounted, strengthened the capacity for

conquering others : perseverance gave facility, till at

length his vigorous attention was effectually directed to

what he called " antique lore :" and this confirmed bias

of his mind, connected, as it was, with his inveterate

proneness to impose on others, and supported by talents

which have scarcely been equalled, reduces the magni-

fied wonder of Rowley, to a plain, comprehensible

question.

There was, and, perhaps, may still be, another class

of objectors, with whom the grand reason for maintain-

ing the genuineness of these poems, is, the difficulty or

conceiving it practicable that compositions, like those of

Rowley, invested with so splendid an array of excel-

lence, should have heen wholly written by a boy of

fifteen. This argument, at first, conveys great force,

but it vanishes into " thin air," when the character and

qualities of this marvellous youth are duly estimated.

When we consider Chatterton as the sole author of

Rowley, and that he composed the whole of these

poems between the age of fourteen and sixteen; without
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hyperbole, and in the soberest estimate, it is fair to

proclaim him the very first of all premature geniuses.

The high ground which he occupies, does not arise

from acquirements ; there, he has been surpassed by

the admirable Orichton, Clench, Servin, Barretier, Stone,

Buxton, Psalmanazar, Murray, &c. but Chatterton's

superiority arises from that which is far more unequivo-

cal ; from his writings ; from his original effort ! The

individuals with whom he is contrasted, (with the

exception of Buxton,) had read more, knew more, and

dazzled more, by the multiplicity of their acquisitions
;

but neither one, nor all united, ever wrote, at his age,

with half the commanding superiority of the blue-coat

boy of Bristol.

Dean Milles, in his admiration of Rowley, appeared

(strangely enough !) to derive pleasure from depreci-

ating Chatterton, who had avowed himself the writer of

that inimitable poem, " The Death of Syr Charles

Bawdin," but the Dean, well knowing the train of

fearful and inevitable consequences which would follow

on this admission, laboured hard to impeach the vera-

city of our bard, and represented him as one who, from

vanity, assumed to himself the writing of another

!

We know well how to interpret this declaration, but

Dean Milles affirms, that of this " Death of Syr Charles

Bawdin," " A greater variety of internal proofs may be

produced, for its authenticity, than for that f any
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other piece in the whole collection !" This, virtually,

was abandoning the question ; for, since we know that

Chatterton did write " The Death of Syr Charles Baw-

din," we know, according to the above admission, that he

wrote that which had stronger proofs of the authenticity

of Rowley than all the other pieces in the collection !

The numerous proofs adduced of Chatterton's passion

for fictitious statements; of his intimate acquaintance

with antiquated language ; of the almost preternatural

maturity of his mind ; of the dissimilitude of Rowley's

language to contemporaneous writers ; and of the obvi-

ously modern structure of all the compositions which

the young bard produced, as the writings of Rowley

and others, form, it is presumed, a mass of Anti-Row-

leian evidence, which proves that Chatterton possessed

that peculiar disposition, as well as those pre-eminent

talents, the union of which was both necessary and

equal to the great production of Rowley.

But the confidence we express, as to the result of

this inquiry, should be tempered by an abstinence

from all asperity towards those who have confided in

the reality of the Bristol priest. When the public saw

men of great research, like Dr. Glynn and Jacob Bry--

ant, affirming the genuineness of Rowley; and when

they found the learned Dean Milles, president of the

Antiquarian Society, not only concurring in their views,

but publishing a splendid royal quarto edition of Row-

VOL. II 2 D
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ley's Poems, accompanied with corroborative disserta-

tions, it required, in every oppugner, the profoundest

reliance on the convictions of his understanding. In

the calmest estimation, it did appear little less than

impossible that an uneducated boy, of about fifteen,

should have produced the matured excellencies of

Rowley ; but genius expatiates in an atmosphere of its

own, and, occasionally confounds the rigid scrutinizer,

by exhibiting effects beyond the range of his calcula-

tion; and this example of Chatterton absolutely furnish-

es a new feature in the history of the human mind !

I may now finally remark, that till of late, the cha-

racter of Chatterton could have been but imperfectly

understood. Independently of his more substantiated

and higher claims, it now derives additional stability

from his acknowledged productions, and is exhibited in

so many new points of view, that few, hereafter, will recur

to the most specious and popular argument, and found

the claims of Rowley on the incompetence of Chatter-

ton. The prior absence of this full and undeniable

proof, is some apology for those who have hitherto

advocated the " Priest of St. John's," but the spirit of

candour will now, doubtless, submit to the weight of

evidence, and the laurel be awarded to that illustrious

youth, who reflects honour on the city, the age, and

the nation, that produced him, and whose melancholy

story will never be remembered but with a sigh

!

**********



SATANIC SCHOOL.
( Volume First, p. Ill J

Mr. Southey, in his Poem of the " Vision of Judg-

ment," thus impressively comments on Lord Byron,

and the " Satanic School."

" I am well aware that the public are peculiarly

intolerant of such innovations ; not less so than the

populace are of any foreign fashion, whether of foppery

or convenience. Would that this literary intolerance

were under the influence of a saner judgment, and

regarded the morals more than the manner of a compo-

sition ; the spirit rather than the form ! Would that

it were directed against those monstrous combinations

of horrors and mockery, lewdness and impiety, with

which English poetry has, in our days, first been

polluted ! For more than half a century English

literature had been distinguished by its moral purity,

the effect, and, in its turn, the cause of an improve-

ment in national manners. A father might, without

apprehension of evil, have put into the hands of his

children any book which issued from the press, if it

2d2
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did not bear, either in its title-page or frontispiece,

manifest signs that it was intended as furniture for

the brothel. There was no danger in any work which

bore the name of a respectable publisher, or was to be

procured at any respectable booksellers. This was

particularly the case with regard to our poetry. It is

now no longer so ; and woe to those by Avhom the

offence cometh ! The greater the talents of the

offender, the greater is his guilt, and the more endu-

ring will be his shame. Whether it be that the laws

are in themselves unable to abate an evil of this

magnitude, or whether it be that they are remissly

administered, and with such injustice that the celebrity

of an offender serves as a privilege whereby he obtains

impunity, individuals are bound to consider that such

pernicious works would neither be published nor

written, if they were discouraged as they might, and

ought to be, by public feeling ; every person, therefore,

who purchases such books, or admits them into his

house, promotes the mischief, and thereby, as far as

in him lies, becomes an aider and abettor of the

crime.

" The publication of a lascivious book is one of the

worst offences which can be committed against the well-

being of society. It is a sin, to the consequences of

which no limits can be assigned ; and those consequen-

ces no after repentance in the writer can counteract.
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Whatever remorse of conscience he may feel when his

hour comes (and come it must !) will be of no avail.

The poignancy of a death-bed repentance cannot

cancel one copy of the thousands which are sent

abroad ; and as long as it continues to be read, so long

is he the pander of posterity, and so long is he heaping

up guilt upon his soul in perpetual accumulation.

" These remarks are not more severe than the offence

deserves, even when applied to those immoral writers

who have not been conscious of any evil intention in

their writings, who would acknowledge a little levity,

a little warmth of colouring, and so forth, in that sort

of language with which men gloss over their favourite

vices, and deceive themselves. What then should be

said of those for whom the thoughtlessness and inebriety

of wanton youth can no longer be pleaded, but who

have written in sober manhood, and with deliberate

purpose?—Men of diseased* hearts and depraved

* Summi poetse in omni poetarum sseculo viri fuerimt probi : in

nostris id vidimus et videmus ; neque alius est error a veritate

longius quam magna ingenia magnis necessario corrumpi vitiis.

Seeundo plerique posthabent primum, hi malignitate, illi ignoran-

tia ; et quam aliquem inveniunt styli morumque vitiis notatum, nee

infieetum tamen nee in libris edendis pareum, eum stipant, predi-

cant, occupant, amplectuntur. Si mores aliquantulum vellet

corrigere, si stylum curare paululum, si fervido ingenio temperare,

si morse tantillum interponere, turn ingens nescio quid et vere

epicum, quadraginta annos natus, procuderat. Ignorant vero

2d2 >
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imaginations, who, forming a system of opinions to

suit their own unhappy course of conduct, have

rebelled against the holiest ordinances of human society,

and hating that revealed religion which, with all their

efforts and bravadoes, they are unable entirely to

disbelieve, labour to make others as miserable as

themselves, by infecting them with a moral virus

that eats into the soul ! The school which they have

set up may properly be called the Satanic School - for

though their productions breathe the spirit of Belial

in their lascivious parts, and the spirit of Moloch in

those loathsome images of atrocities and horrors which

they delight to represent, they are more especially

characterised by a Satanic spirit of pride and audacious

fmpiety, which still betrays the wretched feeling of

hopelessness wherewith it is allied.

febriculis non indicari vires, impatientiam ab imbecillitate non

differre , ignorant a levi homine et inconstante multa fortasse scribi

posse plusquam medioeria, nihil eompositum, arduum, feternum.

Savaffius Landor, De Cultu atque Usu Latini Sermonis.

This essay, which is full of fine critical remarks and striking

thoughts felicitously expressed, reached me from Pisa, while the

proof of the present sheet was before me. Of its author, (the

author of Gebir, and Count Julian) I will only say in this place, that,

to have obtained his approbation as a poet, and possessed his

friendship as a man, will be remembered among the honours

of my life, when the petty enmities of this generation will be

forgotten, and its ephemeral reputation shall have past away.
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" This evil is political as well as moral, for indeed

moral and political evils are inseparably connected.

Truly has it been affirmed by one of our ablest and

clearest reasoners,* that ' tbe destruction of govern-

' ments may be proved and deduced from the general

' con-uption of the subjects' manners, as a direct and

* natural cause thereof, by a demonstration as certain

' as any in the mathematics.' There is no maxim

more frequently enforced by Machiavelli, than that

where the manners of a people are generally corrupted,

there the government cannot long subsist,—a truth

which all history exemplifies ; and there is no means

whereby that corruption can be so surely and rapidly

diffused, as by poisoning the waters of literature.

" Let rulers of the state look to this, in time ! But,

to use the words of South, if ' our physicians think

* the best way of curing a disease is to pamper it.

—

' the Lord in mercy prepare the kingdom to suffer,

' what He by miracle only can prevent
!'

" No apology is offered for these remarks. The

subject led to them ; and the occasion of introducing

them was willingly taken, because it is the duty of

every one, whose opinion may have any influence,

to expose the drift and aim of those writers who are

labouring to subvert the foundations of human virtue,

and of human happiness."

* South.



THE KILLCROP.
( Volume Second, p. 24.)

A SCENK BETWEEN BENEDICT, A GERMAN PEASANT, AND FATHER
KARL, AN OLD NEIGHBOUR.

Eight years since, (says a German writer of the 15th century,) at

Dessaw, I did see and touch a changed childe, which was twelve

years of age ; hee had his eies and all his members like another

childe : hee did nothing but feed, and would eat as much as two

clowns, or threshers. When one touched it, then it cried out

:

when any evil happened in the hous, then it laughed and was joiful

;

but when all went well, then it cried and was very sad.

In Saxonia, near unto Halberstad, was a man that also had a

Killcrop, who sucked the mother and five other women drie : and

besides, devoured very much. This man was advised that hee

should in his pilgrimage to Halberstad, make a promiss of the

Killcrop to the Virgin Marie, and should caus him there to bee

rocked, (or cast from a rock.) This advice the man followed, and

carried the changeling thither in a basket. But going over a river,

beeing upon the bridg, another Divcl that was below in the river

called, and said, "Killcrop, Killcrop !" Then the childe in the

basket (which never before spake one word) answered, " Ho, Ho.1'

The man beeing much affrighted thereat, threw the childe, with

the basket, over the bridg into the water. Whereupon the two

Divels flew away together, and cried, "Ho, Ho, Ha," tumbling

themselvs one over another, and so vanished.

"Changelings and Killciops (said this writer,) Supponit Satan in
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locum verorum Jiliorum ; for the Devil hath this power, that hee

ohangeth children, and instead thereof laieth divels [in the cradles.

They cannot be known the first year ; but are known only by suck-

ing the mothers drie."

In justice to the writer cited, it should be remembered, that this

superstition was common to his age, and to which Satanic delusion

so many children in that period were sacrificed

!

BENEDICT.

Thou squalling imp, lie still ! Is n't it enough

To eat two pounds for a breakfast, but again,
]

Before the sun's half risen, I must hear

This cry ? as though thy stomach was as empty

As old Karl's head, that yonder limps along

Mouthing his crust. I'll haste to Halberstad !

A short mile only. (Enter Father Karl.)

KARL.

Benedict, how now

!

Earnest and out of breath, why in this haste ?

What hast thou in thy basket ?

BENEDICT.

Stand aside

!

No moment this for converse. Ask to-morrow

And I will answer thee, but I am now

About to punish Beelzebub. Take care,

My business is important.

KARL.

What ! about
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To punish the arch fiend ? I'll lend a hand

On this occasion.

BENEDICT.

Father, stand aside

!

I hate this parley ! Stand aside, I say !

KARL.

Good Benedict, be not o'ercome by rage,

But listen to an old man.—What is 't there

"Within thy basket ?

BENEDICT.

Tis the devil's changeling,

A thumping Killcrop ! {uncovers the basket)

Yes, 'tween thee and me, (whispering)

Our neighbour Balderic's changed for his son Will

!

KARL.

An idle thought ! I say it is a child;

A fine one too !

BENEDICT.

A child ! thou dreaming grey-beard

!

Nothing wilt thou believe like other people.

Did ever mortal man see child like this

!

Why 'tis a Killcrop, manifest as day.

Look there ! I'd rather see a dead pig snap

At the butcher's knife, than call this thing a child,

See how he stares !
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KABL.

This is most wonderful

To my plain mind. I've often heard of Killcrops

And laugh'd at th' tale most heartily ; hut now

I'll mark him well, and see if there he truth

In these said creatures. (looks at the basket.)

A finer child ne'er hreath'd !

Thou art mistaken, Benedict ! thine eyes

See things confused ! But let me hear thee say

What are the signs by which thou know'st the difference

Twixt 'Crop and Child.

BENEDICT.

The difference ! mercy on us !

That I should talk to such a heretic

—

Dost know the marks between the moon and stars ?

KABL.

From infancy.

BENEDICT.
9

Then these are things so near,

That I might pardon one who hesitates,

Doubting between them. But the 'Crop and Child !

They are so wide apart, that I should look

Sooner to hear the frog teach harmony,

Than meet a man with hairs so grey as thine,

Who did not know the difference.

KABL.

Benedict

!
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The oldest 'ere he die, something may learn
;

And I shall hear, gladly, the certain marks

That show the Killcrop.

BENEDICT.

Father, listen then—
The Killcrop, mark me, for a true man's child

At first might he mistaken—has two eyes

And nose, and mouth, yet these are semblances

Deceitful, for, as father Wurtzer says

There's something underneath.

KARL.

Good Benedict

!

If Killcrops look like children, by what power

Know you they are not ?

benedict !

This from you, old Father !

Why when they are pinch'd they squeak !

KARL.

This is not strange,

All children cry when pinch'd.

BENEDICT.

But then their maws !

The veriest company of threshing clowns

"Would think they had no appetite, compared

With this and the rest of 'em—gormandizing beast

!

See how he yawns for food !
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KARL.

But Benedict

!

When hunger stings, thou openest too thy mouth.

What other evidence ?

BENEDICT.

Why, Devil-like,

When any evil happens, hy his grin

'Twill always tell ye, and when tidings good

Come near, the beasts of twins delivered, or

—

Com sold at market, or the harvest in,

The raven never croak'd more dismally

Before the sick man s window, than this 'Crop,

With disappointment howls. And then, a mark

Infallible, that shows the Killcrop true,

Is this, old man, he sucks his mother dry !

'Twas but the other day, in our village,

A Killcrop suck'd his mother and five more

Dry as a whet-stone. Dost thou now believe ?

KARL.

Good Benedict, all children laugh and cry !

And, idle stories, who can credit them ?

I have my doubts.

BENEDICT.

Doubts hast thou ? well-a-day

I'll tell thee as true a story as ever man

Told to another. I had a Changeling once

Laid in my cradle, but, quick-sighted grown,

VOL. II. 2 E
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I spied him out ! and knowing Satan's drift,

I balk'd him. Toward the lofty church that stands

Oyer yon river, I the Killcrop took

To ask advice, how to dispose of him

Of th' holy Father. When, by the moon on high,

('Tis true I fear'd him) as I past the bridge,

Bearing him in my arms, he gave a leap

And over the rails jump'd headlong, laughing loud

With a fellow-fiend, that from the waves beneath

Bawl'd, "Killcrop I Killcrop!"

KARL.

Art thou sure he laugh'd,

Might it not be a cry ?

BENEDICT.

Why ! that it might

;

I won't be certain, but that he jump'd over

And splash'd and dash'd into the water beneath,

Making fierce gestures and loud bellowings ;

I could as soon a witch's innocence

Believe, as doubt it.

KARL.

Benedict ! now say !

Did'st thou not throw him over ?

BENEDICT.

Throw him over

!

Why, man, I could as easily have tamed

A struggling whale. It needed iron arms
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To hold him ; and when he the water reach'd,

Grasping the fiend, I never shall forget

The cries, the yells, the shouts ; it seem'd to me

That thunder was dove's cooing to the noise

These Killcrops made, as splashing, roaring, laughing,

With their Ha, ha, ha, so ominous ! they rush'd

Down the hroad stream.—That very night our cow

Sicken'd and died. Saints aid us ! while these 'Crops

Poison the air, they'll have enough to do

To stay the pestilence.

KARL.

But Benedict,

Be not outrageous ! I am old d'ye see.

Trust me, thou art mistaken, 'tis no Killcrop ;

This I aver. Poor infant ! hand him here.

BENEDICT.

Stand off" ! The Devil lent him, and again

I will return him honestly, and rid

Earth of one hane.

KARL.

Thou dost not mean to kill

!

Forbear the deed ! I have, of young and old,

In truth, a houseful, yet I'll not refuse

If thou wilt give him me, to take one more.

Let me intreat

!

2e2
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BENEDICT.

Away ! I say, away I

Even if an Angel came to beg him of me,

I should suspect imposture, for I know

He could not ask a Killcrop. 'Tis a thing

Heaven hath no need of. Ere an hour be past.

From yon tall rock I'll hurl him to perdition.

KARL

Repeat it not f Oh spare the infant I Hear

His silent pleadings ! My cold creeping blood

Revolts with indignation, at the thought

So horrible. Thou must not do the deed.

BENEDICT.

Not punish Satan I I hare learnt too well

From Father Wurtzer. Once again, stand off I

I'll rocket him.

KARL.

Good Father Benedict.

Throw ope thy basket. Let me see once more

This Changeling. If he be in verity

A monster, and a Killcrop, let him die I

BENEDICT.

Tbe dawn of reason is a pleasant thing.

Look here ! (Opens the Basket.)

KARL.

An angel's smile upon his brow !
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In language which the heart can understand

It cries, " spare me !" Look thyself again !

I do implore thee, Benedict.

BENEDICT.

Well, well

!

Let me survey more close. {Looks.) He has a smile

!

A gleam of playfulness shoots o'er his face.

Is this the same ? for never Killcrop true,

Methought, was mantled in such innocence.

KARL.

Brave Benedict ! neighbour and friend so long,

Hast thou so little sense as not to see

That while we have been pleading, the black fiend

Touch'd with compunction, has restored the Child,

And given thee back thy own ! A blessed Babe !

If thou wilt spare, these arms shall welcome him !

These hands shall feed.

BENEDICT.

I think he must be changed ;

The sight is new. By all the saints on high.

Thou shalt not have the child ! Thus changed again,

I feel the warm blood mantling at my heart.

Good, kind, Old Karl, one favour now I ask.

The changling still has being. If thou canst

By dint of intrepidity and speed,
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O'ertake, or by the "Wizard's subtlety

Find out the vanish'd Killcrop, and wilt swear

To cast him headlong from some eminence

So that he die, I'll bear this darling Boy

Back to its mother, and at vesper time,

A prayer shall rise for blessings on thy head.

KARL.

I'll try ! I'll swear ! Farewell. Detain me not

!

(Exit Karl.)

Benedict. (patting the child's face.

)

I joy to see my darling once again.

(Exit Benedict with his basket)



FACTORY CHILDREN.

It was with the very greatest satisfaction I read in the

Quarterly Review (Dec. 1836,) a humane and compre-

hensive article, on the enormities of the Factory system.

My mind had been deeply impressed on this subject, so

early as the year 1793, when a manufacturer from the

north, contracted in Bristol for a whole waggon-load of

children, of the ages, from six to eight. Professions

were made "that they should not be overworked; (mere-

ly a few hours in a day) that they should have plenty

of time for recreation ; that they should pursue their

learning ; that they should be well fed ; well clothed ;

well taken care of; and be all a company of happy little

creatures." Let the reader now read the impressive

paper on the state of factory children in the above

review, (founded on the report of the Parliamentry

Commissioners,) and then recollect, that with all the

recent ameliorations, if the system be so bad now, what

must it have been, when the friendless destitute children

depended alone on the tender mercies of their Egyptian

task-masters !
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But to return to Bristol. The fatal morning arrived

!

The tilted waggon drew up at the Iron Gate of the

Hospital ! an immense crowd thronged the street.

The Infants were all marched out, two and two,

pleased (children like) with the prospect of a ride.

The waggon was filled, with the close-packing of a

slave deck ! dozens of little hands were simultane-

ously stretched out in salutations with friends, and

when the waggon drove off, the sobs and the groans

told who were the fathers and the mothers in that

large assemblage !—The children were inhumanly con-

sidered as merchandize, fairly bought and sold; the

sellers rejoiced at their good bargains, and the mer-

chants in flesh and bones, made the most of their

commodities !*

* This was an affecting sight, resembling on a smaller scale, the

parting of the Hessian Troops, during the American war, when the

British Government contracted for an army of German mercenaries,

(of the fatherly Potentate, the Prince of Hesse-Cassell,) that they

might be wafted across the Atlantic, and there kill and be killed

in any cause, and all for a little extra pay ! But even such men

could not extinguish the feelings of nature. Schiller has described

the scene, when these Hessians received the last greeting of their

Fathers and Mothers, their Brothers and Sisters, their Wives and

Children, immediately before they were marched off, and no

incident on record was more touching, and heart rending ! They

might still talk of their " father land," and the loves they had

left behind, but few of them ever returned to tell their melancholy

tale.
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In my Poem of "Malvern Hills," I alluded to Factory

Children. If I give the extract here, it will be with

the hope of being tolerated on account of the endeavour

entertained of adding some little to the effect of more

powerful advocates.

" But we have slaves at home, and merchants too,

Kin to the Guinea traffickers, who deal,

(Without a slur, or breath of calumny

On their fair names,) in life's blood of their kind !

Those, who, with distant fetters, bind the slave,

Are branded as a base fraternity,

But the Slave-merchant on the English soil,

He, and his peers, are " honorable men ;"

Legal in all they do, and scrupulous

Not to exceed the sacred bounds of right.

Domestic slaves, who raise no uproar rude,

But calmly suffer, far from public gaze,

(Often, through avocations leagued with death;

" Dying so slowly that none call it murder !") *

Our eyes, o'er these home sufferers, when beheld,

Wander regardless, like philosophers,

Who point their tubes to comet's devious course,

Or satellite, obscure, but, nothing heed

Objects less far.

* Coleridge.
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Behold yon Edifice

!

Form'd for an eastern king, as it might seem,

So spacious, and commanding ; broad and high

:

Beauty without,—enormity within !

The house where children work, and pine and die !

Th' indignant spirit mourns so base a part,

Acted by men, who force the infant throng,

From morn to lengthen'd eve, unceasingly,

To toil, and toil ; the holiday of life,

With them past by, ere scarce it is begun.

Before the lisp of infancy be past,

They waste their tender strength, not in the hours,

When health and labor join fraternity,

But by protracted, midnight services,

Assailed by langour, loathsomeness, disease,

Till death, the friend of misery, close the scene

!

Amid this field of mourning, mighty men !

Inheritors of all luxurious things,

Slave-Merchants legalized, whose wealth commands

A tyrannous control o'er multitudes,

" Flesh of their flesh ;" these sons of eminence

Review their riches, boast their houses, lands j

Loll at their boards ; congratulations, warm,

Receive, and pass, whilst boisterous mirth prevails ;

Yet who, amid their revelries, ne'er think

Upon the means which raised their heads so high !

Shall children thus be tortured and borne down
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Without a voice upraised to tell their wrongs ?

Ye foliowers of the good Samaritan,

Hear ! and combine your efforts to redress

Evils, though crying, not importunate,

—

So much the more exacting your regards !

In that imposing structure, claiming thus

Our admiration, oft, too oft ! are found

Infants, in countless groups, through the long year

" From morn to eve, from eve to dewey night,"

Haggard and spiritless, with toil severe,

Above the point of Nature's faculty,

Wasting their strength ; the vital principle,

The moral too, assail'd in every form !

Here, disregarded, toss'd in heedless heaps,

They lengthen out their hours of weariness,

Outcasts, unheeded, on our " happy soil
;"

No mercy near !—haply to please some minds

Church-going ; advocates for equity

;

Loud talkers of a Briton's birth-right, proud !

Who gaze around, on tribes, too young to grieve,

But not to suffer, with the consciousness,

Of giving such unfriended outcasts, bread !

Cease, men, whose hearts pertain to adamant,

Such dire delusion ! Ifyour thoughts incline

To piety, though in the last remove,

Question it well ! for never pious heart

Dwelt with such deeds. Can Heaven applauding view
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Children of want, nipp'd by the frost of gain
;

TJnnumber'd orphans, seized by avarice,

(Their parents safe in their last resting place !)

And forced, without a friend, to sacrifice

Their joys in childhood, and their hopes in age ?

If, Hini to please, thy Maker, ever struck,

When interest was away, thy passing thought,

Learn, with more certainty than ever man

Foretold the morrow's sun, it is by acts

Of tenderness ; by viewing all mankind

As offspring of one Sire, who never made

" The finely-fibred human frame," * to wither,

Ere yet the leaves of childhood halt expand,

Through man's fierce lust of perishable gold.

Is there not slavery, England ! on thy soil ?

The evil clear, but where the remedy ?

A book, the Book of Books ! expands ; I read,

And bless the words, clothed with celestial light !-

" Do, as ye would that others did to you !"

This is the antidote ; but if the voice,

Breathed from the sky, if still humanity

Urges unheard the lucre-worshippers

To soften their exactions, let the Law

Restrain the Cruel, and its penalties

Accomplish that which Heaven prescribes in vain.
1

* Southey.



WILLIAM GILBERT.
( Volume First, page 66.)

Some Readers might wish to possess some additional

notices of W. Gilbert, concerning whom, Mr. Southey

has said (Vol 1. p. 67.) "His madness was of the

most incomprehensible kind, as may be seen in the

notes to his ' Hurricane,' but the Poem possesses pas-

sages of exquisite beauty." Extracts will be given

from the Poem, and the Notes, but I shall first refer to

"William Gilbert himself.

After he had lost his cause at Portsmouth, ("Vol. 1.

p. 66.) derangement gradually manifested itself. As

one proof; while at his lodgings, he interpreted the

words of Christ personally, " Sell all that thou hast,

and distribute to the poor," when, without the forma-

lity of selling, he thought the precept might be more

summarily fulfilled, and therefore, one morning he

tumbled every thing he had in his room, through the

window, into the street, that the poor might help

themselves ; bed, bolsters, blankets, sheets, chairs

!

&c. &c. but unfortunately, it required at that season

VOL. IT 2 F
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a higher exercise of the clear reasoning process than

he possessed, to distinguish accurately hetween his own

goods and chattels, and those of his landlady!

Two or three other extravagances convinced his

friends that confinement was indispensable, and they

placed him in Mr. Richard Henderson's Asylum, at

Hanham, near Bristol. This was in the year 1787.

Wm. Gilbert occasionally accompanied John Henderson

into Bristol, on one of which occasions he introduced

him to my brother and me, as the " Young Counsel-

lor !" I spent an afternoon with them, not readily to

be forgotten. Many and great talkers have I known,

but Wm. Gilbert, at this time, exceeded them all.

His brain seemed to be in a state of boiling efferve-

scence, and his tongue, with inconceivable rapidity,

passed from subject to subject, but with an incoherence

that was to me, at least, marvellous. For two hours

he poured forth a verbal torrent, which was only

suspended by sheer physical exhaustion.

John Henderson must have perceived a thousand

fallacies in his impassioned harangue; defective pre-

mises and erroneous conclusions innumerable, but bike

a wise man, he allowed them all to pass, uncommented

upon, for he knew there was no fighting with a vapour.

Wm. Gilbert offered a really striking example of

mind, seeing, as it appeared, clearly, in the midst of

obscurity, and rising in confidence in proportion to
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the density of the mist. He continued in the Asylum

about a year, when his mind being partially restored,

his friends removed him, and he wholly absented

himself from Bristol, till the year 1796, when he

re-appeared, in this city, but whence no one could tell,

and he never told.

Being so interesting a character, I felt pleasure in

beholding him once more, and introduced him to Mr.

Coleridge and Mr. Southey, with whom he readily

coalesced, and they, I believe truly respected him, soon

however perceiving there was " something unsound in

Denmark ;" but still there was so much general and

obvious talent about him, and his manners were so

conciliating, that they liked his company, and tolerated

some few peculiarities for the sake of the much that was'

good. It was some evidence that reason had partly

reassumed her seat in his mind, by the deference he

paid Mr. C. and Mr. S. as, when before them, he

withheld many of his most extravagant notions, and

maintained a comparative restraint on his tongue, such

as evidently arose from the respect with which he was

impressed.

The subjects enforced in his Notes were often promi-

nent in his conversation, and these topics will furnish

the reader with a tolerable idea of the strange vagaries

which were ever luxuriant in his mind. At one time

he very gravely told me, that, to his certain know-

2r2
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ledge there was in the centre of Africa, bordering on

Abyssinia, a little to the south-east, an extensive

nation of the Gibberti, or Gilberti, and that one day

or other he intended to visit them, and claim kindred.

" How do you know this ?" was asked. " That is of no

consequence," he replied, " it is enough that I know

it." His intercommunion with Yox Stellarum told him

every thing. This curious geographical fact is referred

to in his Notes.

One morning information was brought to us that

Wm. Gilbert at an early hour had departed precipitately

from Bristol, unknown where, and that -without

speaking to any one of his friends. We felt great

concern at this unexpected movement, and by compa-

*ring recent conversations, we thought it highly probable

that, in obedience to some astrological monition,

William Gilbert had determined, forthwith, to set off

on a visit to his relatives, in Africa. So convinced Avas

Mr. Southey that this long- cherished design had influ-

enced poor Gilbert in his sudden withdrawment, that

he wrote to Mr. Roscoe, at Liverpool, begging him to

interfere, so as to prevent any African Captain from

taking such a person as Mr. S. described. Mr. Roscoe

appeared to have taken much trouble, for the humane

purpose of preventing this half crazed man from

realizing his intention ; but after a vigilant inquiry, he

replied, by saying that no such person had sailed from>
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or appeared in Liverpool, So that after eveiy inquiry,

and some real solicitude, we remained in total uncer-

tainty respecting what was hecome of this very ingenious,

but unhappy man.

About ten years ago, a clergyman, a son of Mr.

Scott, the Commentator, (with whom I had some

acquaintance) arrived in Bristol, by appointment, to

preach on some public occasion, at St. Werburgh's

Church. Out of respect to his father, I invited him

to take up his residence, for the few days he might

remain in Bristol, at my house. Mr. Scott was accom-

panied by his wife, a lady of worth and intelligence,

when, in the course of conversation, she happened to

speak of her uncle Gilbert. This being a common

name, I merely remarked, that, thirty years ago,

I knew a gentleman of that name. " My uncle,"

replied Mrs. Scott, "was Mr. William Gilbert, the

Author of the " Hurricane
!

" The surprise, at so

singular a coincidence, may easily be conceived, with

the inquiries that followed. From this lady I learnt

that toward the close of the last century her uncle had

sailed from England to Charleston in America, where he

died, about the year 1825 : this being the first and

only information received concerning him, from the

time he left Bristol.

Mrs. Scott said her Uncle had lived long enough to

see Mr. Southey's Life of Wesley, (published 1820)

2f3
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wherein Mr. S. spoke of him, and referred to his

madness; at which he testified great "indignation,"

as well as astonishment, that his friend Southey should

so monstrously have mistaken his real character ! I

informed Mr. Southey of this singular conjunction of

circumstances, when he felt concern at having uninten-

tionally given pain to one whom he once respected and

pitied, and thus replied to the information.

* * * * " "What you say ahout poor

Gilbert has surprised me. Sometime after writing to

Roscoe concerning him, some one told me that he "v\ as

dead, and believing him to be so, I mentioned him in

the " Life of "Wesley," speaking of him as I had ever

felt, with respect and kindness, hut in the way I should

not have done, if I had not been fully persuaded of his

death."

OBSERVATIONS ON WILLIAM GILBERT'S "HURRICANE.

The Poet, in the following quotation, represents

some beautiful and quiescent imagery, introductory to

the " Hurricane." The scene is laid in Antigua, of

which Island he was a native.

The Eastern shore receives the welcome gale,

And leads to caverns, or the brow of rocks,

To gravel hanks with glittering shell-fish strewed,
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To deep-green mangrove, or the shadowing branch

Of lofty cedar dropping blossoms white,

That tremble as they fall and meet the wave

Progressive to their root. Here, oft, at even,

"When lengthening shadows to the calmy wave

Shot dubious twilight and alluring gloom,

I sat contemplative ; and viewed the breeze

Chequer the water with far-streaming light,

That glistened as with gems : I sat and thought

Ambition was a folly ; glory, madness ;

And all the hopes attending various man

Were robbers of his rest : I thought, that love

Was all the sum indulgent Heaven e'er made

To constitute his bliss. I thought so and was blest.

For four long days a calm through nature reigned

;

A calm as dead as ever struck the deep ;

As ever marked the silent air with awe,

Or stilled the leaf high trembling, on the bough.

The fifth at eve to my accustomed haunt,

Along the shadow of a cocoa grove,

Down to the beach I strolled. The setting sun

Was dyed with crimson ; and the full-orbed moon,

That palely rose above the dusky arch,

Was deeply burred ; settled, encreasing, black,

With jagged clouds, voluminous and deep.

Scudded along the northern verge of ocean,

And a long labouring swell hove the large
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Billow lifeless on the shore, while adverse Clouds

In dark battalia swiftly met in air.

This is the best portion of the poem; on other

occasions he sometimes runs riot with all the laws of

metre, which he endeavours to justify by principles of

his own ; but through much that is incoherent, there

are scattered felicitous passages that are clearly indica-

tive of genius, though in its bewildered state.

These remarks will be justified by the following

extract.

Just where the horizon bends to meet the wave,

Within the farthest reach ofhuman ken,

A sail appeared. The mild ray far beaming

From the western sun glanced on her canvas,

And beheld it spread before the rising breeze.

The rising breeze far from the northward moved

Ruffling along, and blackened as it came.

The affrighted plover from its blast retired

;

The lizard nestled in the watchman's hut,

And heavy, awful gloom, poured deepening- on.

Soon reigning darkness o'er creation drew

The deep black curtain of involving night :

The tempest thickened ; and the dark wind howled

Encreasing horrors and sublimer blasts

Heavy the deep-hung atmosphere along

Retired as soon as straws around me felt
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The wind, I, hence, enjoyed in silent peace

The rending gale. But, ever and anon,

Some crash of trees, or noise of swift destruction

Met my ear. Soon the expected signals of

Distress roll through the heavy storm ; the wind

Almost suppressed the deep-mouthed sound it bore.

Reiterate at rapid intervals,

The guns were heard, and ofttimes joined the thunder.

The firing ceased. The aggravated storm rode

Wide and unrivalled through the midnight air.

All else was silence.

But the most curious and inexplicable part of the

" Hurricane " are the Notes, as exhibiting the subtle

forms which insanity sometimes assumes, when united

with the more ethereal order of minds. As not many

readers have seen, or are likely to see, one of the few

copies of a small work, published more than forty

years ago, in a provincial town, two or three extracts

will be given as examples of this regular confusion,

with the intimation that there is no idea in these Notes,

however absurd; no disposition of words, for which

"William Gilbert would not have contended in an hour-

long harangue, and with the inflexibility of a martyr.

Some notion may be formed of his pertinacity, from

the circumstance of Mr. Coleridge having once objected

to the metre of some of his lines, which as usual he

resolutely defended, for how could that which was
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perfect be improved? He thus noticed the critic, at

the commencement of his poem.

" A friend once passed to me a very strong opinion

against the metre of some verses. What is metre?

It is the focus of unions between the sense and the

sound; in the best English Poets at least: it is a

contrivance to throw the accent, not where a common

reader, or speaker would throw it, but where an

impassioned orator, or judicious actor would throw it.

One instance of disapproved accent in the ' Hurri-

cane,' I suppose will be given in these three lines.

-Hear I not some

Female shriek, now faintly sighing on the

Wings of night ? Straitly appeared a gleam of

White before us.

The action here is dramatic." &c.

William Gilbert thus explains his views and " first

principles."

NOTE I.

Then the mermaid to her deeps shot rapid

;

Trembling she lay ; but safe, and long concealed

From haunts of war.

I have anticipated in the preface, that the machinery

of this poem turns on the thought, that while the inha-

bitants of America were subdued, the Europeans were

gradually tincturing themselves with the feelings,
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manners, and habits, of that new quarter of the globe.

In other words, while American bodies were destroyed

by European bodies, American spirits were subduing

the Europeans—and much more effectually and really,

though latently. It was latent to Europeans, only

because they and their philosophy contemplate forms

and externals alone ; and hence, they conclude, when

a body is put out of the way, the whole work is done ;

little considering, that the spirit of principle, which

solely gave that body existence, is itself, so far from

being extinguished, that it has burst the crucible which

confined it, and enflamed to vengeance all those who

are in a similar principle, whether ten, a thousand, a

myriad, or in the case of a common Saviour, all cre-

ation—and the murderer himself among the number.

And the subjugation effected by America is more effec-

tual and real, because spirit moves body, but body does

not move spirit. It may remove spirit from it ; but the

good it gains is, that it dies, and the expelled spirit

nourishes more exalted, pure, and free.

NOTE II.

A PROPOSITION.

But though the inhabitants of America were destroyed,

yet, as the spirit of genius, or principle of America

infused itself into Europeans, and still goes on rapidly

perfusing itself there, it could never be said, in the
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abstract, or in the highest sense, that American bodies

were destroyed—or, which is the same thing, that

there was no trace of the activity of their principles in

the world.

" Why is the sea the ultimate of creation ?"

Fire is visibly the primary, or rather the esse of

being ; because fire alone has motion in itself, or can

impart motion, that is, inherent motion to any body.

This is testified universally by expansion ; and in the

case of magnetic bars, by attraction. For, undeniably,

where there is attraction, there is motion, a fermen-

tation of parts ; and this is produced by imparted heat.

If fire be the primary, the opposite of fire is the

ultimate.

NOTE III.

" Who, far from Europe and its bodied forms."

That is, far from the perception of their under-

standing : and, as the European lives in his under-

standing alone; that is, places no confidence in any

thing, which is not mathematically visible, not even in

logic, far less in internal feelings and the experiences of

mind—I have said far from him ; though they were

working so powerfully in him, as to repeople from

Europe, many immense tracts of America, on one side

of the Atlantic ; and on the other, combined with a

beverage from the East, and the manual cultivation of a
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most physical quarter of the glohe, in the form of the

most universal, deep-rooted and medicinal luxury ever

known. With every lump of sugar, a certain portion

of essence of America and of Africa is swallowed ; and

if refined with the Wood of bulls, a proportion of

England too ; but the first are wholly predominant.

Strange it would be, that mathematicians give no

reality to spirit, while they lay the basis of form in idea

—if they were any thing but mathematicians. What

makes a surface ? What makes a line ? What makes

a point ? Here metaphysics begin*—after physics end

or have attained their grovelling apex. It stands, or has

stood confest by the mathematicians that all form rises

out of idea ; and justly ; only it is a pity that, after

knowing their place, they would not keep it. The fly,

though he feels himself earned by the Avheel, fancies he

turns it ; but because he is a fly, he cannot be instructed
;

yet he may be killed : notwithstanding lie is capable of

surviving a passage from America to England in a pipe

of Madeira wine—an experiment I am fully informed of

while I write—yet he may be trodden down and

thoroughly crushed. Impertinence not corrigible by

failure and repulse, nor to be awed by example, may be

destroyed.

* That metaphysics owe their name to the mark of a book-

binder is an account worthy of mathematicians : who are truly vox

et prceterea nihil.

VOL. II 2 G
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NOTE IV.

For theirs arc nature's powers : elemental strength

Springs in their nerves ; to artificial or

Cold Europe's man unknown ; and at the Fount

Divine they drink, pursuant of the stream.

They hence are keenly sentient of all truth ;

Familiar, hence, is bold emprize ; easy,

Hence, achievement, that to Europe's upward

Navigation is impractical and mad.

Those who feel internally, think or judge from that

feeling, and act from that judgment, are in order ; they

are bannered in nature's cavalry : their course of action

is a fine synthesis , and wherever they proceed, they

meet no object hut what is below them. They are

always on the higher ground. The man of physical

feelings, science, and action, is always climbing, but

never ascending.

But why this distribution of parts to America and

Europe ? for -Europe I have accounted, in a great

measure, already. As to America, first and foremost I

shall give the practical reason, because that is the

American, and it is this, I am an American, and qui

sentii ille est. I say, such is the ground ; I describe

it
i
and did any European teach me ? no. Then it is

my own ground.

NOTE V.

The European is always climbing, because he always

begins with water whose property it is, always to sink to
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a level. He cannot make any progress, because water

originates nothing. He never ascends, because he never

quits water. Hence for ever, like Sisyphus, strug-

gling up a toilsome, vain analysis, he judges all things,

which are above the height to which water may be

forced by known engines, to be impractical ; and the

science of the mind to be impractical and a mad

speculation, instead of what it is—the only brilliant

reality. He always thinks out of himself. He knows

not where to begin; he has not one datum in mind: and

the science of all that is real, stands under the term

metaphysics, as a cant name for all that is speculative.

If, when arrived here, he could draw a syllogism, and

acknowledge his inferiority, he would, at this moment, be

an object of my friendship, not of my indignation and

invective. But he is not content to be false ; he is bad :

he is not content to be ignorant of mind, but the villain

must murder it, if he can—but he cannot. We have

just seen him, from the attempt, as bad as he is false ;

we see him in the conduct of his attempt, as foolish as

he is wicked. He throws water on our seeds, and makes

us vegetate. "With his ignorance of mind he knows

not the laws of victory. He knows not, though he

sees it, that the visible body is moved by only

the invisible mind, and that the energies which

impel an imperious course of conduct, lie not in

muscles, nor in bones of even six inches diameter : we

2g2
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know it and vanquish him on his own ground ; moving

body to any thing by spirit. He sees it, did I say ? I

beg his pardon ; I forgot, that eyes can look only out-

ward, and that of course, he cannot see this. But I

have an infallible recipe for this blindness ; or if not a

recipe, an antidote for those, whom its malignant atro-

city would poison—it is this; he can feel ; that is when

he is run through the body. Instruction must be writ-

ten for a European, with ink of blood and a pen of steel.

The science of mind, to be sure, is superstition : but

it is the superstition which Archimedes wanted to raise

the world; but which, I tell you, mean men of physics, I

have;—and the French have! and will keep and perfect,

whether you see and whether you approve, or not. Adieu

!

NOTE VI.

In a future note, I sball state some specific reasons

for my egotism in this poem ; but I must round this

head with something like anticipation. I am the only

being in the world, who go through every inch and

every league of the French Revolution ; which, indeed,

is no wonder, as I had embarked, without sail or oar,

in the revolution to practical good, public and private,

as an individual, before they started. I also have

strong symptoms of a neighbourhood to Abyssinia. I

have such a strong predilection for Africa, as, when a

youth, to have wished, in crossing the Atlantic without
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a Mediterranean pass, to be taken by a Corsair and

carried in ; and while I was in the latitudes, I looked

out impatiently for every sail, in hopes of finding an

African cruizer. There is certainly a nation of Gibberti

who inhabit east and south of Abyssinia, and have had

a dynasty on its throne. As the Abyssinians never

leave their country, (and I strenuously maintain, that a

total aversion from travelling can only consist with

being at the ultimate of enjoyment and the primary of

being) the Gibberti have been ever their merchants and

their ambassadors* to Europe. The inference designed

may seem almost an infantine speculation to the Euro-

pean, who knows of no relations but what are guaran-

teed by a parson and clerk, and archived in a register,

according to statute ; and therefore I have published

enough ; but with the aid of two or three other corre-

spondences, I can infallibly prove my relation from

spirit, because in spirit, although naturally, it may be

thought, improbable.

NOTE VII.

The opening of seeds in the earth consequent on

gradual insinuations of water, is the dawn and pro-

gressively the morning of being :

" This, then, I mean, by Afric's morning :"

* If these be not meant in Isaiah, xviii. 1, 2, who are ? And if

the hard, rough, toiling, KaXeivov, country, (see my last note) to

which they are sent, be not Europe, what region is it ?

2 g 3
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Because the fountain' of human being, as well as that

of plants is concealed in the earth ; and Africa, more

especially Abyssinia, is characteristically quoad other

continents, the earth ; as not permeable by water ; and

from many parts, scarcely accessible from want of that

small supply of water, which is necessary to human

subsistence ; owing to the circumvolution of a flaming

sun.

NOTE VIII.

If a fox be out, and the hounds, however noisy in

their course, run towards the kennel he has left, instead

of following his steps, are they likely to see him ? Per-

haps I have come down low enough to be seen in England

now. If you know not the voice of the Shepherd, you

do that of the huntsman. Come then, let me turn you !

let me lead you from a hunt, Avhere the slaves of

incessant hesitation, and paralized to every steady effort,

you are, the highest and wisest of you, the staring

dupes of any Brothers who cries, hark ! to Jerusalem !*

Or, on the other hand, on these flimsy claims, the still

more flimsy casuists; or the coolly mathematical, or pre-

sumptuously declamatory rejecters of all, either good, bad,

William Gilbert was rather sharp on his co-enthusiast, Ricliard

Brothers, (who at this time made a great noise) deeming his know-

ledge very slight of " spiritual movements," and the " principle of

things."
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or indifferent. Turn, I say, from this worse than wild-

goose chase, because, perchance, when you arrive at the

demonstration of ultimate disappointment, the sun may

be set, the night come on, the clouds gather darkness,

and you not be sheltered. Turn then with me.

NOTE IX.

A man looking to the west can never see the sun rise.

Therefore, instead of seeking for the origin of things in

Body, or philosophizing on Form, pursue that which

forms body. Study no longer the product, but the

producer. A person Avho for ever contemplates body,

which is motionless, is so habituated to see nothing

move but as it is moved by a force superior to its

weight, that he carries it as a law through all being,

that action and re-action are equal and contrary.

This, the great Sir Isaac Newton, though not born in

Ireland, called a law of motion : I, though not born in

England, call it a law of no motion. Sir Isaac wants a

nominative case to the verb moves. I will give him

one, first from Yirgil.

" Principio caelum et terras, camposque liquentes

Lucentemque globum lunse, Titaniaque astra

Spiritus intus alit

—

Igneus est ollis vigor, et cselestis origo

Seminibus — —." Virgil, lib. vi.

I quote from memory ; so have not the fines. And

naturally—central fires, or fire forming the centre of
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every planet is enough to give it motion ; without

suspending yourself over a bottomless abyss of second

causes; each of which is alike without motion; as

is yourself, excepting that common to water, of gravi-

tation; senseless, whether it descend to the root of a

plant, or to the foot of a precipice ; but ever proceeding

to the last with accelerated motion.

In writing these notes, I have to steer, as the least

enlightened may observe, between Scylla and Charybdis

;

between saying too much and too little for perspicuity

;

between an appearance of acrimony and that of

indecision ; between the appearance of extravagance to

those, who are unaccustomed to consider the internal

structure of things, on the one hand and an unfaithful

delineation of my own sentiments and truths which

contemplate existence, on the other. If I have some-

times preferred verging on the first, it was because the

last would have been treachery and annihilation. I know,

that nothing is done towards enlightening the world at

large, till the Esoteric overwhelms the Exoteric ; and the

Achromatic walks trivially. So much for the learned.

NOTE X.

In the course of a lonesome pilgrimage through the

world, which was unavoidable to one, who saw in a

light different from all the world, and so much stronger

that he could not possibly forego it—I have been
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obliged to do every office for myself and others. I have

taken in their turn, the high-ways and hedges, not to

say the ditches and brambles, for I have never been

below the mark in any undertaking ; and then ascended

to sweep cobwebs from gilded ceilings. I have often

dirtied mj^self, it is true ; but I did not make the dirt,

—I only appropriated it ; and this, notwithstanding I

used exertions constructive into madness to prevent its

collection. Now I wash my hands clean, and dress.

Where the dust lies, let it for ever lie ; for the house

will no more be swept. I am indifferent where it lies.

It is not with me.

William Gilbert adds

—

"I am not understood—It is well.

I understand myself— It is better."

It appeared that the walls of London were placarded

by "William Gilbert, " with the largest bills that had at

that time been seen, announcing ' The Law of Fire,"

(Vol. I. p. 67.) some allusions to which caloric subject

will be found in the preceding Notes. A more parti-

cular reference is appended to the " Hurricane," in the

following

ADVERTISEMENT.

" Having found those Notes sufficiently voluminous

with only Theosophic learning, and indeed, the title
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promising no more, I have expunged several hints in

Physics, which I had first inserted. These I shall

shortly swell into a bulk worthy of separate publication,

under the title of—THE LAW OF FIRE.

Farewell,

William Gilbert."

In the midst of these strange and eccentric extracts,

the fine passage noticed by Mr. Wordsworth (Vol. 1.

p. 67) will not be forgotten ; and the pleasure which

the writer feels will, in some measure, be participated

by the reader, from learning, that the mind of William

Gilbert, as he advanced in life, acquired a more

healthy tone, and that the same respect for him

extended to America, which was universally felt by all

who knew him in England.

J. C.

END OF THE APPENDIX.
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corrected as to expression, I claim it as an act of justice, since the

liberty is granted of selecting any that may appear suitable "for con-

gregational worship, that none (as some have done) who may avail

themselves of this permission, either while I live, or after my death,
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cost their writer a solicitous care that ought to secure them from

the assumed emendations of editors.

It may cursorily be remarked, that almost all the collections I have

seen, are more or less defective, from confounding two things, essen-

tially distinct ; hymns and divine poems : hymns for the sanctuary,

and divine poems for the closet. Pieces may possess some portion of

the Spirit of Poetry, while destitute of the true, Spirit of Devotion ;

so that many flowery stanzas, which might, as Poems, be read with

pleasure, and even admiration, in private, when obtruded on a con-

gregation for general singing, produce, in every discriminating mind,

repulsive feelings. The heart turns from such " frothy food," and
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and supplication, its renunciation of earth, and its aspirations after

Heaven, in language chaste, but simple, where the mh)d is absorbed

by the subject, and the writer is forgotten.
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vering marks of carelessness, are never disfigured by false elevation,

or inappropriate ornament.
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